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Chapter 1
Basic Information about Oil and Gas
1-1 Overview

compounds. This is why it varies from a light-colored volatile liquid
to thick, dark, black oil - so viscous that it is difficult to pump from
the subsurface.

1-1-1 What is Crude Oil?

It is not only the appearance of crude oil that varies. Crudes from
different sources have different compositions. Some may have more
of the valuable lighter hydrocarbons, and some may have more of
the heavier hydrocarbons. The compositions of different crudes are
measured and published in assays. This information is used by the
refinery in deciding which crudes to buy to make the products that its
customers need at any given time.

The oil found in the subsurface is called crude oil and is a mixture of
hydrocarbons, which in form range from almost solid to gaseous.
Crude oil is a naturally occurring mixture of hundreds of different
hydrocarbon compounds trapped in subsurface rock. These hydrocarbons were created millions of years ago when plant and algae material died and settled on the bottom of streams, lakes, seas and oceans,
forming a thick layer of organic material. Subsequent sedimentation
covered this layer, applying heat and pressure that ‘cooked’ the organic material and changed it into the petroleum we extract from the
subsurface today.

When crude oil comes out of a well it is often mixed with gases,
water and sand. It forms an emulsion with water that looks a bit like
caramel. The sand suspended in the emulsion produces this caramel
effect. Eventually the sand settles and the water is then removed using de-emulsifying agents. Both sand and water have to be separated
from the crude oil, before it can be processed ready for transportation
by tanker or pipeline.

Crude oils are generally differentiated by the size of the hydrogen
rich hydrocarbon molecules they contain. For example, light oil
containing lighter hydrocarbons flows easily through wells and pipelines and when refined, produces a large quantity of transportation
fuels such as petrol, diesel and jet fuel. Heavy oil containing heavier
hydrocarbons, in contrast, requires additional pumping or diluting to
be able to flow through wells and pipelines; when refined, it produces
proportionally more heating oil and a smaller amount of transportation fuels.

The dissolved gases are removed at the well. Once the drilling shaft
makes contact with the oil, it releases the pressure in the underground
reservoir and the dissolved gases fizz out of solution pushing crude
oil to the surface. This is necessary as they might come out of solution and cause a buildup of pressure in a pipe or a tanker.

Crude oil is a complex mixture of hydrocarbons with minor proportions of other chemicals such as compounds of sulphur, nitrogen and
oxygen. The different parts of the mixture must be separated, before
they can be used, and this process is called refining. Crude oil from
different parts of the world, or even from different depths in the
same oilfield, contains different mixtures of hydrocarbons and other

Crude Source
Nigerian-Light
Saudi-Light
Saudi-Heavy
Venezuela-Light
Venezuela-Light
USA-Midcont. Sweet
USA-W. Texas Sour
North Sea-Brent

Crude oil also contains sulphur, which has to be removed from any
fractions that are going to be burnt as it forms sulphur dioxide, which
contributes to acid rain. Therefore, any fractions that are converted
into fuels must pass through so-called hydrofiners, removing the
sulphur content.

Paraffins Aromatics Naphthenes
Sulfur
API gravity Naphtha Yield Octane
(typical)
No
(% vol)
(% vol)
(% wt)
(approx.)
(% vol)
37
63
60
35
52
46
50

9
19
15
12
14
22
16

54
18
25
53
34
32
34

0.2
2
2.1
2.3
1.5
0.4
1.9
0.4

36
34
28
30
24
40
32
37

28
22
23
2
18
33
31

60
40
35
60
50
55
50

Table 1.1 - Typical approximate
characteristics and properties and
gasoline potential of various crudes
(representative average numbers).
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Crude oil can be measured in a number of different ways. Production
and distribution companies commonly measure crude oil in barrels
(bbl). In SI units 1 bbl is 0.158983 m3. While measuring by volume
is useful, oil can also be measured as a source of energy. The energy
unit used is Barrels of Oil Equivalent (BOE), which denotes the
amount of energy contained in one barrel of crude oil. An energy unit
by weight is also used – this is called Ton of Oil Equivalent (TOE).

1-1-2 What is Natural Gas?
Natural gas is a combustible mixture of small-molecule hydrocarbons. These are made of atoms of carbon and hydrogen. For example,
natural gas used in the home is mainly methane, which is a molecule
made up of one carbon atom and four hydrogen atoms, and is referred
to as CH4.

Typical Composition of Natural Gas
Methane
Ethane
Propane
Butane
Carbon Dioxide
Oxygen
Nitrogen
Hydrogen sulphide
Rare gases

CH4
C2H6
C3H8
C4H10
CO2
O2
N2
H 2S
A, He, Ne, Xe

70-90%
0-20%
0-8%
0-0.2%
0-5%
0-5%
trace

Table 1.2 - Typical contents of natural gas.

Natural gas is a vital component of the world’s supply of energy. It is
one of the cleanest, safest, and most useful of all energy sources.
While commonly grouped with other fossil fuels and sources of
energy, many characteristics of natural gas make it unique.
In itself, it might be considered uninteresting - it is colorless, shapeless, and odourless in its pure form. Uninteresting - except that
natural gas is combustible, and when it is burned it gives off a great
deal of energy and, unlike other fossil fuels, is clean emitting lower
levels of potentially harmful by-products into the air. We require
energy constantly, to heat our homes, cook our food, and generate our
electricity. This need for energy has given natural gas its importance
in our society and in our lives.
Figure 1.1
– Methane molecule

While natural gas is formed primarily of methane, it can also include
ethane, propane and butane. The composition of natural gas can vary
widely. Table 1.2 outlines the typical makeup of natural gas before it
is refined.
No mixture can be referred to as natural gas as each gas stream has its
own composition. Even two gas wells from the same reservoir may
have different constituents.
Natural gas in its purest form, such as the natural gas that is delivered
to your home, is almost pure methane. It is considered ‘dry’ when it is
almost pure methane, having had most of the other commonly associated hydrocarbons removed. When other hydrocarbons are present,
natural gas is ‘wet’.
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Natural gas has many uses, residentially, commercially, and industrially. Found in reservoirs underneath the earth, natural gas is commonly associated with oil deposits. Production companies search for
evidence of these reservoirs using sophisticated technology that helps
to locate natural gas and drill wells in the earth at possible sites.
Natural gas can be measured in a number of different ways. Measured at normal temperatures and pressures the volume is expressed in
normal cubic feet (Ncf or Nf3) or normal cubic metres (Nm3). Normal
denotes a temperature of 0°C and a pressure of 1 atm. 1 ft3 is equal
to 0.0283 Nm3 . Production and distribution companies commonly
measure natural gas in thousands of cubic feet (Mcf), millions of
cubic feet (MMcf), or trillions of cubic feet (Tcf). While measuring
by volume is useful, natural gas can also be measured by its calorific
content. The energy oil units BOE and TOE can also be used for gas
and denotes the amount of gas corresponding to one BOE or one TOE.
One Bbl of crude oil corresponds to approx. six Mcf of natural gas.

Basic Information about
Oil and Gas

1-2 Formation of Oil and Gas
1-2-1 How are Oil and Gas formed?
Crude oil was generated over millions of years from the remains of
tiny plants and animals that became incorporated into muddy sediments. Subsequent deposition of sediment caused the organic-rich
“source rock” layer to be buried ever deeper and exposed to increasing temperatures. With increasing temperature first heavy then light
oil was formed from the organic material, and finally gas.
Organic material deposited in sediments during the Jurassic and Cretaceous geological ages 180 to 65 million years ago (the time of the
dinosaurs) generated most of the oil we find in the North Sea today.

and gas upwards. The oldest oil-bearing rocks date back more
than 600 million years; the youngest, about 1 million, most oil
fields have been found in rocks between 10 million and 270 million
years old (In Denmark typically it is 65+ million years old).
3) A “trap” is required to capture the oil or gas. The trap prevents
the oil from escaping the reservoir by way of its shape and organization of rock types. Usually it involves a non-permeable layer
on top that acts as a seal. Traps are generally formed by tectonic
forces that either breaks the continuity of the reservoir (“fault”) or
buckles it (“fold”), but there are many different types of traps. See
figure 1.3
Trap formed by structure and seal

OIL
Reservoir

Oil generation
and migration

Top of “oil window”
Source rock

Fig 1.3 Trap.

The oldest oil-bearing rocks date back more than 600 million years
- the most recent, about 1 million years. Most oil fields have been
found in rocks that are between 10 and 270 million years old. Most
Danish oil fields are about 60 million years old.
Subsurface temperature, which increases with depth, is a critical factor in the creation of oil. Petroleum hydrocarbons are rarely formed
at temperatures less than 65°C and are generally carbonized and
destroyed at temperatures greater than 260°C. Most hydrocarbons are
found at “moderate” temperatures ranging from 105º to 175°C.
Figure 1.2 – Diatoms - examples of plankton types.

1.2.2
There are three essential elements in the creation of a crude oil
and gas field
1) The existence of a “source rock” - The geologic history of such
a rock enabled the formation of crude oil. This usually is f negrained shale, rich in organic matter.
2) The generated oil or gas move (“migrate”) into a permeable layer
called a reservoir. Reservoirs typically consist of sandstones and
limestones. Once inside the reservoir buoyancy will move the oil

The origins Oil and Natural Gas?

The burning of oil and gas will generate energy which is transferred
from the chemicals to the surroundings. The original source of this
energy is the sun. Plants use the sun’s energy to produce sugars and
oxygen from carbon dioxide and water, a process called photosynthesis,
6 CO2 + 12 H2O → C6H12O6 + 6 O2 + 6 H2O
where C6H12O6 is glucose. The reaction needs light to produce glucose.
Oxygen is a by-product of the process.
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This energy is stored in the chemicals which the plants produce. Animals
eat the plants and energy is transferred to their bodies. On earth, millions
of years ago, plants and animals decayed, and the organic chemicals, of
which their bodies were made, became the source of fossil fuels we use
today.

along with bubbles of gas. Often, pressure helped to force the mixture
between the rocks, which was contained between the particles of
these sedimentary rocks, like water in a sponge. Eventually, the oil
and gas reached a layer of impervious or non-porous rock they could
not pass through and thus were trapped.

Formation of oil
Some scientists believe that when these animals and plants died and
sank to the bottom of seas and lagoons, layers of sediment covered
them. Then anaerobic bacteria (a bacteria that does not require oxygen to growth), before aerobic (a bacteria that has an oxygen based
metabolism) decomposition could start, are thought to have acted
on them and started the process of transforming them into crude oil
or gas. As the remains of these living organisms decayed, they were
covered by more and more sediment as seas advanced and retreated,
and rivers washed mud and sand into the sea.

Formation of natural gas
There are many different theories as to the origins of fossil fuels.
Natural gas is a fossil fuel. Like oil and coal, this means that it is,
essentially, the remains of plants, animals, and micro-organisms
that lived millions of years ago. However, how do these once living
organisms become an inanimate mixture of gases?

Eventually, the rotting material, mixed with grains of sand and silt,
began to change into the hydrocarbons, which make up oil and gas.
As the layers on top of the organic chemicals increased, so did the
pressure and temperature, and this helped speed up the process.
Other scientists think that chemical reactions took place between the
decaying organisms and the salts in the mud and water surrounding
them. As we know, there is a difference in the chemical composition
of oil from different parts of the world. The way oil was formed and
the types of plants and animals, from which it was formed, seem to
determine this. Whatever theory one subscribes to the process it is a
very slow one stretching over millions of years.
It is important to realize that these hydrocarbons did not form ‘pools’
of oil underground. They were mixed with water and sand, which
gradually seeped through the porous layers of sandstone or limestone
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As one goes deeper under the earth’s crust, the temperature gets
higher and higher. At low temperatures (shallower deposits), more oil
is produced relative to natural gas. At higher temperatures, however,
the opposite occurs, and more natural gas is formed in relation to
oil. That is why natural gas is usually associated with oil in deposits
that are 1.5 to 3 km below the earth’s crust. Deeper deposits, very far
underground, usually contain primarily natural gas, in many cases,
pure methane.
Natural gas can also be formed through the transformation of organic
matter by tiny microorganisms. This type of methane is referred to as
biogenic methane. Methanogens, tiny methane producing anaerobic
micro-organisms, break down organic matter chemically to produce
methane. These microorganisms are commonly found in areas near
the surface of the earth that are devoid of oxygen. These micro-organisms also live in the intestines of most animals, including humans
producing flatulence.
Formation of methane in this manner usually takes place close to the
surface of the earth, and the methane produced is usually lost to the
atmosphere. In certain circumstances, however, this methane can be
trapped underground and recovered as natural gas.

Figure 1.4
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The most widely accepted theory says that fossil fuels are formed
when organic matter is compressed under the earth, at very high pressure for a very long time. When applied to natural gas this is referred
to as thermogenic methane. Similar to the formation of oil, thermogenic methane is formed from organic particles that are covered in
mud and other sediment. Over time, more and more sediment, mud
and other debris are piled on top of the organic matter, which puts a
great deal of pressure on the organic matter and compresses it. This
compression, combined with high temperatures found deep underneath the earth, breaks down the carbon bonds in the organic matter.

A third way, in which methane may be formed, is through a biogenic
process (a non-biological process, where oxygen is not involved).
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Deep under the earth’s crust, hydrogen-rich gases and carbon molecules are found. As these gases gradually rise towards the surface of
the earth, they may, in the absence of oxygen, interact with minerals
that also exist underground. This interaction may result in the formation of gaseous elements and compounds that are found in the atmosphere (including nitrogen, oxygen, carbon dioxide, argon, and water).
If these gases are under very high pressure, as they move towards the
surface of the earth, they are likely to form methane deposits, similar
to thermogenic methane.

1-2-3 Natural Gas under the Earth
Although there are several ways that methane, and thus natural
gas, may be formed, it is usually found underneath the surface of
the earth. As natural gas has a low density once formed, it will rise
towards the surface of the earth through loose, shale type rock and
other material. Most of this methane will simply rise to the surface
and disappear into the air. However, a great deal of this methane
will move upwards into geological formations that ‘trap’ the gas
underground. These formations are made up of layers of porous
sedimentary rock - like a sponge - that soaks up and contains the
gas. An impermeable layer of rock covers the sedimentary rock and
traps the natural gas under the ground. If these formations are large
enough, they can trap a great deal of natural gas, in what is known as
a reservoir. There are a number of different types of these formations,
but the most common one is created when the impermeable sedimentary rock forms a ‘dome’ shape, like an umbrella that catches all the
natural gas that fl oats to the surface. There are a number of ways that
this sort of ‘dome’ may be formed. Most commonly, faults are a common location for oil and natural gas deposits. A fault occurs when the
normal sedimentary layers ‘split’ vertically, so that impermeable rock
shifts down to trap natural gas in the more permeable limestone or
sandstone layers. Essentially, the geological formation, which layers
impermeable rock over more porous oil and gas-rich sediment, has
the potential to form a reservoir.
To bring these fossil fuels successfully to the surface, a hole must be
drilled through the impermeable rock to release the fossil fuels under
pressure. Note that in reservoirs that contain oil and gas, gas, being
the least dense, is found closest to the surface, with oil beneath it.
Typically, a certain amount of water is found furthest from the surface
beneath the oil.
Natural gas trapped under the earth in this fashion can be recovered
by drilling a hole through the impermeable rock. Gas in these reservoirs is typically under pressure, which allows it to escape on its own.

1-2-4 Migration of Oil and Gas
As the source rocks become buried under more sediment, the pressure
rises and the hydrocarbons are very slowly squeezed from the source
rocks into neighboring porous rocks, such as sandstones. This process
is called expulsion. Originally the pores within the neighboring rocks
were filled with water. The oil and gas now entering these rocks are
less dense than water and as a result are expelled from the pores and
float upwards through the water held within the porous rocks. The
hydrocarbons move very slowly, from where they were originally
generated. This movement can take place over many km vertically
and many tens, or even hundreds of km laterally. This process is
called migration.

Figure 1.4 – Migration. Movement of hydrocarbons in the porous rock.

Hydrocarbons are known to be able to migrate several km. One example is the Danish fields Siri, Nini and Cecilie. As with all other
Danish oil and gas fields, the hydrocarbons in these fields were
formed in the Central Graben. However, as a result of migration, the
hydrocarbons are today extracted from reservoirs 50-60 km away
from the Central Graben.
Eventually impervious rocks can stop the migration of the hydrocarbons, through which they cannot move, the pore spaces between
the grains of the rocks being too small. These impermeable rocks are
called seals. Examples include mud and shales. Slowly the hydrocarbons accumulate in the porous rock at the point where their upward
movement is stopped. The structure in which the hydrocarbons accumulate is called a trap, and the porous rock in which the hydrocarbons are trapped is called a reservoir. It must be stressed that these
reservoirs are not huge subterranean lakes of oil, but areas of porous
rocks holding the oil or gas within their pores as in a sponge.
Reservoirs can contain any combination of oil and gas: oil with no
gas, gas with no oil or both gas and oil together. Because gas is less
dense than oil, it rises to the top of the reservoir, while oil, being the
OffshoreBook
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heavier, remains at the base. When discovered, and once an estimate
has been made of the size and value of the trapped hydrocarbons, the
accumulation is usually called a field.

1-3 Oil and Gas Characteristics
1-3-1 Chemical Composition of Oil

The crude oils and natural gases within each field are unique. Some
crude oils are black, heavy and thick like tar, while others are pale
and flow very much like water. Natural gases also vary a lot. Some
are almost identical to those we burn in our central heating boilers or
cookers. Others are higher energy gases, which we use as building
blocks for petrochemical products.
Of the hydrocarbons that are formed in the source rock, only a small
percentage is trapped. Most seep away and may sometimes form oil
seepages with thick black pools or tarry deposits on the surface of the
land or on the seabed. These seepages are important indicators of the
presence of subsurface hydrocarbons and can help geologists in their
search for previously undiscovered oil and gas fields.
Natural gas is normally found in the same reservoirs as crude oil and
today, because the world’s demand for natural gas is growing faster
than that for oil, energy companies are extremely eager to find and
develop gas fields wherever they can be profitably exploited and
marketed.

Crude oils and refined petroleum products consist largely of hydrocarbons, which are chemicals composed solely of hydrogen and carbon in various molecular arrangements. Crude oils contain hundreds
of different hydrocarbons as well as inorganic substances including sulphur, nitrogen, and oxygen, as well as metals such as iron,
vanadium, nickel, and chromium. Collectively, these other atoms are
called heteroatoms.
Certain heavy crude oils from more recent geologic formations
contain less than 50% hydrocarbons and a higher proportion of organic and inorganic substances containing heteroatoms. The refining
process removes many of the chemicals containing these. All crudes
contain lighter fractions similar to petrol as well as heavier tar or wax
constituents, and may vary in consistency from a light volatile fluid to
a semi-solid.
Petroleum products used for engine fuels are essentially a complex
mixture of hydrocarbons. Petrol is a mixture of hydrocarbons that
contain 4 to 12 carbon atoms and have boiling points between 30º
and 210°C. Kerosenes used for jet fuel contain hydrocarbons with
10 to 16 carbon atoms and have boiling points between 150º and
240°C. Diesel fuels and the low-grade heavy bunkering fuels contain
hydrocarbons with higher numbers of carbon atoms and higher boiling points. In addition, diesel fuels and bunkering fuels have greater
proportions of compounds containing heteroatoms.
The major classes of hydrocarbons in crude oils are shown in figure
1.5 together with their characteristics.

Element

Table 1.5 – Typical
elementary composition
of crude oil.
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Examples

Weight %

Carbon (C)
Hydrogen (H)
Sulfur (S)

Hydrocarbons
Hydrocarbons
Hydrogen sulfide, sulfides, disulfides,
elemental sulfur

84
14
1 to 3

Nitrogen (N)
Oxygen (O)

Basic compounds with amine groups
Found in organic compounds such as carbon
dioxide, phenols, ketones, carboxylic acids

Less than 1
Less than 1

Metals

Nickel, iron, vanadium, copper, arsenic

Less than 1

Salts

Sodium chloride, magnesium chloride,
calcium chloride

Less than 1

•
•
•

Alkanes
(Paraffins)

•

•

•
•

General formula: C 6H 5 -Y (Y is a longer, straight molecule that
connects to the benzene ring)
Ringed structures with one or more rings
Rings contain six carbon atoms, with alternating double and
single bonds between the carbons
Typicall y liquids
Examples: benzene, naphthalene

•
•
•
•
•

General formula: C nH 2n (n is a whole number usually from 1 to 20)
Ringed structures with one or more rings
Rings contain only single bonds between the carbon atoms
Typically liquids at room temperature
Examples: cyclohexane, methyl cyclopentane

•
•

General formula: C nH 2n (n is a whole number, usually from 1 to 20)
Linear or branched chain molecules containing one carbon -carbon
double -bond
Can be liquid or gas
Examples: ethylene, butene, isobutene

•
•

Aromatics
Hydrocarbons

Naphtalenes or
Cycloalkanes

Alkenes

Other hydrocarbons

Dienes
and
Alkynes

General formula: C nH 2n+2 (n is a whole number, usually from 1 to 20)
Straight - or branched -chain molecules
Can be gasses or liquids at room temperature depending upon
the molecule
Examples: methane, ethane, propane, butane, isobutane,
pentane, hexane

•
•
•
•
•
•

General formula: C nH 2n - 2 (n is a whole number, usually from 1 to 20)
Linear or branched chain molecules containing two carbon -carbon
dou ble -bonds
Can be liquid or gas
Examples: acetylene, butadienes

Figure 1.6 - The major classes of hydrocarbons in crude oil.

1-3-2 Main Constituents of Natural Gas
The hydrocarbons normally found in natural gas are methane, ethane,
propane, butanes, pentanes as well as small amounts of hexanes,
heptanes, octanes, and heavier gases. Normally straight chain hydrocarbon gases are present in natural gas. However, cyclic and aromatic
hydrocarbon gases are also occasionally found in them.

1-3-3 Other Constituents of Natural Gas
(Impurities)
In addition to hydrocarbons, natural gas commonly contains appreciable amounts of other compounds/gases called impurities.
These non-hydrocarbon gases/compounds are:
Impurities also include heavier hydrocarbons i.e. pentane plus. Such
components usually have a deleterious effect on the properties and
performance of natural gas and make handling and processing difficult. Therefore, they must be removed or converted into less harmful
compounds.
Some components likeH2S, H2O, nitrogen, helium, pentanes and
heavier hydrocarbons may cause extremely unreliable and hazardous
combustion conditions for the consumer. Of course, they must also be
removed converted into less harmful compounds.

Gas

Chemical formula

Methane
Ethane
Propane
Butane
Pentane
Hexane
Heptane
Octane

CH 4
C2H6
C3H8
C4H10
C5H12
C6H14
C7H16
C8H 18

Boiling point at normal
pressure (°C)
-164,0
-89,0
-42,0
-0,5
36,0
69,0
98,4
125,0

Table 1.7 - Hydrocarbons normally found in natural gas.

Gas

Chemical formula

Nitrogen
Carbon dioxide
Hydrogen sulphide
Helium
Water (vapour)
Carbonyl sulphide
Carbon disulphide
Sulphur
Oxygen

N2
CO2
H2S
He
H2O
COS
CS2
S
O2

Boiling point at normal
pressure (°C)
-196,0
-78,5
60,0
-269,0
100,0
-50,0
46,2
444,6
-183,0

Table 1.8 - Non-hydrocarbon gases in natural gas.
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1-3-4 Types of Natural Gas
So far, we have looked at the composition and components of raw gas
as it flows from the reservoir to the refining plant. The finished product or sales gas, however, is a mixture only of methane and ethane.

1-4 Oil and Gas Reserves
1-4-1 Oil Production & Consumption
Oil reserves refer to portions of oil in a place that are recoverable,
certain economic constraints taken into consideration.

Some definitions of different gases are:
• Dry Natural Gas: Gas which contains less than 0.1 usg/mcf (USA
gallon/million cubic feet) of C5.
• Wet Natural Gas: Gas which contains greater than 0.1 usg/mcf of C5.
• Rich Gas: Gas which contains greater than 0.7 usg/mcf of C3+.
• Lean Gas: Gas which contains less than 0.7 usg/mcf of C3 +.
• Sour Gas: Gas which contains H2S and /or CO2.
• Sweet Gas: Gas which contains no H2S and or / CO2.
• Sales Gas: It is domestic/industrial or pipeline gas which mainly
consists of methane and ethane.
• Condensate: It contains pentanes and Heavier (C5 +) hydrocarbons.
• Natural Gasoline: A specification product of set vapor pressure.
• Well Effluent: Untreated fluid from reservoir.
• Raw Gas: Raw plant feed as it enters the plant.

Between 1859 and 1968, a total of 32 billion m3 of oil were used.
The top 20 nations sorted by production, and their production and
consumption figures to be seen in figure 1.7. Source: The CIA World
Factbook. Saudi Arabia produces the most at 8,711,000.00 bbl per
day, and the United States consumes the most at 19,650,000.00 bbl
per day, a full 25% of the world’s oil consumption.

Oil production & consumption % of
global top 20 nations by production
Oman

1.3%
0.1%

Libyen

1.9%
0.3%

Indonesia

1.9%
1.4%

Algeria

2.0%
0.3%
2.0%
2.9%

Brazil
Iraq

0.6%

Nigeria

0.4%

Kuwait

0.4%

3.0%
3.0%

3.4%

0.4%

3.6%
2.2%

Canada
Venezuela

2.9%

3.4%
2.3%

United Kingdom
UAE

4.1%

0.7%

4.3%

European Union

19.1%

4.4%
6.0%

China
Norway

Production
Consumption

4.5%

0.2%

Mexico

2.0%

Iran

1.7%

Russia

4.8%
5.0%

3.4%

9.7%
10.7%

United States
Saudi Arabia
0.0%

25.9%

11.6%

1.9%

5.0%

10.0%

15.0%

20.0%

25.0%

30.0%

Source: The Cia World Factbook
www.marktaw.com

Figure 1.7 Oil Production & Consumption Global.

As the price of oil increases, a vast number of oil-derived products
are becoming more expensive to produce, including petrol, lubricating oils, plastics, tires, roads, synthetic textiles, etc. The increased oil
prices and the amounts of oil reserves left on earth have encouraged
researchers to develop new alternatives to these petroleum-based products.
Oil reserves are primarily a measure of geological risk of the prob-
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ability of oil existing and being producible under current economic
conditions, using current technology. The 3 categories of reserves
generally used are:
• Proven
• Probable
• Possible reserves

1-4-2 World Oil Reserves
Oil reserves are the quantities of crude oil estimated to be commercially recoverable by application of development projects to known
accumulations from a given date forward under defined conditions.
To qualify as a reserve, they must be discovered, commercially
recoverable, and still remaining. Reserves are further categorized
by the level of certainty associated with the estimates. This is
contrasted with contingent resources which are those quantities of
petroleum estimated, as of a given date, to be potentially recoverable from known accumulations, but the applied project(s) are not
yet considered mature enough for commercial development because
of one or more contingencies.
The total estimated amount of oil in an oil reservoir, including both
producible and non-producible oil, is called oil in place. However,
because of reservoir characteristics and limitations in petroleum
extraction technologies, only a fraction of this oil can be brought
to the surface, and it is only this producible fraction that is considered to be reserves. The ratio of producible oil reserves to total oil
in place for a given field is often referred to as the recovery factor.
Recovery factors vary greatly among oil fields. The recovery factor
of any particular field may change over time based on operating
history and in response to changes in technology and economics.
The recovery factor may also rise over time if additional investment
is made in enhanced oil recovery techniques such as gas injection,
water-flooding, or microbial enhanced oil recovery. See figure 1.8.
As the geology of the subsurface cannot be examined direct,
indirect techniques must be used to estimate the size and recoverability of the resource. While new technologies have increased the
accuracy of these techniques, significant uncertainties still remain.
In general, most early estimates of the reserves of an oil field are
conservative and tend to grow with time. This phenomenon is called
reserves growth.
Many oil producing nations do not reveal their reservoir engineering field data, and instead provide unaudited claims for their oil
reserves. The numbers disclosed by some national governments are
suspected of being manipulated for political reasons.

Top 20 Nations by oil reserves (% of global)
Angola
Oman
Indonesia
EU
Brazil
Norway
Algeria
Qautar
Mexico
USA
China
Nigeria
Libya
Russia
Venezuela
UAE
Iran
Kuwait
Iraq
Saudi A.

0.6%
0.6%
0.7%
0.7%
0.8%
1.0%
1.3%
1.4%
1.5%
2.2%
2.6%
2.6%
2.9%
5.0%
6.2%
7.8%
9.2%
9.5%
11.1%
25.5%

0.0%

5.0%

10.0%

15.0%

20.0%

25.0%

30.0%

Figure 1.8 Global Oil Reserves.

1-4-3 North Sea Oil
With 7,000 km of coast line, the ocean has always played an important role also for Denmark. Since the age of the Vikings, the Danes
have taken advantage of the ocean, and Denmark has shown the
way for the offshore industry.
Significant North Sea oil and natural gas reserves were discovered in
the 1960s. The earliest find of oil in the North Sea was made 40 years
ago when Dansk Undergrunds Consortium (DUC) led by Maersk Oil
drilled their first exploration well. Oil production from the Danish
North Sea was started in 1972, and since then Danish offshore oil and
gas activities have increased steadily. Today, Denmark is an oil exporting country, producing roughly twice the amount of oil it is using.
A solid build-up of world-class Danish knowledge has taken place
in parallel with exploration over the past decades, with a focus on
keeping overall cost of oil production at a minimum for marginal
oil fields, while at the same time keeping a focus on health, safety,
environment and quality.
Today, also the UK and Norway are substantial oil producers.
However, the North Sea did not emerge as a key, non-OPEC oil producing area until the 1980s and 1990s, when major projects came
into operation. Oil and natural gas extraction in the North Sea’s
inhospitable climate and great depths requires sophisticated offshore technology. Consequently, the region is a relatively high-cost
producer, but its political stability and proximity to major European
consumer markets have allowed it to play a major role on world oil
and natural gas markets.
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Together with Norway Denmark is unique in the North Sea, and as
the only oil exporting countries in all of Europe, Denmark is actually exporting more oil than it is consuming. The North Sea will
continue to be a sizable crude oil producer for many years to come,
although
output from its largest producers - the UK and Norway - has essentially reached a plateau and is projected to begin a long-term
decline. In the near future, improved oil recovery technologies, continued high oil prices and new projects coming online is expected
to delay substantial declines in output. Discoveries of new sizable
volumes of oil will be welcome in the future, to delay or even revert
a downward trend in oil production.
With regards to natural gas, the North Sea is seen as a mature region. However, Norway and Holland have seen an increase in natural gas production in recent years, while the UK is likely to become
a net gas importer in the near future. The importance of the North
Sea as a key supplier of natural gas will continue as consumption in
Europe is predicted to increase significantly in the future.

Offshore Oil Fields
in the North Sea
Offshore Gas Fields
in the North

by 1-degree longitude. Each quad consists of 30 blocks measuring 10 minutes of latitude by 12 minutes of longitude each. Some
blocks are divided further into part blocks where relinquishments
by previous licensees have taken place. For example, block 13/24a
is the 24th block in quad 13, and is a part block. The UK government has traditionally issued licenses via periodic (now annual) licensing rounds. The participants are awarded blocks based on their
work-program bid. The UK DTI has been very active in attracting
new entrants to the UKCS via Promote licensing rounds and the
fallow acreage initiative where non-active licenses have had to be
relinquished.
• Norway - licenses are administered by the NPD (Norwegian
Petroleum Directorate). The NCS (Norwegian Continental Shelf) is
also divided into quads of 1-degree by 1-degree. Norwegian license
blocks are larger than British blocks, being 15 minutes latitude by
20 minutes longitude (12 blocks per quad). Like Britain there are
numerous part blocks formed by relicensing relinquished acreage.
• Germany - Germany and the Netherlands share a quadrant and
block grid - quadrants are given letters rather than numbers. The
blocks are 10 minutes latitude by 20 minutes longitude. Germany
has the smallest sector in the North Sea.
• Netherlands - The Dutch sector is located in the Southern Gas
Basin and shares a grid pattern with Germany.
1-4-3-2 Reserves and Production in the North Sea
The North Sea contains the majority of Europe’s oil reserves and is
one of the largest non-OPEC producing regions in the world. While
most reserves belong to the United Kingdom, Norway and Denmark,
some fields belong to the Netherlands and Germany.
Most oil companies in Europe have investments in the North Sea. At
its peak in 1999, production of North Sea oil was nearly 950,000 m³
per day, while natural gas production was nearly 280 million m³ in
2001 and continues to increase.

Figure 1.9 . Offshore Oil and gas fields in the North Sea

1-4-3-1 North Sea Oil Licensing
5 countries operate with North Sea production. The 5 countries operate a tax and Royalty licensing regime. Median lines agreed in the
late 1960s divide the respective sectors:
• Denmark: - The Danish sector is administered by the Danish Energy
Authority. Sectors are divided into 1-degree-by-1-degree quadrants,
blocks 10 minutes latitude by 15 minutes longitude. Part blocks exist
where partial relinquishments have taken place
• United Kingdom: - Licenses are administered by the DTI (Department of Trade and Industry). The UKCS (United Kingdom
Continence Society) is divided into quadrants of 1-degree latitude
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Brent crude (one of the earliest crude oils produced in the North Sea)
is still used today as a standard reference for pricing oil.
1-4-3-3 Future Production
Since the 1970s North Sea oil has not only been a major source of
wealth for the economies of the major producers in the North Sea
(Norway, UK and Denmark), but has also been a way for Europe to
cut its dependence on Middle East oil. With severe wind gusts and
waves 30 m high, the North Sea has been one of the most challenging
areas for oil exploration and recovery. Hence a huge pool of experience has been accumulated in the region over the past 30 years and
the North Sea has been a key component of the increase in non-OPEC
oil production over the past 20 years.
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Much of this experience gained on the North Sea by Danish operators
and suppliers during these severe conditions and with recovery in oil
fields using groundbreaking horizontal drilling techniques in marginal
fields can be used all over the world. Hence a huge export window
has opened to the Danish offshore industry.
While primary oil demand in the European Union (EU) is projected
to increase by 0.4% per year from now to 2030, North Sea output
peaked in 1999 and has been on the decline ever since.
Many efforts are being made to arrest the decline by developing small
marginal fields and introducing sophisticated exploration and drilling
techniques. These efforts extend the life of the regional fields by additional years. However, according to the World Energy Outlook of the
International Energy Agency, EU oil production, most of it from the
North Sea, is projected to fall in the following years, forcing the EU
to increase its dependency on imported oil, primarily from the Middle
East.
The swing from net exports to net imports is likely to harm the European economies producing oil and gas, particularly those of Britain,
Norway and Denmark, but also the rest of Europe, unless major
research and development steps towards increased oil recovery are
made in the coming years.

1.4.4

World Gas Reserves

The world´s total gas reserves are estimated to 187.49 cubic meters
( British Petroleum Statistical Review Energy 2010), the reserves
distribute as follows:

The total world consumbtion of dry natural gas for the years 1984 to
2009 can be seen in figure 1.10 (British Petroleum Statistical Review
Energy 2010).
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World natural gas censumption fell by 2.1%, the most rapid decline on record and the sharpest decline among major fuels.
Russia experienced the world´s largest decline, wiht consumption falling by 26.3bcm. Consumption growth was below average
in every region.

Figure 1.11 - world gas consumption per year in the year 1980 to 2009

1.4.5

North Sea Gas

In relation to natural gas, the North Sea is also seen as a mature
region. Only Norway and the Netherlands have seen an increase in
natural gas production in recent years, while the UK is becoming a
net gas importer. Nevertheless, the North Sea’s importance as a key
supplier of natural gas will continue, as natural gas consumption in
Europe will increase significantly in the future. Imports from outside
sources, such as Africa, the Middle East and Russia, will also have to
increase in order to compensate for the North Sea decline in production.

Proved reserves at end 2009
Trillion cubic meters

The North Sea region is the second-largest supplier of natural gas to
continental Europe, after Russia. According to Oil & Gas Journal, the
five countries in the North Sea region had combined, proven natural
gas reserves of 5,006 billion m3. Two countries, Norway and the
Netherlands, account for over three-fourths of these reserves, while
the UK is currently the largest producer. The North Sea region is an
important source of natural gas for Europe, second only to Russia in
total supply sent to the European Union (EU).
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Figure 1.10 World natural gas reserves by geographic regions as
of january 1, 2009

The UK is the largest producer of natural gas in the North Sea. In its
sector, the most important production center is the Shearwater-Elgin
area, which contains five large fields (Elgin, Franklin, Halley, Scoter,
and Shearwater). The second largest producer in the North Sea
region is the Netherlands. However, most of that country’s natural
gas production comes from the giant onshore Groningen field, which
represents about one-half of total national production. The bulk of
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Norway’s natural gas reserves are located in the North Sea, but there
are also significant reserves in the Norwegian and Barents Sea areas.
In 2008, Norway produced 99.2 billion m3 of natural gas, making it
the eighth-largest producer in the world; however, due to the country’s low domestic consumption, Norway is the third-largest natural
gas exporter in the world, behind Canada and Russia. A small group
of fields account for the bulk of Norway’s natural gas production: 4
fields (Troll, Sleipner Ost, Asgard, and Oseberg) comprise over 70%
of Norway’s total natural gas production.
Denmark’s natural gas production reached 9.8 billion m3 in 2008,
making also Denmark a net-exporter of gas. According to the Danish
Energy Authority, more than one-quarter of production is re-injected
to boost oil production.
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Chapter 2
Reservoir - Geology and Exploration
2-1 What is an Oil and Natural
Gas Reservoir?
An oil reservoir or petroleum reservoir is often thought of as being an
underground “lake” of oil, but is actually composed of hydrocarbons
contained in porous rock formations.
Millions of years ago oil and natural gas were formed from the fossil
organic material that settled on the seabed along with sand, silt and
rocks. As they settled, layer upon layer accumulated in rivers, along
coastlines, and on the bottom of the sea.
Geological shifts resulted in some of these layers being buried deep in
the earth. Over time, layers of organic material were compressed by the
weight of the sediments above them, and the increasing pressure and
temperature transformed the mud, sand, and silt into rock, the organic
matter into petroleum. The rock containing organic matter is referred to
as the source rock.
Over millions of years the oil and gas, which were formed, migrated
upwards through tiny, connected pore spaces in the rocks. A certain
quantity seeped out onto the surface of the earth. But most of the petroleum was trapped by non-porous rocks or other barriers that would
not allow it to migrate further. These underground oil and gas traps are
called reservoirs and are not underground “lakes” of oil, but porous and
permeable rocks that can hold significant amounts of oil and gas within
their pore spaces. This allows oil and natural gas within them to flow
through to a producing well.

Some reservoirs may be only hundreds of meters below the surface of
the earth; others are thousands, sometimes tens of thousands of meters
underground. Reservoirs in the North Sea are typically found 2-3 km
under the seabed.
Most reservoirs contain oil, gas, and water. Gravity acts on these fluids
and separates them according to their density, with gas on top, then oil,
and finally water. However, other parameters, such as fluid/rock properties and solubility can restrict complete gravitational separation. When
a well produces fluids from a subsurface reservoir, typically oil and
water, and often some gas will be recovered.
The larger subsurface traps are the easiest oil and gas deposits to locate.
In mature production areas of the world, most of these large deposits
have already been found, with many producing since the 1960s and
1970s. The oil and gas industry has developed new technologies to
identify and gain access to smaller, thinner bands of reservoir rock that
may contain oil and gas. Improved seismic techniques have improved
the odds of accurately identifying the location of reservoirs that are
smaller and more difficult to find. There is still a lot of oil and gas to be
discovered and produced, but these future discoveries will be in deeper
basins, and in more remote areas of the world. There will also be many
small reservoirs found in existing oil and gas producing areas using
advanced technologies.
Technological innovation not only makes it easier to find new deposits
of oil and gas, but also enables industry to extract more from each
individual reservoir that is discovered. For example, new drilling techniques have made it feasible to intersect a long, thin reservoir horizontally instead of vertically, enabling oil or gas from the reservoir to be
recovered with fewer wells.
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2-2 Earth Movements

Moving apart, the plates create firstly the zones of spreading, where the
thinning of crust occurs in the margin between plates. Further separation (rifting) often is accompanied by volcanism. In the result of that,
the increase of temperature also facilitates the conversion of organic
remains to the hydrocarbons. The gas and oil fields of the North Sea,
West and East Siberia were formed in rifting zones.

The earth was also undergoing change during forming the oil. Cooling
in the centre of the earth resulted in massive movements of the crust,
which buckled and folded, layers of rock slid past each other (faulting) or rock salt was forced by the weight of rocks above through the
sedimentary rocks with the oil in them. These movements formed the
different types of oil traps.

Often the fields undergo through multi-phase history, where the most
important tectonic event is difficult to distinguish.

Tectonic movements of the Earth plates have profound effect on
hydrocarbon formation, migration, and trapping. They are subdivided
on convergent (collision of the plates) and divergent (separation of the
plates) processes.
The collisions between continental plates lead to the formation of the
oil and gas fields in the Persian Gulf, South Caspian and Ural-TimanPechora Province.
When oceanic plate submerges under continental, such movement is
called subduction. During long geologic time organic remains were
accumulated on the bottom of the ocean. Submerging, the oceanic plate
carries huge volumes of organic deposits under continental plate, where
at the conditions of high temperature and high pressure, biomass
converts to hydrocarbons.

Figure. 2.2 The scheme of the movements of tectonic plates: a – convergent,
b – divergent.

In places with interruptions in the layers of impervious rocks, oil and
gas reached the surface of the earth. Here gas and the less dense parts
of oil evaporated into the air, leaving the more dense tar-like chemicals behind. This was how people found bitumen lying in pools on the
surface of the earth. Bitumen is a sticky black tar that is sometimes
collected by digging pits..

Cap rock
(Shale)
Reservoir rock
(Sandstone or carbonate)

Gas
Oil

Water
Hydrocarbons
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Source rock
(shale or coal)
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2-3 Geology
A geologist collects small samples of rock. Sometimes these are dug
out by hand. Alternatively cylindrical cores are drilled to produce
samples which can be sectioned and studied under a microscope.
These help them to find out:

2-3-3 Traps
Beneath the earth’s surface, oil oozes through rocks, if there is
enough space between them, but it will not accumulate in large quantities unless something traps it in situ.
3 of the most predominant traps in the North Sea are:

• Where the rocks have come from (their origin)
• What they are made of (their composition)
• The stratigraphical arrangement of the rocks
Geologists determine the physical and chemical properties of rocks
(mineralogy) as well as extinct and fossil animals and plants (paleontology). All these clues combined give information which makes
it possible to build a picture of the area being surveyed. Petroleum
geology refers to a specific set of geological disciplines that are applied in the search for hydrocarbons.

2-3-1 Sediment Maturation
Over a period of thousands of years, layers of mud and organic
remains many km deep may pile up on the sea floor, especially in
nutrient-rich waters. Given enough time, the overlying sediments that
are constantly being deposited bury these organic remains and mud
so deeply that they are eventually turned into solid rock. It is believed
that high temperatures and intense pressure catalyze various chemical
reactions, transforming micro-organisms found in deep-sea sludge
into oil and natural gas. At this point, this sludge turns into source rock.

• Fold traps (anticline traps)
Rocks which were previously flat, but have been formed into an
arch. Oil that finds its way into this type of reservoir rock flows to
the crest of the arch, and is trapped. Provided of course that there is
a trap rock above the arch to seal in the oil.
• Fault traps
Formed by the movement of rock along a fault line. In some cases,
the reservoir rock has positioned itself opposite a layer of impermeable rock, thus preventing the oil from escaping. In other cases,
the fault itself can be a very effective trap. Clays within the fault
zone are smeared as the layers of rock slip past one another. This is
known as fault gouge.
• Salt dome traps
Salt is a peculiar substance. If enough heat and pressure are exerted
on it, it will flow, very much like a glacier that slowly but continually moves downhill. Unlike glaciers, however, salt which is buried
kilometers below the surface of the earth can move upwards until
it breaks through the surface of the earth where it is dissolved by
ground- and rain-water. To get to the surface, salt has to push aside
and break through many layers of rock in its path. This is what
ultimately creates the oil trap.

2-3-2 Reservoir Rock
Oil created by the source rock will be of no use unless it is stored in
an easily accessible container, a rock that has room to “suck it up” as
it was. Sandstone can accommodate large amounts of oil just like a
sponge can soak up spills in your kitchen, and are for this reason the
most common reservoir rocks in oil fields around the world. Limestones and dolostones, some of which are the skeletal remains of
ancient coral reefs, are alternative examples of reservoir rocks
– these last are often found in the North Sea.
The figure beside shows what a reservoir rock would look like
through a magnifying glass. The areas between the rock grains (also
known as “pore spaces”) are where oil is distributed in the rock.

Other types of traps include stratigraphical traps and combination
traps (where 2 or more trapping mechanisms come together to create
the trap).

2-3-4 Seal/Trap Rock
Thousands of meters beneath the earth’s surface, oil is subjected
to great pressure and because of this the oil tries to move to areas
of less pressure. If this is possible, it will move upwards until it is
above ground. This is what happens at oil seeps. While these seeps
tell us there is oil below ground, it also tells us that some oil has
already escaped, with the possible conclusion that there is not much
left to find underground. Unlike a reservoir rock, which acts like
a sponge, trap rocks act like walls and ceilings, and will not allow
fluids to move through. The most common trap rock in the world is
shale, which, when compared to many sandstones, has proportionOffshoreBook
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Figure 2.4 - Trap type (fold, faul and salt dome)

ally very little room inside for fluids (oil, for example) to migrate
through it.

2-3-5 Measuring the Properties of Rocks
A geophysicist adds to the information of a geologist by studying
the geophysics (physics of the earth, such as seismology, gravity and
magnetic fields etc.) of the earth. Surveys of the magnetic field, of
gravity measurements and of how waves travel through layers of rock
are carried out.
Magnetometers measure very small changes in the strength of the
earth’s magnetic field. Sedimentary rocks are nearly non-magnetic,
while igneous rocks have a stronger magnetic effect. Measurement
of differences in the magnetic field makes it possible to work out the
thickness of the sedimentary layers which may contain oil.

Though trap rocks block oil from moving through them, they do not
always block oil from moving around them in order for a trap rock to
do its job, some kind of geological trap is needed. This trap is defined
as any geological structure that stops the migration of natural gas,
crude oil and water through subsurface rocks.
Figure 2.4 shows what a trap rock would look like through a magnifying glass. The yellow objects represent clay particles that are
packed together. Note the very small amount of space between the
clay particles. The situation is comparable to individual playing cards
being laid fl at on top of one another - there is very little space in between. As a consequence of this, oil will not move through this rock
- instead it will be blocked.
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Shock waves or seismic waves are used to help creating a picture of
deep rock structures. The theory is to produce artificial shock waves
and record how they travel through the earth. The wave travels
through the water and strikes the sea bed. Some of the energy of the
wave is reflected back to the hydrophones at the surface of the sea.
The rest of the wave carries on until it reaches another rock layer. The
time taken for the waves to travel from the source to the hydrophones
is used to calculate the distance travelled - hence the thickness of the
rock layers. The amplitude of the wave gives information about the
density of the reflecting rock. A survey using artificial shock waves is
called a seismic survey. The data from such a survey is recorded and
displayed by computer as a pattern of lines, called a seismograph.

Reservoir Geology and Exploration

resemble cross-sections. Seismic lines in the old days were just that
- 2-dimensional lines created by laying geophones out in single line.
But today, data is commonly collected as an intersecting grid of
seismic lines referred to as 3-D seismic volume. Data collected in this
fashion may even be used to help create 3-D computer models of the
underground geometries of the rocks. Most of the money spent by
the petroleum industry in oil exploration is used on geophysics and
wildcat wells.

Path of reftected waves
Gas
Cap rock

Faults
Figure 2.6 – Seismic survey.

2-4 Looking for Oil and Gas
Visible surface features such as oil and natural gas seeps and pockmarks (underwater craters caused by escaping gas) provide basic evidence of hydrocarbon generation (shallow or deep); however, most
exploration depends on highly sophisticated technology to detect
and determine the extent of these deposits. Areas thought to contain
hydrocarbons are initially subjected to gravity or magnetic surveys to
detect large scale features of the sub-surface geology. Features of interest, known as leads, are subjected to more detailed seismic surveys
which create a profile of the substructure. Finally, when a prospect
has been identified and evaluated and passes the oil company’s selection criteria, an exploration well is drilled to determine conclusively
the presence or absence of oil or gas.

Geophysics provide techniques for imaging of the subsurface prior to
drilling, and can be the key to avoiding “dry holes.”
Geological and geophysical clues are encouraging, but drilling is the
only way to learn, if an oil or gas field really exists. Once a well is
drilled, well logs yield data on the types of rock present and, most
important, what fluids these rocks contain. The information derived
from these logs is used to decide whether a well should be completed
and oil and gas production initiated, or whether it should be filled
with cement and abandoned. The logs are also used to update the
geological models originally used to locate the well.
Today, the average wildcat well has only one chance in ten of finding
an economic accumulation of hydrocarbons. A rank wildcat, if drilled
in a frontier area, stands only one chance in forty of success.
The odds are much better for a development or extension well, but
nothing is a sure bet in the oil business. So even though oil and gas
prospectors of today have better tools than their predecessors, luck
remains a significant factor in the search for oil and gas. Reality is
that most wildcats turn out to be dry holes and not every development
well becomes a producer.

To discover what geometries and lithologies (a subdivision of petrology focusing on macroscopic hand-sample or outcrop-scale description of rocks) rocks might possess underground, geologists examine
the rocks where they are exposed in surface outcrops (onshore sites),
or they examine aerial photographs and satellite images when surface
access is limited. Geologists also work closely with geophysicists to
integrate seismic lines and other types of geophysical data into their
interpretations.
As described in chapter 2-3-5 the collection of seismic data involves
sending shock waves into the ground and measuring how long it takes
subsurface rocks to reflect the waves back to the surface. Boundaries
between the rocks reflect back the waves, the arrival times at the
surface of which are detected by listening devices called geophones.
Computers then process the geophone data and convert it into seismic
lines which are nothing more than two-dimensional displays that

Figure 2.7 Sample 2-D marine seismic line. The line is merged from individual
shots (along the X-axis), and the Y-axis displays the time in thousands of a second
it takes the seismic wave to travel from the surface to a reflector and back again
OffshoreBook
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2-5 Exploration Methods

2-6 Reserve Types

Oil exploration is an expensive, high-risk operation. Offshore and
remote area exploration is generally only undertaken by very large
corporations or national governments. Typical shallow shelf oil wells
- e.g. in the North Sea - cost tens of millions Euros. Deep water wells
can even cost hundreds of millions Euros. But hundreds of smaller
companies search for onshore hydrocarbon deposits world-wide,
where some wells cost as little as half a million Euros.
When the well is drilled, it is time for Logging Methods of exploration. The electronic tools are run into the borehole to make different
types of measurements in order to view in a graphical manner
and determine reservoir petro physical parameters such as porosity,
permeability and saturation for analysis, evaluation, and modeling
purposes of the subsurface features.

2-6-1 Proved Reserves

Types of measuring regimes include wire line and while drilling
measurement. In a wire line regime, the measurements of formation
properties with electrically powered instruments occur continuously
while logging tools are run along the walls of the well. Measurement
while drilling is a technique of conveying well logging tools into the
well borehole down hole as part of the bottom hole assembly.
Mostly, the logging tools consist of source or transmitters and
detectors or receivers of different signals. The logging methods are
designed to determine such properties of fluids and rocks like natural
and induced radioactivity, electrical potential and conductivity, nuclear reactions and travelling of sound waves.
Gamma ray log measures naturally occurring gamma radiation to
characterize the rock in the borehole, especially to indicate shale having high natural radioactivity, to distinguish from reservoir rocks.
The resistivity log is fundamental in formation evaluation because
the difference in conductivity of different rocks helps to indicate
hydrocarbons.

Proved reserves are those quantities of petroleum that - by analysis of
geological and engineering data - can be estimated with reasonable
certainty to be commercially recoverable, from a given date forward,
from known reservoirs and under current economic conditions, operating methods, and government regulations. Proved reserves can be
categorized as developed or undeveloped.
If deterministic methods are used, the term reasonable certainty is
intended to express a high degree of confidence that the quantities
will be recovered. If probabilistic methods are used, there should be
at least a 90% probability that the quantities actually recovered will
equal or exceed the estimate.
2-6-2 Unproved Reserves
Unproved reserves are based on geologic and/or engineering data
similar to that used in estimates of proved reserves; but technical,
contractual, economic, or regulatory uncertainties preclude such
reserves being classified as proved. Unproved reserves may be further
classified as probable reserves and possible reserves.
Unproved reserves may be estimated assuming future economic conditions different from those prevailing at the time of the estimate. The
effect of possible future improvements in economic conditions and
technological developments can be expressed by allocating appropriate quantities of reserves to the probable and possible classifications.
2-6-2-1 Probable Reserves
Probable reserves are those unproved reserves which analysis of
geological and engineering data suggests are more likely than not to
be recoverable. In this context, when probabilistic methods are used,
there should be at least a 50% probability that the quantities actually recovered will equal or exceed the sum of estimated proved plus
probable reserves.
2-6-2-2 Possible Reserves
Possible reserves are those unproved reserves which analysis of geological and engineering data suggests are less likely to be recoverable
than probable reserves. In this context, when probabilistic methods
are used, there should be at least a 10% probability that the quantities
actually recovered will equal or exceed the sum of estimated proved
plus probable plus possible reserves.
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Chapter 3
Drilling Operations
3-1 Overview
The largest and most critical investment for any oil company is that
of drilling and intervening in wells. The first step in drilling operations is to review all available offset drilling data to shorten the
learning and expense curves. An efficient and fully documented well
design follows, and a comprehensively engineered program is drafted
to ensure that the rig team has all the necessary information to complete the work safely.
The creation and life of a well can be divided into 5 stages:

Etc.

Casing and cementing

Drilling

Casing and cementing

Planning
Drilling
Completion
Production
Abandonment

Drilling

•
•
•
•
•

1/2-1 m.
Diam
15-30
Cm Diam

Figure 3.1 – Drilling of a well.

3-1-1 Drilling
A well is created by drilling a hole between 13 and 76 cm in diameter
into the earth with an oil rig that rotates a drill bit. Once the hole is
drilled, a steel pipe (casing) slightly smaller than the hole is placed
in the hole and secured with cement. This casing provides structural
integrity for the newly drilled well bore in addition to isolating potentially dangerous high pressure zones from each other and from the
surface. The outer tube, “casing”, is hence used to prevent the drilled
hole from collapsing. Inside the casing a production tube is lowered
as explained in detail in the next chapter.

With the high pressure zones safely isolated and the formation
protected by the casing, drilling of the well can proceed deeper (into
potentially more unstable and violent formations) with a smaller bit,
and is also cased off with a smaller sized casing. Modern wells often
have 2-5 sets of ever decreasing diameters drilled inside one another,
each with a cemented casing.

3-1-2 Completion
After drilling and casing the well must be ‘completed’. Completion
is the process by which the well is prepared to produce oil or gas. In
a cased-hole completion, small holes called perforations are made,
by fixing explosive charges in the portion of the casing which passes
through the production zone, providing a passage for the oil to flow
from the surrounding rock into the production tubing. In open hole
completion (an open hole completion consists of simply running the
casing directly down into the formation, leaving the end of the piping
open, with no protective filter), ‘sand screens’ or a ‘gravel pack’ are
often installed in the last drilled, uncased reservoir section.
These maintain structural integrity of the well bore in the absence of
casing, while still allowing flow from the reservoir into the well bore.
Screens also control the migration of formation sands into production
tubes and surface equipment. After a flow path has been established,
acids and fracturing fluids may be pumped into the well to fracture,
clean, or otherwise prepare and stimulate optimal production of
hydrocarbons in the well bore by the reservoir rock. Finally, the area
above the reservoir section of the well is isolated inside the casing
and connected to the surface via the pipe of smaller diameter, namely
the production tubes. This arrangement provides an extra barrier to
hydrocarbon leaks as well as allowing damaged sections to be replaced. The smaller diameter of the tubing has the added advantage of
hydrocarbons being produced at a greater velocity which overcomes
the hydrostatic effects of heavy fluids such as water.
In many wells, the natural pressure of the subsurface reservoir is
high enough for the oil or gas to flow to the surface. However, this
is not always the case, as in depleted fields where the pressure has
been lowered by other producing wells, or in low permeability oil
reservoirs. Installing tubing with a smaller diameter may be enough
to facilitate production, but artificial lift methods may also be needed.
Common solutions include down hole pumps and gas lifts. The use
of artificial lift technology in a field is often termed as “secondary recovery” in the industry. In the last ten years many new systems have
been introduced to the well completion field, especially in the case of
horizontal wells.
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3-1-3 Production
The production stage is the most important stage of the life of a
well, when oil and gas are produced. By this time, the oil rig and/or
workover rig used to drill and complete the well have moved off the
well bore, and the top is usually fitted with a collection of valves
called a “Christmas Tree”. These valves regulate pressure, control
flow, and allow access to the well bore, when further completion
work is necessary. From the outlet valve of the Christmas Tree, the
flow can be connected to a distribution network of pipelines and tanks
to distribute the product to refineries, natural gas compressor stations,
or oil export terminals.
As long as the pressure in the reservoir remains high enough, this
Christmas Tree is all that is required for production from the well. If
the pressure diminishes and the reservoir is considered economically
viable, the artificial lift methods mentioned in the completions section
can be employed.
Enhanced recovery methods such as water, steam, CO2 and gas
injection may be used to increase reservoir pressure and provide
a “sweep” effect to push hydrocarbons out of the reservoir. Such
methods require the use of injection wells (often chosen from old production wells in a carefully determined pattern), and are frequently
used when facing problems with reservoir pressure depletion, high oil
viscosity. They can also be established early in a field’s life. In certain
cases – depending on the geomechanics of the reservoir– reservoir
engineers may determine that ultimate recoverable oil may be increased by applying a water flooding strategy earlier rather than later
in the field’s development. The application of such enhanced recovery
techniques is often termed “tertiary recovery” in the industry.

3-2 Types of Wells
Oil wells come in many varieties. They can be classified according to
the type of fluid produced. Some wells produce oil, others produce oil
and natural gas, and finally wells that only produce natural gas. Natural gas is almost always a byproduct of oil production, since the short,
light carbon chains readily come out of solution due to pressure reduction as it flows from the reservoir to the surface (similar to uncapping a bottle of a fizzy drink where the carbon dioxide bubbles out).
Unwanted natural gas can be a disposal problem at the well site. If
there is not a market for natural gas near the well-head it is virtually
valueless, unless it can be piped to the end user. In the Danish part of
the North Sea for instance, an elaborate network of gas interfield and
transmission pipelines gives direct access to the end user via offshore
and onshore pipelines.However, in many oil exporting countries
until recently unwanted gas was burned off at the well site. Due to
environmental concerns this practice is becoming less politically correct and also in recent years less economically viable. The unwanted
or ‘stranded’ (i.e. without a market) gas is often pumped back into
the reservoir through an ‘injection’ well for disposal or for re-pressurizing the producing formation. Another more sound economic and
environmental friendly solution is to export natural gas as a liquid
– also known as Liquified Natural Gas or LNG.
Another obvious way to classify oil wells is whether they are situated
onshore or offshore. There is little difference in the well itself; an
offshore well simply targets a reservoir that also happens to be underneath an ocean. However, due to logistics, drilling an offshore well is
far more expensive than an onshore well. Most new major oil fields
are today found offshore.
Wells can also be classified according to the purpose for which they
are used.

3-1-4 Abandonment
They can be characterized as:
When a well no longer produces or produces so poorly that it is a
liability to its owner, it is abandoned. In this simple process, tubing
is removed from the well and sections of well-bore are filled with cement so as to isolate the flow path between gas and water zones from
each other as well as from the surface. Filling the well-bore completely with concrete is unnecessary and the cost prohibitive.
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• Wildcat wells - when a well is drilled, based on a large element of
hope, in a frontier area where very little is known about the subsurface. In many areas oil exploration has reached a very mature
phase and the chances of finding oil simply by drilling at random
are very low. Therefore, a lot more effort is placed in exploration
and appraisal wells.
• Exploration wells - when they are drilled purely for exploratory
(information gathering) purposes in a new area.
• Appraisal wells - when they are used to assess characteristics (e.g.
flow rate) of a proven hydrocarbon reservoir.
• Production wells - when they are drilled primarily for producing
oil or gas, once the producing structure and characteristics are
established.

Drilling Operations

At a producing well site, active wells may be further categorized as:
• Oil producers - producing predominantly liquid hydrocarbons,
mostly with some associated gas.
• Gas producers - producing virtually entirely gaseous hydrocarbons.
• Water injectors - where water is injected into the formation either
to maintain reservoir pressure or simply to dispose of water
produced at the same time as the hydrocarbons, because even after
treatment it would be too oily to dump overboard and too saline to
be considered clean for offloading into a fresh water source, in the
case of onshore wells. Frequently, water injection is an integral part
of reservoir management and produced water disposal.
• Aquifer producers - producing reservoir water for re-injection to
manage pressure. In effect this is moving reservoir water from a
less to a more useful site.
• Gas injectors - where gas is often injected into the reservoir as a
means of disposal or sequestering for later production, but also as a
means to maintaining reservoir pressure.

3-3-1 Preparing to drill
Once the site has been selected, it must be surveyed to determine its
boundaries, and environmental impact studies may be carried out.
Lease agreements, titles and right-of way accesses for the place must
be obtained and evaluated legally. For the offshore sites, legal jurisdiction must be determined.

3-3-2 Setting Up the Rig
Sea-based oil platforms and oil drilling rigs are some of the largest
moveable man-made structures in the world. Below are listed 3 of the
most common types of drilling rigs used in the North Sea.
• Semi-submersible Platforms
These platforms have legs of sufficient buoyancy to cause the structure to float, but of sufficient weight to keep the structure upright.
Semi-submersible rigs can be moved from place to place; and can
be ballasted up or down by altering the level of flooding in the
buoyancy tanks; they are generally anchored by cable anchors during
drilling operations, though they can also be kept in place by the use
of dynamic positioning. Semi-submersibles can be used in depths
from around 80 to 1,800 m.
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• Jack-up Platforms
Like the name suggests, are platforms that can be jacked up above
the sea by 3 or 4 supporting columns (legs) that can be lowered
like jacks. A hydraulic system allows the supporting columns to be
moved up and down. These platforms, used in relatively low water
depths, are designed to be moved from place to place, and are then
anchored by deploying the jack-like legs.
• Drillships
Maritime vessels that have been fitted with a drilling package. It
is most often used for exploratory drilling of new oil or gas wells
in deep water, but they can also be used for scientific drilling. A
drillship is often built on a modified tanker hull and fitted with a
dynamic positioning system to maintain its position over the well.

Bit

Due to the relatively shallow waters in the Danish oil producing
part of the North Sea, mostly jack-up platforms are used here,
whilst in Norway and United Kingdom semi-submersible platforms
are also used. Drillships are primarily used in the US and Asia.
Figure 3.2 – Drilling set-up.
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Main system and drilling rigs include:
Power system
• Large diesel engines - burn diesel fuel oil to provide the main
source of power.
• Electrical generators - powered by the diesel engines to provide
electrical power.
• Mechanical system - driven by electric motors.
• Hoisting system - used for lifting heavy loads; consists of a mechanical winch (drawworks) with a large steel cable spool, a blockand-tackle pulley and a receiving storage reel for the cable.
• Rotary Table - part of the drilling apparatus Rotating equipment
- used for rotary drilling.
• Swivel - large handle that holds the weight of the drill string; allows the string to rotate and makes a pressure tight seal on the hole.
• Kelly - 4 or 6 sided pipe that transfers rotary motion to the turntable and drill string.
• Rotary table - provides the rotating motion using power from electric motors.
• Top Drive – Rotates the drill string either by means of an electrical or hydraulic motor. Replaces the rotary table and the 4 or 6
sided kelly bushing. This is the modern and most common drilling
system used today.
• Drill string - consists of a drill pipe made up of connected sections
about 10 m each and drill collars (a heavier pipe with a larger diameter that fits around the drill pipe and places weight on the drill
bit).
• Drill bit(s) – at the end of the drill that actually chisels the rock;
come in many shapes and materials (tungsten carbide steel, diamond) and are specialized for various drilling tasks and adapted to
specific rock properties.

Circulation system pumps drilling mud (e.g. a mixture of water,
clay, weighting material and chemicals, used to lift drill cuttings
from the drill bit to the surface) under pressure through the drill
pipes and drill collars
• Pump - sucks mud from the mud pits and pumps it into the drilling
apparatus.
• Pipes and hoses - connect pump to drilling apparatus.
• Mud-return line - returns mud from hole.
• Shale shaker - shaker/sieve that separates rock cuttings from the
mud.
• Shale slide - conveys cuttings to transport skips or overboard for
disposal.
• Reserve pit - collects drill cuttings separated from the mud.
• Mud pits - where drilling mud is mixed and recycled.
• Mud-mixing hopper - where new mud is mixed and sent to the
mud pits.
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Figure 3.3 – Mud Circulation System.
• Derrick - support structure that holds the drilling apparatus.
• Blowout preventer – a system of high-pressure valves. Located
under the rotary table/diverter or on the sea floor, it seals the highpressure drill lines and relieves pressure when necessary to prevent
a blowout (uncontrolled gush of gas or oil to the surface, often
associated with fire).
Central personnel required for operating and overseeing drilling and
completion operations as well as a short description of duties are
listed below:
• Company Representative: a Company Man is a representative for
the oil company. Other terms that may be used are: Drilling Foreman, Drilling Engineer, Company Consultant, or Rig Site Leader.
The company man is in direct charge of most operations pertaining
to the actual drilling and integrity of the well bore.
In the offshore oil and gas business he usually reports to the drilling Superintendent onshore.
• OIM (Oilrig Installation Manager): the OIM is the most senior
member of management offshore for the drilling contractor. His
main responsibility is the safe operation of the offshore installation.
• Tool pusher: the tool pusher is the person responsible for drilling
operations on the drilling rig. Tool pushers are in charge of keeping
the rig supplied with all the necessary tools and equipment, supplies, etc. They work closely with the OIM and Company Representative with regards to the actual drilling of the well.
• Tour pusher: Sometimes referred to as the Night pusher and has
the same responsibilities as the Tool pusher. Reports to the Tool
pusher and OIM.
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• Driller: The driller is a team leader in charge of drilling the well
bore and operating the hoisting equipment. The Driller is in charge
of his drill crew, and runs the rig itself. He is responsible for interpreting the signals the well sends regarding pressure of gas and
fluids. In an emergency situation he is also responsible for taking
the correct counter measures to stop an uncontrolled well control
situation from emerging. The driller will watch for gas levels, the
flow of drilling mud and other information. While tripping out, the
driller will run the floor and work the rig.
• Assistant Driller: His general responsibility is to assist the driller
by keeping records and paperwork up to date. Training and instructing the floor hands and newly hired personnel. Over time this
may allow the assistant driller to qualify for a position as driller.
• Roustabout: A new entrant starts as a roustabout. No formal academic qualifications are needed, but many employers want people
with some relevant experience. Applicants must usually pass a
medical before working offshore. Most new roustabouts start in
their 20s.
Roustabouts, who show ability, can advance to roughnecks after
about 6 months. Further steps in the career path may be assistant
driller and driller.
• PRS Operator: this is a somewhat new position at some rigs in
the North Sea. PRS stands for Pipe Racking System. This is an
automated system that allows the drill pipe to be racked by a man
stationed in the room alongside the driller. It also eliminates the
need for the derrickman to go aloft on the derrick to guide the drill
pipe into the wellhead.
• Derrickman: the derrickman or derrickhand reports to the assistant driller or to the Driller when required. The name Derrickman
comes from the position that he normally occupies which is at the
top of the derrick. From this position he guides the strands of drill
pipe (typically 25-30 m long) into the wellhead at the top of the
derrick while tripping out the hole. When tripping out the hole he
pulls the pipe out of the fingers and guides it into the top drive or
the travelling block. Traditionally the derrickman works closely
with the mud engineer when not tripping out pipe since he is not
needed in the derrick. In this capacity it is his responsibility to
monitor the mud weight and density, to add chemicals to the mud
to maintain its properties as well as monitor the mud level in the
mud pits to assist in well control.

3-3-3 Drilling the Well
Once the site has been surveyed and the rig positioned over the area of
interest, a drilling template is placed onto the seabed. This is a metal
structure with a conical pipe arrangement placed where the wells will
be drilled. The drilling template is secured into the seabed with piles.
Next, a conductor hole is either drilled or driven to the required depth.
The crew then drills the main portion of the well. The first part of the
hole is larger and shorter than the main portion and is lined with a large
diameter conductor pipe.
Sometimes, if a survey shows the presence of a structure which potentially may contain oil and gas, an exploratory well is drilled.
The next stage is to drill appraisal wells to find out how much oil and
gas are present, and whether it is worth developing the field.
To drill the well, the following steps are taken:
• The drill bit, aided by rotary torque or mud motor and the compressive weight of drill collars above it, breaks up the earth.
• Drilling mud (also known as “drilling fluid”) is pumped down inside the drill pipe and exits at the drill bit where it helps to break up
the rock, controls formation pressure, as well as cleaning, cooling
and lubricating the bit.
• The generated rock “cuttings” are swept up by the drilling mud
as it circulates back to surface outside the drill pipe. They go over
“shakers” which shake out the cuttings over screens allowing the
cleaned mud to return back into the pits. Watching for abnormalities in the returning cuttings and volume of returning fluid are imperative to catch “kicks” early. A “kick” refers to a situation where
the pressure below the bit is higher than the hydrostatic pressure
applied by the column of drilling fluid. When this happens gas and
mud gushes up uncontrollably.
• The pipe or drill string to which the bit is attached is gradually
lengthened as the well gets deeper by joining 10-20 m lengths of
threaded drill pipe at the surface. 3 joints (treble) combined equal
1 stand. Some smaller rigs only use 2-joint (double) stands while
newer rigs can handle stands of 4 joints (fourable).
The drilling rig contains all necessary equipment to circulate the
drilling fluid, hoist and turn the pipe, control down-hole pressures and
remove cuttings from the drilling fluid. It also generates on site power
for these operations.

Depending on country and operator other terms may be used for
the drilling and completion personnel.
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There are 5 basic steps to drilling the hole:
1. Place the drill bit, collar and drill pipe in the hole.
2. Attach the Kelly or Top-drive and begin drilling.
3. As drilling progresses, circulate mud through the pipe and out of
the bit to float the cuttings out of the hole.
4. Add new sections (joints) of drill pipes as the hole goes deeper.
5. Remove (trip out) the drill pipe, collar and bit when the required
depth is reached or drill bit fails.
The casing crew puts the casing pipe in the hole. The cement crew
pumps cement down the casing pipe using a bottom plug, cement
slurry, a top plug and drill mud. The pressure from the drill mud
causes the cement slurry to move through the casing out through the
bottom of the well. The slurry then backtracks up around the casing
to fill the void between the outside of the casing and the hole.
Finally, the cement is allowed to harden and then tested for hardness,
alignment and tightness.
Drilling continues in stages: Drilling, running and cementing new
casings, then drilling again.

When rock cuttings from the mud reveal oil in the reservoir rock, the
final depth may have been reached. At this point, drillers remove the
drilling apparatus from the hole and perform several tests to confirm
this finding:
• Well logging - lowering electrical and gas sensors into the hole to
take measurements of the rock formations there
• Drill-stem testing - lowering a device into the hole to measure pressures, which will reveal whether a reservoir rock has been reached
• Core samples - taking samples of rock to look for characteristics of
a reservoir rock
Once drillers have reached the final depth, the crew completes the
well to allow oil to flow into the casing in a controlled manner.
First they lower a perforating gun into the well down to the production depth. The gun has explosive charges which perforate holes
in the casing through which oil can flow. After the casing has been
perforated, they run a small-diameter pipe (tubing) into the hole as a
conduit for oil and gas to flow up the well.
A device called a packer is run down the outside the tubing. When
the packer reaches the production level, it is expanded to form a seal
around the outside of the tubing. Finally, a multi-valved structure
called a Christmas Tree is connected to the top of the tubing and fastened to the top of the casing. The choke valve on the Christmas Tree
allows the flow of oil from the well to be controlled. Once the well is
completed, flow of oil into the well must be initiated.

Drill stem

Casing

Cement

For limestone reservoir rock, acid is sometimes pumped down the
well and out the perforations. The acid dissolves the limestone creating channels through which oil can flow into the well. For sandstone
reservoir rock, a specially blended fluid containing proppants (sand,
walnut shells, aluminum pellets) is pumped down the well and out
through the perforations. The pressure from this fluid creates small
fractures in the sandstone which in turn allow oil to flow into the
well, while the proppants hold these fractures open. Once the oil is
flowing, the oil rig is removed from the site, and production equipment is set up to extract oil from the well.

3-3-4 Drilling Bits

Drill bit

Figure 3.4 – Drilling of a well.
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The drilling part that actually chisels away at soil, rock and other
materials, as a well is being dug, is called a drill bit and is an essential
tool in the drilling of a well. In recent years, tec-nological advances
have made such tools more efficient, longer lasting and less expensive.

Drilling Operations

A drill bit is edged with diamonds or carbide to make the
cutters extremely hard. Mud
circulates through the bit.

3-3-5 Logging while
Drilling
Basic forms of logging while
drilling, where a driller views
the inside of the hole being
drilled, have been around for
some time. Records are made in
real time and focuses on events,
checks and lessons learned.
Figure 3.5 – Drill bit.
Logging includes visual wall-logging, in which a geologist physically inspects the wall of a hole being
drilled. In this field technique, an area being drilled is sampled as
progress is made.
In core logging, samples are drawn from the hole to determine what
exactly is being drilled. These samples, once brought to the surface,
are tested both physically and chemically to confirm findings.
Radioactivity logging involves measuring radioactivity beneath the
ground and helps determine what type of substance is being drilled,
be it rock, shale, natural gas or crude oil.
A recent innovation allows what is called open-hole logging. With
this technique, a magnetic resolution induction log, working on the
same premise as a medical MRI, uses 2 magnets to determine substances being drilled. One continually fixed magnet reflects intermittent pulses from an electromagnet. The pulsing rates change with
varying substances, giving off one rate for shale and another for oil
and yet another for natural gas. Such techniques make drilling more
efficient and more cost effective which eventually could lead to lower
consumer prices for oil-related products.

3-3-6 Drilling Mud
Drilling fluids, including the various mixtures known as drilling mud,
do the following essential jobs in oil and gas wells:
• Lubricate the drill bit, bearings, mud pump and drill pipe, particularly
as it wears against the sides of the well when drilling deviated wells.
• Drives the mud motor at the end of the drill string unless the rig is
top or table driven.

• Clean and cools the drill bit as it cuts into the rock.
• Lift cuttings to the surface and allow cuttings to drop out into the
mud pit or shakers to prevent them recirculating.
• Regulate the chemical and physical characteristics of the mixture
arriving back at the drilling rig.
• Carry cement and other materials to where they are needed in the well.
• Provide information to the drillers about what is happening downhole - by monitoring the behaviour, flow-rate, pressure and composition of the drilling fluid.
• Maintain well pressure and lubricate the borehole wall to control
cave-ins and wash-outs.
• Prevent well blow-outs - by including very heavy minerals such as
bentonite to counteract the pressure in the hole.
The main classification scheme used broadly separates the mud into 3
categories based on the main component that makes up the mud:
• Water Based Mud (WBM). This can be sub divided into Dispersed
and Non-Dispersed.
• Non Aqueous or more commonly ‘Oil Based Mud’ (OBM) this also
includes synthetic oils (SBM).
• Gaseous or Pneumatic mud.
Drilling muds are made of bentonite and other clays, and/or polymers, mixed with water to the desired viscosity. Muds transport the
other components in drilling fluids down the drill pipe and bring cuttings back up the well. By far the largest ingredient of drilling fluids,
by weight, is barite (BaSO4), a very heavy mineral with a density of
4.3 to 4.6 kg/l.
Over the years individual drilling companies and their expert drillers
have devised proprietary and secret formulations to deal with specific
types of drilling jobs.
Details of Use
On a drilling rig, mud is pumped from the mud pits through the drill
string, where it sprays out nozzles on the drill bit, cleaning and cooling the drill bit in the process. The mud then carries the cuttings up
the annulus between the drill string and the walls of the hole being
drilled, up through the surface casing, andback at the surface. Cuttings are then filtered out at the shale shakers, and the mud returns to
the mud pits. The returning mud can contain natural gases or other
flammable materials. These can collect in and around the shale shakers area or in other work areas. There is a potential risk of a fire, an
explosion or a detonation occurring if they ignite. In order to prevent
this, safety measures have to be taken. Safety procedures, special
monitoring sensors and explosion-proof certified equipment have to
be installed, e.g. explosion-proof certified electrical wiring or control
panels. The mud is then pumped back down and is continuously
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recalculated. After testing the mud is treated periodically in the mud
pits to give it properties that optimize and improve drilling efficiency.

3.3.7 Offshore Chemicals
A lot of chemicals are used at oil platforms. 25 product categories are
listed, the name of each category tells what purpose the chemical is
used for:

Acidity control
Antifoam
Asphaltene dissolver
Asphaltene inhibitor
Biocide
Carrier solvent
Coagulant
Coolant
Corrosion inhibitor
Demulsifier
Deoiler
Detergent/cleaning fluid
Dispersant

Drag reducing agent
Dye
Flocculant
Gas hydrate inhibitor
Hydraulic fluid
Hydrogen sulphide scavenger
Oxygen scavenger
Scale dissolver
Scale inhibitor
Water clarifier
Wax dissolver
Wax inhibitor

Table 3.1 – Chemical products used offshore.
The Danish Environmental Protection Agency (Miljøstyrelsen)
approves and authorises the use of emissions of chemicals to the
sea environment. The emissions are regulated by two Danish laws
(Havmiljøloven and Offshore-bekendtgørelsen) and the basis for
these Danish laws are the regulations of the OSPAR.
According to Danish laws the operator shall carry out a pre-screen
test of the chemical compounds in the offshore chemical to classify
the chemical as: black, red, yellow or green, where black makes the
most damage to the sea environment and green makes little or no
damage.
Danish oil rigs used 129,000 t of the different types of chemicals
in 2001. The emission to the North Sea was 320,000 tons in total
(2001), of which Denmark emitted 55,000 tons (17%). By 2004, the
discharge from the Danish operators in the North Sea had fallen to
35,500 tons. The 35,500 tons are distributed as follows:

Black
Red
Yellow
Green
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0%
1.2%
8.8%
90%
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60 kg
426 t
3124 t
31950 t

Table 3.2 - Discharges (2004) of offshore chemicals to the Danish North

The Danish Authorities have the goals to eliminate the black chemicals all together, to substitute the red chemicals and in the longer term
to substitute the yellow chemicals by 2020. Currently approximately
300 different chemicals are used in the Danish offshore sector, and
they are delivered by 20 suppliers. Of the 300 different chemicals
there are:
• 105 red chemicals
• 55 yellow chemicals
• 140 green chemicals

3-3-8 Horizontal Drilling
Not all oil deposits are readily accessible to a traditional vertical well.
In this situation surface drilling equipment is offset from the oil deposit. At the outset of the drilling process, the well is drilled vertically, and then a few degrees at a time it turns in whichever direction is
needed to hit the reservoir. Horizontal drilling itself has been around
for some time, but approximately 10 years ago it regained popularity
in its use to increase production from narrow, fractured formations.
When a vertical well is drilled through a narrow pay zone, its exposure to the pay zone is limited, but if the well is horizontal and runs
in the pay zone it allows for a much better performance of the well.
In 1987, Maersk Oil in Denmark drilled the world’s first horizontal
well equipped with a cemented liner and multiple hydraulically induced, sand propped fractures for drainage and productivity enhancement.
Maersk Oil, together with the service industry, developed technologies to selectively perforate, stimulate and isolate individual zones in
horizontal wells as well as other well technologies.
The company has performed more than half a thousand sand propped
fracture operations. In 1991, a world record was set, when 12.4
million pounds of sand were pumped into a 1,500 m long horizontal
well. Maersk Oil has furthermore performed more than 160 acid fractures in horizontal wells, and Maersk Oil’s technologies continue to
be progressed. Later innovations include water jetting for stimulation
and controlled acid jetting, developed to stimulate very long horizontal well sections outside coiled tubing reach. The controlled acid
jet technique employs an uncemented liner with controlled reservoir
access, ensuring efficient acid stimulation of the complete horizontal
well section.

Sea. (From Danish Environmental
Protection Agency).

A horizontal drilling record was set by Maersk Oil Qatar in 2004,
when a horizontal well drilled in the Al Shaheen Field reached a total
depth of 9.4 km with a horizontal section of 8.1 km.
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3-4 Well Completion
Once the design well depth is reached, the formation must be tested
and evaluated to determine whether the well should be completed for
production, or plugged and abandoned.
To complete the well production, casing is installed and cemented,
and the drilling rig is dismantled and moved to another site. Well
completion activities include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Conducting Drill Stem Test
Setting Production Casing
Installing Production Tubing
Initiating Production Flow
Installing Beam Pumping Units
Servicing as required after start of production

Figure 3.6 – Horizontal drilling.

3-4-1 Conducting Drill Stem Test
Maersk Oil has pursued a stepwise development of the fields so that
new data and technology may rapidly be implemented in further development steps. This has been facilitated by seeking maximum integration and flexibility between different field developments. Hereby,
maximum use of existing processing facilities and infrastructure has
been possible in each development step. This approach has been the
key to obtaining the technically efficient and economic development
of the marginal fields and field flank areas discovered in Denmark.
This has produced results in the form of far greater production of oil
and gas as well as lower costs, and it has turned the company into a
front runner in various aspects of oil and gas production internationally thanks to the acquired expertise and an innovative approach.

To determine the potential of a formation, the operator may order a
Drill Stem Test (DST). The DST crew sets up the test tool at the bottom of the drill stem, then lowers it to the bottom of the hole.
Weight applied to the test tool expands a hard rubber seal called a
packer. Opening the tool ports allows the formation pressure to be
tested. This process enables workers to determine the potential of the
well.

3-4-2 Setting Production Casing
Production casing is the final casing in a well. It can be established
from the bottom to the top of the well. Sometimes a production casing is installed. This casing is set in place in the same way as other
casings, and then cemented in place.

3-4-3 Installing Production Tubing
A well is usually produced through tubing inserted down the production casing. Oil and gas are produced more effectively through this
smaller-diameter tubing than through large-diameter production casing. Joints of tubing are connected to couplings to make up a tubing
string. Tubing is run into the well in much the same way as casing,
but tubing is smaller in diameter and is removable.
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The steps for this activity are:
• Tubing elevators are used to lift tubing from the rack to the rig
floor.
• The joint is stabbed into the string that is suspended in the well
with air slips.
• Power tongs are used to make-up tubing.
• This process is repeated until tubing installation is complete.
• The tubing hanger is installed at the wellhead.
New technology allows tubing to be manufactured in a continuous
coil, without joints. Coiled tubing is inserted into the well down the
production casing without the need for tongs, slips, or elevators and
takes considerably less time to run.

3-4-4 Starting Production Flow
Production flow is started by washing in the well and setting the
packer. Washing refers to pumping water or brine(salt solution) into
the well to flush out the drilling fluid. Usually this is enough to get
the well flowing. If not, the well may need to be unloaded. This
means swabbing the well to remove some of the brine. If this does
not work, flow may alternatively be started by pumping high pressure
gas into the well before installing the packer. If the well does not flow
on its own, well stimulation or artificial lift may need to be applied.

3-4-5 Servicing
Servicing operations assume that the well has been completed and
initial production has begun. All servicing activity requires specialized
equipment. The equipment is transported to the well and rigged up.
Servicing is done by specialized crews and includes:
•
•
•
•

Transporting Rig and Rigging Up
General Servicing
Special Services
Workover

3-4-5-1 Transporting Rig and Rigging Up
Transporting and rigging up the equipment is the first step in well
servicing operations. After these steps, servicing activities commence.
3-4-5-2 General Servicing
Wells often need maintenance or servicing of on-surface or downhole equipment. Working on an existing well to restore or increase oil
and gas production is an important part of today’s petroleum industry.
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A well that is not producing to its full potential may require service or
workover.

3-4-5-3 Special Services
Special services are operations that use specialized equipment and
workers who perform support well drilling and servicing operations.
Coordination between all personnel is critical for onsite safety. Therefore, all special services operations should conduct a pre-job safety
meeting that includes all personnel on the job site.
3-4-5-4 Workover
Workover activities include one or more of a variety of remedial
operations on a producing well to try to increase production.
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3-5 Oil Extraction
When oil reserves are first discovered and oil recovery begins, the
work of most of the wells occurs due to the primary natural drive
mechanisms: water, solution gas and gas cap drives helping to push
the oil towards the well inlet and out. At the beginning, production
rates usually start high and then drop off over time.
To achieve additional extraction, the secondary methods of oil recovery such as gas or water injection to stimulate the production have
been perfected in the Danish part of the North Sea. In the first case
gas is injected into the top of the reservoir creating a gas cap, which
forces oil to the bottom. The pressure thus formed presses out the oil.
In water flooding, water is introduced into another well site connected
to the well being worked on. Water floods all the wells, forcing oil
to the top, since oil floats on water. To the greatest extent possible
already produced water is used for the water injection.
After application of primary and secondary methods of oil extraction,
60-70% of oil reserves remain in subsoil as an world average. By employing various techniques known as enhanced oil recovery (EOR),
the life of an oil field can be increased and profits preserved.
EOR processes are divided into a few categories: thermal, gas,
chemical, microbial and others. The processes are typically defined
by the nature of their injected fluid.
Hot water and steam are applied in Thermal EOR methods mainly for
heavy oils.
Gas EOR processes use different gases for the injection such as CO2,
flue gas, nitrogen or combinations of these. Dependent on pressure
the gases are either immiscible or miscible with oil. In one case the

gas serves mainly as a driving mechanism. In a second one, gas and
oil forms a single phase where the interface between two substances
disappears. Such phase has lower viscosity and moves easier which
facilitates the oil extraction. The pressure required for achieving
dynamic miscibility with CO2 is usually significantly lower than the
natural gas, flue gas and nitrogen. This is a major advantage of the
CO2 miscible process because miscibility can be achieved at attainable pressures in a bread spectrum of reservoirs.
Chemical EOR processes uses polymers, alkalines and surfactant.
Surfactants or soap-like substances are used ahead of the water and
behind the oil. The substance forms a barrier around the oil, and
water behind the substance pushes the oil to the surface. The soapy
substance also ensures a complete collection of oil. Heat can also be
used to get oil flowing. Up to a million times thicker than water, oil
can be thinned by blasting steam into the reservoir.
Microbial Enhanced Oil Recovery (MEOR) applies the injecting into
the oil-saturated layer of the exterior microbes and nutrients to create
in-situ production of metabolic products or only nutrients to stimulate indigenous microbes. The purposes of MEOR are increase of oil
production, decrease of water cut and prolongation of the productive
life of the oil field. MEOR can be applied for heavy oil and paraffin
removal from the tubing, to reduce sulphur corrosion. It is the cheapest method after water flooding method of oil recovery.
Other methods for enhancing the oil recovery include pumping acids
into the field, hydrofracturing, horizontal drilling and some other.
Given a high oil price and a stagnating production, it will be paramount for oil producing nations and for oil companies to increase the
recovery rate from the existing oil fields, and hence the above techniques will be perfected and new innovative methods will henceforth
be developed to recover more oil from existing fields.
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Chapter 4
Offshore Structures
4-1 Overview
Offshore structures are large platforms that primarily provide the
necessary facilities and equipment for exploration and production of oil
and natural gas in a marine environment. During the initial prospecting
phase, jack-up or alternatively floating rigs are used to drill exploration wells, and if the drilling operation proves successful, a permanent
production platform may be placed at the site.
Initially the exploration well is drilled to determine, whether any oil
or gas is present within a given area. In Denmark the drilling rig is typically of the jack-up type standing on the seabed, due to the relatively
shallow Danish water depths of 35 to 70 m.
Once the decision to initiate an oil production has been taken, a production facility will be placed at the site. The platform may consist of 1 or
several platforms, or 1 integrated production platform. Depending on
the site, location and water depth, the production facilities are either
floating platforms or platforms placed direct on the seabed. Generally,
oil platforms are located in shallow waters on the continental shelf.
However, as the demand for oil and gas increases and reserves are
found in increasingly deeper waters, facilities and equipment must be
located either directly on the bottom of the sea or on floating vessels.
A typical wellhead platform in the Danish North Sea is equipped with
12 - 24 wellheads, and in a few cases up to 30 - 40 wellheads.
Directional drilling allows the reservoirs to be accessed at different
depths and at remote positions of up to 5 to 8 km from the platform.
Many Danish platforms have satellite platforms tied-in by pipeline and
power connections.
In Denmark the offshore production platforms mainly consist of medium-sized 4-legged steel production platforms, which often later during
the life-time of the field are extended by small cost-effective monocolumn platforms. Often these installations are the Danish developed
STAR platform. Through simple and flexible design these platforms
can easily be adapted for different application such as well-head, flare
and accommodation platform.
Today, Maersk Oil and DONG Energy has installed several unmanned
mono-tower structures, especially on smaller satellite fields. Unmanned
platforms are cheaper and reduce operating costs and risk. Another
advantage of the mono-tower is that it may be re-usable and therefore
suitable to be installed on small marginal fields with rapid production
decline.

In general offshore structures may be used for a variety of reasons:
•
•
•
•
•

Oil and gas exploration
Production processing
Accommodation
Bridges and causeways
Loading and off loading facilities

In the steel platform category, there are various types of structures,
depending on the use, and depending on the water depth in which the
platforms operate.
The development of offshore oil and gas fields has played an essential
role in the total oil production worldwide, as oil prices in the 1970’s
and again from 2005 encouraged increased development in order to
attain self sufficiency. The design of offshore structures used for oil and
gas exploitation has evolved since then, with national and international
standards and regulations assuring that all platforms are designed to
withstand a certain wave and wind load and to a high safety level. In
most cases platforms are designed to last 25-30 years with respect to
material fatigue as well as to withstand impact with boats and dropped
objects. Finally to ensure the safety and integrity of existing structures,
advanced inspection, monitoring systems and advanced analysis have
been activated.
As oil and gas reserves are being discovered in increasingly deeper
waters, the technology needed to design and build deep ocean-compliant structures, continues to evolve.
Offshore structures are used worldwide for a variety of functions and in
varying water depths and environments.
In the design and analysis of offshore platforms many factors, including the following critical loads, are taken into account:
• Environmental loads (wave and wind loads).
• Transportation and lifting loads.
In relation to dynamics and fatigue, offshore structures are designed
with maximum load occurrence frequencies taking into account both
50- and 100-year wave and weather scenarios, so that a maximum level
of safety is reached.
Placing heavy structures on the seabed also requires a thorough investigation of the soil-characteristics, as well as whether it should be piled
or gravity based.

The combination of horizontal wells and mono-tower platforms has reduced development costs considerably in the Danish oil and gas fields.
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4-2 Platform Types
Larger offshore oil and gas platforms are some of the largest moveable man-made structures in the world. There are many different
types of platforms:

Most platforms, including the Danish platforms, are made of steel
and fixed to the bottom by piles driven into the seabed.
A small number of platforms are made of concrete and placed direct
on the seabed using gravity. Siri and South Arne platforms in the
Danish North Sea as well as many of the Norwegian platforms are
examples of gravity-based platforms.

4-2-1 Stationary Platforms
A typical platform consists of different elements as shown in the following figure:

Derrick
(drilling tower,
sometimes built-in if
profitable)
Flare
(gas incineration)
Topside
(processing, pumps,
accommodation)
Wellheads ( top of wells )
Oil and gas processing
on land

Jacket
(the supporting structure)
Risers for oil/gas to
process plant
Oil and gas pipeline for
transport to land
Drilling template,
mounted over wells
Jacket base
(often mounted with piles)

Figure 4.1 - Offshore Platform.
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4-2-1-1
Jacket Platforms
The traditional Danish
platforms are of the jacket
type consisting of 4 to 8 legs
connected by tubular bracing
members. The jackets are fixed
to the seabed by piles driven
some 50 m into the seabed.
4-2-1-2
STAR Platforms
A good example of superb
Danish offshore innovation entrepreneurship is the remotely
operated unmanned monocolumn satellite platform,
widely used in the Danish part
of the North Sea – the STAR
platform (Slim Tripod Adapted
for Rigs).
In the continuing effort to
reduce overall costs and keep
the operational costs of oil and
gas production at a minimum,
especially for small marginal
fields, several alternatives
have been developed by the
Danish operators in the North
Sea. Especially Maersk Oil
has been at the forefront in this
technology, and with international recognition from major
oil and gas operators worldwide.
DONG Energy has also been
active in this area.

Figure 4.2 – Jacket.

Figure 4.3 – STAR Platform.

The tripod satellite platform is basically a light-weight 3-legged substructure, with minimum topside facilities cf. the figure 4.3
.
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The platform is designed for unmanned operation with all power and
shutdown operations controlled remotely by radio signals from the
main platform, thus ensuring a low-cost and safe operation.
Also installation of the particular tripod platform used in the Danish
part of the North Sea is done in a very cost-effective way, allowing
for installation by a medium sized drilling rig in connection with
drilling of the wells. Crane barges can be scarcely available; hence
the installation by the drilling rig is a very cost-effective alternative.
The jacket construction is shown in figure 4.5.
4-2-1-3 Compliant Towers
Compliant towers consist of a narrow, flexible tower and a piled
foundation supporting a conventional deck for drilling and production operations. Compliant towers are designed to adapt significant
lateral deflection and to withstand significant lateral forces and are
typically used in water depths of 120 to 500 m.

Figure 4.5 – STAR Jacket.

Figure 4.4 – Platform Types.

Source: Ramboll
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4-2-1-4 Semi-submersible Platforms
These platforms are characterized by having legs of sufficient buoyancy to enable the structure to float, and a sufficient weight to keep
the structure stable. Semi-submersible rigs can be moved from place
to place and can be ballasted or de-ballasted by altering the amount
of flooding in buoyancy tanks. They are generally anchored by chain
anchors during drilling operations, though they can also be kept in
place using dynamic positioning. Semi-submersible platforms are
used in depths from 180 to 1,800 m..

Figure 4.6 – Semi-submersible Platform.

4-2-1-5
Tension-leg Platforms
TLPs
These platforms consist of
floating rigs fixed to the seabed by pre-tensioned tethers
in a way that virtually eliminates all vertical movement of
the structure. TLPs are used
in water depths of up to about
2 km. The “conventional”
TLP is a 4-column design
which looks similar to a semisubmersible. Mini TLPs can
be used as utility, satellite or
early production platforms for
larger deep water sites.
Figure 4.7 – Tension leg platform.
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4-2-1-6 Spar Platforms
Spar platforms are also moored
to the seabed like the TLP. But
whereas TLPs have vertical
tensioned tethers, the Spar has
more conventional mooring
lines. Spars have been designed
in 3 configurations: the “conventional” one-piece cylindrical
hull, the “truss spar” where the
midsection is composed of truss
elements connecting the upper
buoyant hull (called a hard
tank) with the bottom soft tank
containing permanent ballast,
and the “cell spar” built from
multiple vertical cylinders. The
Spar may be more economical
to build for small and medium
sized reservoirs than the TLP.

Figure 4.8 – Spar Platform.
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4-3 Jack-up Platforms
As the name suggests these platforms can be jacked up above the
sea level using legs which are lowered to the sea bottom. These
platforms, used in relatively shallow waters mainly for exploration
purposes in the North Sea, are designed to move from site to site.

4-4 Floating Production
Systems
Floating Production Systems are large vessels or ships often
equipped with processing facilities and moored to the location
for a shorter or longer period of time. The main types of floating
production systems are FPSO´s (Floating Production, Storage,
and Offloading system), FSO (Floating Storage and Offloading
system), and FSU (Floating Storage Unit).
The key feature of the ship-shaped FPSO is the mooring turret and
the fluid transfer system. The vessel is anchored to the seabed via
the turret which allows it to weathervane on a bearing assembly.
The well fluids from the subsea wells are routed through flexible
riser pipelines to the production facilities of the vessel which are
constantly changing position relative to the turret because of the
weather vaning characteristics. The fluid transfer system has to
accommodate this misalignment.
The processing facilities are arranged in a number of modules and
pipe racks and positioned on the deck of the ship typically on bearings to allow for ship deformations.

Figure 4.10 – FPSO for Nexus project
Figure 4.9 – Jack-up Platform standing next to a stationary platform.

(copyright Ramboll Oil & Gas)
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4-5 Subsea Production
Systems
Subsea systems are becoming increasingly important facilities in the
production of oil and gas, as water depths and distance of wells from
the production infrastructure increase.
During the past 4 decades, subsea well-completion technology has
evolved. From simply being an untested engineering theory it has
contributed to the production of viable, field-proven equipment and
techniques that are accepted by the petroleum industry and governments of producing countries. In the 4 decades since the first systems
were installed, more than 1,000 subsea wells have been completed
worldwide. 2/3 of these are still in service. These completions come
under a variety of configurations that include single-satellite wells,
which employ subsea trees on an individual guide base, subsea trees
on steel-template structures with production manifolds and clustered
well systems, e.g. single-satellite wells connected to a nearby subsea
production manifold. All of these configurations are usually connected to platforms, floating production and storage vessels, or even
to the shore.
Also in the mature North Sea region, this development continues to
break new technological ground. In the Danish part of the North Sea,
3 subsea production installations are operating. The first one was the
Maersk Oil operated Regnar field, put on stream in 1993. Regnar is a
so-called marginal oil field with an expected production of 525,000
m3 of oil in total. This makes it unfeasible to install a traditional

production platform, so alternatively it was decided to produce from
a subsea wellhad. The wellhead is located on 45 m of water and is
connected to the Dan FA platform via 13 km pipeline. In addition to
Regnar, DONG Energy is operating 2 subsea wellheads in the Stine
Segment 1 field.
Besides from wellheads, subsea installations include other technologies as well. Service providers are seeing more and more orders for
their technologies, as operators are faced with placing more of their
wellhead and production systems on the sea floor.

4-5-1
Examples of subsea technology in Denmark
The South Arne field operated by Hess Denmark has an integrated oil
platform which processes the oil and gas produced. A subsea oil tank
stores the oil until a shuttle oil tanker pumps the oil to its tanks via an
offshore loading system.
DONG Energy operates 3 fields Siri, Nini, and Cecilie with sub-sea
tie-ins of oil and gas production pipes from Nini and Cecilie to a
subsea oil tank at the base of the Siri platform.
Also being a part-owner of the enormous Norwegian gas field Ormen
Lange, a massive built-up of subsea knowledge has occurred within
DONG Energy during the past years.

Figure 4.11 – Subsea
installations.
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Most Danish subsea technology however lies within Maersk Oil.
Some main examples are:
- The Tyra West gas export pipeline pumping gas over a 100 km subsea pipeline to the NAM operated F3-FB platform in the Netherlands.

4-6 Halfdan including
Sif and Igor
The next chapters give examples of Danish offshore installations.

- Over 200 km subsea pipeline pumping produced oil from the Gorm
platform to the onland Filsø pumping station and onwards to Shell’s
Fredericia refinery.
- The Tyra West gas subsea pipeline to DONG’s Nybro gas treatment
plant. The pipeline is 230 km long.
- Further to this is a complex grid of interfield pipelines.
In addition Hess Denmark operates the field Syd-Arne connecting a
300 km subsea gas pipeline to the gas treatment plant in Nybro.

Figure 4.12 - The Halfdan field.

4-6-1 Exploration
Halfdan, operated by Maersk Oil, is located in the Danish sector of
the North Sea, in blocks DK 5505/13 and 5504/16. The field discovery was made in 1999, and the field was brought on stream in the
same year, in an extremely rapid development. Halfdan has proven
itself a very valuable field in what was hereto thought as a mature
Danish basin. The water depth is 40-50 m.
Halfdan quickly grew in the early 2000´s to become the largest Danish oil field by 2006.

4-6-2 Production Strategy
The recovery of oil from the Halfdan field is based on pressure
support from water injection. In the southern and western parts of
the accumulation, the oil wells are arranged in a pattern of alternate
production and injection wells with parallel well trajectories, about
180 m apart. The injection wells are stimulated with acid, which
makes it possible to inject large volumes of water.
OffshoreBook
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The regular spacing of the wells optimizes the flooding of the reservoir, thus enhancing recovery. The injection wells are used for production for a period of time before being converted to water injection.

4-6-3 Production Facilities

4-7 Siri, North Sea, Denmark
Siri, operated by DONG Energy, is located in block 5604/20 in the
north-western part of the Danish sector of the North Sea, about 220
km from the coast. The reservoir lies at a depth of 2,070 m below sea
level in Palaeocene sandstone and has recoverable reserves of 1.8
million m3 (January 2008).

The Halfdan Field comprises a combined wellhead and processing
platform, HDA, one accommodation platform, HDB, one gas flare
stack, HDC, and an unmanned satellite wellhead platform, HBA,
without a helideck. The HBA satellite platform is located about 2 km
from the other Halfdan platforms which provide it with electricity, injection water and lift gas. The Halfdan Field receives production from
Sif and Igor through special installations on the HBA platform.
Production from the oil wells is conveyed through a multiphase pipeline for processing at the HDA platform, while production from the
Sif and Igor gas wells is separated by a 2-phase separator into a liquid
and a gas flow. The liquid is piped through the multiphase pipeline
to the HDA platform for processing. After separation at the HDA
platform, the oil/condensate is transported to Gorm for final processing and export ashore.
Halfdan HDC and Tyra West are interconnected by a gas pipeline that
is hooked up via a riser to the gas installations at the Halfdan HBA
platform. Gas pipelines also connect Halfdan HDA and Dan.

Figure 4.13 – The Siri Installation.

4-7-1 Development
The gas from the Sif/Igor installations at the HBA platform is conveyed to Tyra West, while the gas from Halfdan HDA is transported
to Dan for export ashore via Tyra East or to Tyra West via Halfdan
HBA for export to the Netherlands through the NOGAT pipeline.
The Dan installations supply the Halfdan Field with injection water.
Treated production water from Halfdan and Sif/Igor is discharged
into the sea. The Halfdan HDB platform has accommodation facilities
for 32 persons.

4-6-4 Further Development of the Halfdan Field
In 2007, Maersk Oil applied for approval regarding further development of the Halfdan field expanding the well pattern with parallel oil
producers and water injectors to the north east. The wells were drilled
from the new Halfdan HBB platform.
Furthermore a new process platform is planned with 3-phase separation, water disposal and gas compression. The new platform, HBD,
will be bridge linked to the existing Halfdan HBA platform, converting it into a manned platform.
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In 1996, the contract was made for the purpose-built 3-legged fully
integrated jack-up platform design containing wellheads, processing
equipment and living quarters. The platform is placed on top of a
steel storage tank.
The project cost of the Siri platform and offloading system (excluding
drilling) was just over a quarter of a billion €. The operational life of
Siri was estimated to be about ten years, but has since been extended
to 20 years following the encouraging results in the first years of
production.

4-7-2 Jacket
The platform’s tubular legs are 104 m long, have an outer diameter
of 3.5 m and weigh 800 t each, with a wall thickness of 65 mm to
110 mm.
The upper parts of the legs have 460 mm-diameter jacking holes
spaced 1,750 mm apart. The legs are penetrated into 13 m-deep
sleeves in the steel tank structure.
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4-7-3 Hull
The dimensions of the hull are 50 x 60 m and 6.7 m in height. The
topsides equipment is enclosed in small 500-t modules, while the hull
itself contains diesel and water storage, electrical rooms, general storage, ventilation and communication rooms.
The living quarters are cantilevered 7 m, on the opposite side of the
platform. During normal operations, 21 people man the platform. The
living quarters can accommodate 60 persons in single cabins. They
mainly provide maintenance and well workover operations.

4-8 South Arne, North Sea,
Denmark
South Arne, operated by Hess Denmark, is located in the Danish
sector of the North Sea, in block DK 5604/29. In late 1994 Hess Denmark became the operator of the 7/89 license, containing the South
Arne field. The RIGS-1 well was spudded (the initial operations for
the well drilling) in December 1994. The results of this work program
led the license partners to declare the South Arne field commercial in
April 1996. The water depth here is 60 m.
An appraisal well was spudded in 1996 with further drilling in the
following years.

4-7-4 Tank
The tank dimensions are 50 x 66 m and 17.5 m in height. It has an
effective storage volume of 50,000 m³. The base of the tank includes
skirts of 1.6 m and 2 m in depth that divide the underside of the tank
into compartments.
Internally, the tank consists of a main tank and 3 separate buoyancy
compartments, located around the leg sleeves. These were used to
provide tilt and depth control during the lowering of the tank to the
seabed. Stability was assisted by 5,000 t of concrete ballast placed at
the bottom of the tank.

4-7-5 Flare Tower
The flare tower is located in one corner of the platform. Its height
(96 m) is dictated by its closeness to a possible drilling rig to avoid
heat radiation.

Figure 4.14 – The South Arne platform during installation.

4-8-1 Production Drilling
The field-development schedule was organized to ensure that a
sufficient number of wells were drilled, prior to the installation of
facilities, allowing the platform to operate at full capacity from the
first day.

4-8-2 Construction
The South Arne platform sits on a concrete tank, being used to store
oil. The concrete gravity oil storage base concept was selected, as
the capacity of the Danish oil line to Fredericia was insufficient. A
floating storage system was largely ruled out by the relatively shallow
depth of 60 m and associated problems with risers and anchoring
systems.
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relatively shallow depth of 60 m and associated problems with risers
and anchoring systems.
The oil storage tank measures 110 x 90 m and is 18 m high. It houses
up to 88,000 m3 in its 100 individual cells.
The platform represents in Denmark an unusual design, as the
topsides are supported on the GBS (Gravity Base Structure) by a
concrete tower and a steel lattice drilling tower/conductor frame.
The design was intended to save cost and shorten the fabrication.
The concrete leg is 18 m in diameter and 60 m tall. Altogether, the
tank and legs weigh 100,000 t.

4-8-3 Process Platform Topsides
The design specified topsides which would be capable of processing
nearly 8,000 m3 of oil and 2 million m³ of gas per day.
The South Arne topsides weigh 7,900 t. The production facilities
include a single 3-stage separator train and a single 4-stage compression system. Power is provided by two 24 MW GT 10 turbines (GT =
Gas Turbine).
The flare is 80 m high and the total structure, when measured from
the seabed, is 177 m high.
The platform has an air gap of 23 m. The accommodation system can
house 57 men in single cabins.

4-8-4 Export System
The oil-export system consists of a 2 km export line, attached to a
single anchor leg mooring system.
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Chapter 5
Production of Oil and Gas
5-1 How are Oil and Natural
Gas produced?
Before a well can produce oil or gas, the borehole must be stabilized
with casing, which is a length of pipe cemented in place. A smalldiameter tubing string is centered in the well bore and held in place
with packers. It enables the hydrocarbons to be brought from the
reservoir to the surface.
Due to underground forces reservoirs typically have an elevated pressure. To equalize the pressure and avoid blowouts of oil and gas, a
series of valves and equipment are installed at the top of the well.
This “Christmas tree”, as it is sometimes called, regulates the flow of
hydrocarbons out of the well.
Early in its production life, underground pressure often pushes
the hydrocarbons all the way up the well bore to the surface like a
carbonated soft drink that has been shaken. Depending on reservoir
conditions, this “natural flow” may continue for many years. When
the pressure differential is insufficient for the oil to flow naturally, artificial lift may be used to bring the oil up to the surface. The offshore
most common process is the artificial lift by means of gas lift.
As a field ages, the company may choose one of the production
recovery techniques, where an external fluid such as water or gas is
injected into the reservoir through injection wells. Usually the injection wells are wells in the field that are converted from production
wells to injection wells.
In the so-called “waterflooding” technique, some of these wells are
used to inject water (often produced water from the field) into the
reservoir. This water tends to push the oil out of the pores in the rock
toward the producing well. Waterflooding will often increase production from a field.
In the second production recovery technique, some of or alol gas
from the production wells (or imported from another platform) may
be re-injected into the reservoir (the gas cap) through the gas injection wells to sustain a high reservoir pressure.
In more advanced cases, the company may use more sophisticated
techniques, collectively referred to as Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR).
Depending on reservoir conditions, various substances may be in-

jected into the reservoir to extract more oil from the pore spaces and
increase production. These substances can be steam, nitrogen, carbon
dioxide or surfactants (soap).
Throughout their productive life, most oil wells produce oil, gas, and
water. This mixture is separated at the surface. Initially, the mixture
coming from the reservoir may be mostly oil with a small amount of
water. Over time, the proportion of water increases and it may be reinjected into the reservoir either as part of a water flooding project or
for disposal. In the latter case the water is returned to the subsurface.
Natural gas wells do not usually produce oil, but occasionally produce a small amount of liquid hydrocarbons.
These natural gas liquids are removed in the field or at a gas processing plant that removes other impurities as well. Natural gas liquids
often have significant value as raw material for the petrochemical
industry. These wells often produce water as well, but volumes are
much lower when compared to oil wells.
Once produced, oil may be stored in a tank and later transported by
ship to a site where it will be sold or enter the transportation system.
More often, however, it goes from the separation facilities at the wellhead direct into a small pipeline and from there into a larger one.
Pipelines are frequently used to bring production from offshore wells
to shore. They may also transfer oil from a producing field to a tanker
loading area for shipping or from a port area to a refinery to be processed into petrol, diesel fuel, jet fuel, and many other products.
Natural gas is almost always transported through pipelines. Because
of difficulties in transferring it from where it is found to where
potential consumers are, any known gas deposits are not currently
being produced. Years ago, the gas would have been wasted (flared)
as an unwanted by-product of oil production. However, now industry
recognizes the value of clean-burning natural gas and is working on
improved technologies to get it from the reservoir to the consumer.
Once the individual well streams are brought into the main production facilities over a network of gathering pipelines and manifold
systems, another phase of the production process will start. Some
of the main offshore installations and processes are summarised in
figure 5.1 (next page):
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Figure 5.1 – Process Diagram.
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5-2-1 Separation Process
Crude oil usually consists of different components in 2 or 3 different phases, namely liquid, gas and solid. The industry uses several
separation mechanisms, such as separation utilizing by gravity or
centrifugal forces as well as electric and/or magnetic fields, to separate these from one another. Separation by gravity is mostly used in
the petroleum industry to separate crude oil into oil, water and gas.
Separators with different configurations such as vertical, horizontal
and/or spherical are used in this type of separation. The purpose is to
separate gas from liquid with a minimum of liquid transfer in the gas
stream or liquid from gas with a minimum of gas bubbles entrapped
in the liquid. The oil and gas treatment industry requires a combination of the above, meaning that the gas separated has to be free of any
water and oil, and the oil separated, free from any water and gas.
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Figure 5.2 – Cyclone.

Cyclones, the principal type of gas-solids separators, using centrifugal force, are widely used. They are basically simple in construction
and can be operated at high temperatures and pressures. Hydro-cyclones are used for liquid-liquid separation. It is a centrifugal device
with a stationary wall, the centrifugal force being generated by the
movement of the liquid. It is suitable in waste water treatment.
The water treatment unit includes a degassing vessel, used to remove
gas from water, as gas bubbles can carry some of the remaining oil
from the water.
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5-2-1-1 Separator
A separator is a vessel used in the field to remove well-stream
liquid(s) from gas components. The separator may be either 2-phase
or 3-phase. 2-phase separators remove the totality of the liquid from
the gas, while 3-phase separators in addition remove free water from
the hydrocarbon liquid.

In most oil and gas surface production equipment systems, the oil and
gas separator is the first vessel the well fluid flows through after it
leaves the producing well. However, other equipment – such as heaters and water knockouts - may be installed upstream of the separator.
Three Phase Separator
Momontum Absorber (trykfaldsfjerner)

Gas Out
Mist Extractor (dråberfjerner)

Gas
Inlet Oil and Gas
Weir plate
Water

Liquid Retention (væskeudskillelse)

Oil

Water Out

Oil Out

Figure 5.4 – Three Phase Separator.

5-2-1-2 Scrubber
A scrubber is a type of separator that has been designed to handle
flow streams with unusually high gas-to-liquid ratios.
Figure 5.3 – Separator.

These are commonly used in conjunction with dehydrators, extraction
plants, instruments, or compressors as protection from entrained liquids.

An oil and gas separator generally includes the following essential
components and features:

5-2-1-3 Knockout
A knockout is a type of separator falling into 1 of 2 categories: free
water or total liquid knockouts.

1. A vessel that includes
• Primary separation device and/or section
• Secondary “gravity” settling (separating) section
• Mist extractor to remove small liquid particles from the gas
• Gas outlet
• Liquid settling(separating) section to remove gas or vapor from
oil (on a 3-phase unit, this section also separates water from oil)
• Oil outlet
• Water outlet (3-phase unit)
2. Adequate volumetric liquid capacity to handle liquid surges (slugs)
from the wells and/or flow lines.
3. Adequate vessel diameter and height or length to allow most of the
liquid to separate from the gas so that the mist extractor will not be
flooded.
4. A way of controlling an oil level in the separator which usually
includes a liquid-level controller and a diaphragm motor valve on
the oil outlet. For 3-phase operation, the separator must include
an oil/water interface liquid-level controller and a water-discharge
control valve.
5. A backpressure valve on the gas outlet to maintain a steady pressure in the vessel.
6. Pressure relief devices.

• The free water knockout is a vessel used to separate free water from
a flow stream of gas, oil, and water. The gas and oil usually leave
the vessel through the same outlet to be processed by other equipment. Water is removed for disposal.

Figure 5.5 – Scrubber.
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5-3 Pumping Equipment for
Liquids
As already indicated, the liquids used in the chemical industries differ
considerably in their physical and chemical properties, so it has been
necessary to develop a wide variety of pumping equipment to deal
with these differences.
Pumps are used to transfer fluids from one location to another. The
pump accomplishes this transfer by increasing the pressure of the
fluid and thereby supplying the driving force necessary for flow.
Power must be delivered to the pump from an external source. Thus,
electrical or steam energy can be transformed into mechanical energy
which is then used to drive the pump. Most of the mechanical energy
is added to the fluid as work energy, and the rest is lost as friction due
to inefficiency of the pump and the drive.
Pump selection is made on the flow rate and head required, together
with other process considerations, such as corrosion or the presence
of solid in the fluid. The selection of the pump cannot be separated
from the design of the complete piping system; for example, the total
head required will be the sum of the dynamic head due to friction
losses in the piping, fittings, valves and process equipment, and any
static head due to differences in elevation.
Cost and mechanical efficiency of the pump must be considered in
relation to one another, so it may be advantageous to select a cheap
pump and pay higher replacement or maintenance costs rather than to
install a very expensive pump of high efficiency.

5-3-1 Types of Pumps
Selection of a pump for a specific service requires knowledge of the
liquid to be handled, the total dynamic head required, the suction and
discharge heads, and in most cases, the temperature, viscosity, vapor
pressure and density of the fluid. Special attention will need to be
given to those cases where the liquid contains solids.
Pumps fall into 3 categories: positive displacement, kinetic (centrifugal), and jet (eductor), their names describing the method by which
liquid is displaced.
A positive displacement pump causes a fluid to move by trapping a
fixed volume of the fluid and then forcing (displacing) that trapped
volume into the receiving pipe. Positive displacement pumps can be
further classified as either rotary (for example the rotary vane pump)
or reciprocating (for example the diaphragm pump).
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A centrifugal pump causes a fluid to move by transferring the kinetic
(rotational) energy from a motor (through an impeller) into water
pressure (potential energy).
An eductor-jet pump is a special type of pump without moving parts
that uses the kinetic energy of a fluid to increase the pressure of a
second fluid.

5-3-2 Cavitation
Cavitation is a common occurrence but is the least understood of
all pumping problems. A pump is cavitating if knocking noises and
vibrations can be heard when it is operating. The noise and vibration
are caused by vapor ‘bubbles’ collapsing when the liquid ‘boils’.
Other signs of cavitation are erratic power consumption and fluctuation or reduction in output.
If the pump continues to operate while it is cavitating, it will be
damaged. Impeller surfaces and pump bowls will pit and wear,
eventually leading to mechanical destruction. On entering a pump, a
liquid increases its velocity causing a reduction in pressure within the
pumping unit. If this pressure gets too low, the liquid will vaporize,
forming bubbles entrained in the liquid. These bubbles collapse violently as they move to areas of higher pressure. This is cavitation.
The pressure required to operate a pump satisfactorily and avoid cavitation is called net positive suction head (NPSH). The head available
at the pump inlet should therefore exceed the required NPSH.
This is specified by the pump manufacturer and is a function of the
pump design. As this problem relates only to the suction side of the
pump, all prevention measures should be directed towards this area,
and suction lifts that are too high should be avoided. As a general rule
centrifugal pumps located less than 4 m above the liquid level do not
experience cavitation. The following guidelines should be applied so
as to overcome the problem:
• Avoid unnecessary valves and bends in the suction pipe.
• Avoid long suction lines.
• Keep the suction pipe at least as large in diameter as the pump inlet
connection.
• Use long radius bends.
• Increase the size of valves and pipe work to avoid air intake into
the suction line.
• Ensure adequate submergence over the foot valve. The submergence should be at least 5.3 times the suction line diameter.
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A possible solution would be to reduce the required net positive suction head. This can be done by lowering the pump speed. However,
this will also result in reduced output from the pump which may not
suit the system.

5-4 Compressor
A compressor is a device that transfers energy to a gaseous fluid, the
purpose being to raise the pressure of the fluid e.g. where it is the
prime mover of the fluid through the process.
Compressors are driven by gas turbines or electrical motors. Often
several stages in the same train are driven by the same motor or
turbine.
The main purposes of gas compression offshore are for:
•
•
•
•

Gas export
Gas injection to well
Gas lift
Fuel gas

The compression process includes a large section of associated equipments such as scrubbers (removing liquid droplets), heat exchangers
and lube oil treatment etc.
Several types of compressors are used for gas compression, each with
different characteristics such as operating power, speed, pressure and
volume. The most basic and well-known types of compressors are the
positive displacement and the dynamics compressors.

Compressor Types

Dynaic

Positive Displacement

Reciprocating

Single-acting

Centrifugal

Rotary

Axial

Doble-acting
Lobe

Vane

Screw

Diaphragm
Liquid ring

Scroll

Figure 5.6 - Compressor types
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5-4-1 Positive Displacement Compressors
Positive displacement compressors function by trapping a volume of
gas and reducing that volume as in the common bicycle pump.
The general characteristics of this compressor are constant flow and
variable pressure ratio (for a given speed). Positive displacement
compressors include:
• Rotary compressors
• Reciprocating compressors
Rotary compressors can be used for discharge pressure up (not
limited) to about 25 bars. These include sliding-vane, screw-type, and
liquid-piston compressors. For high to very high discharge pressures
and modest flow rates, reciprocating compressors are more commonly used. These machines operate mechanically in the same way
as reciprocating pumps, the differences being that leak prevention
is more difficult and the increase in temperature is important. The
cylinder walls and heads are cored for cooling jackets using water or
refrigerant.
Reciprocating compressors can be used over a wide range of pressures and capacities. They are usually motor-driven and are nearly
always double-acting. When the required compression ratio is greater
than that to be achieved in one cylinder, multistage compressors are
used. Between each stage there are coolers, tubular heat exchangers
cooled by water or refrigerant. Intercoolers have sufficient heat-transfer capacity to bring the inter stage gas streams to the initial suction
temperature. Often an aftercooler is used to cool the high-pressure
gas in the final stage. One of the disadvantages, when using these
units offshore, is the high level of noise and vibration.

5-4-2 Dynamic Compressors
The dynamic compressor depends on motion to transfer energy from
compressor rotor to the process gas. The characteristics of compression vary depending on the type of dynamic compressor and on the
type of gas being compressed. The fl ow is continuous. There are no
valves, and there is no “containment” of the gas as in the positive
displacement compressor. Compression depends on the dynamic
interaction between the mechanism and the gas. Dynamic compressors include:
• Centrifugal compressors
• Axial flow compressors
Centrifugal compressors are multistage units containing a series of
impellers on a single shaft rotating at high speeds in a massive casing.
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Internal channels lead from the outlet of one impeller to the inlet
of the next. The selection of a proper compressor depends on the
required operating parameters which are mainly the flow, differential
pressure and many other factors. Most compressors do not cover the
full pressure range in a single stage efficiently. The discharge pressure
depends on the system requirement that the compressed gas is utilized
for. For example, the required gas to pipeline pressure is in the range
of about 30-100 bar, while reservoir reinjection of gas will typically
require higher pressure of about 200 bar and upwards. Therefore, the
compression is normally divided into a number of stages; that is also
to improve maintenance and availability. Inter stage cooling is needed
on the high-pressure units.
Axial-flow machines handle even larger volumes of gas (up to
1,000,000 m3/h), but at lower pressures propel the gas axially from
one set of vanes directly to the next.

Production of Oil and Gas

5-5 Valves
Valves are the components in a fluid flow or pressure systems that
regulate either the flow or the pressure of the fluid. Their duty may
involve stopping and starting flow, controlling flow rate, diverting
flow, preventing back flow, controlling pressure, or relieving pressure.

valve indirect by means of the fluid being discharged from the pilot.
Rupture discs are non-reclosing pressure relief devices that may be
used alone or in conjunction with pressure relief valves. The principal
types of rupture discs are forward domed types that fail in tension,
and reverse buckling types that fail in compression. Of these types,
reverse buckling discs can be manufactured to close burst tolerances.
On the debit side, not all reverse buckling discs are suitable for
relieving incompressible fluids.

5-5-1 Manual Valves
Adjusting the position of the closure member in the valve may be
done either manually or automatically.
Manual operation includes the operation of the valve by means of a
manually controlled power operator. The manual valves discussed
here are: the manually operated valves for stopping and starting
flow, controlling flow rate, and diverting flow; and the automatically
operated valves for preventing back flow and relieving pressure. The
manually operated valves are referred to as manual valves, while
valves for the prevention of back flow and the relief of pressure are
referred to as check valves and pressure relief valves, respectively.
The way the closure member moves onto the seat gives a particular
group or type of valve a typical flow-control characteristic. This flow
control characteristic can be used to establish a preliminary chart for
the selection of valves.
The many types of check valves are divided into several groups
according to the way the closure member moves onto the seat. The
basic duty of these valves is to prevent back flow.

5-5-2 Control valves
Control valves are valves used to control process conditions such
as flow, pressure, temperature, and liquid level by fully or partially
opening or closing in response to signals received from controllers
that compare a “set point” to a “process variable” whose value is
provided by sensors that monitor changes in such conditions.
The opening and/or closing of control valves is done by means of
electrical, hydraulic or pneumatic systems. Positioners are used to
control the opening or closing of the actuator based on electric or
pneumatic signals. The most common signals for industry are 4-20
mA signals.
The most common and versatile types of control valves are slidingstem globe and angle valves. Their popularity derives from rugged
construction and the many options available that make them suitable
for a variety of process applications, including severe service.

Pressure relief valves are divided into 2 major groups: direct-acting
pressure relief valves that are actuated direct by the pressure of the
system fluid, and pilot-operated pressure relief valves in which a pilot
controls the opening and closing of the main valve in response to the
system pressure.
Direct-acting pressure may be provided with an auxiliary actuator
that assists valve lift on valve opening and/or introduces a supplementary closing force on valve reseating. Lift assistance is intended
to prevent valve chatter while supplementary valve loading is intended to reduce valve simmer. The auxiliary actuator is actuated by a
foreign power source. Should the foreign power source fail, the valve
will operate as a direct-acting pressure relief valve.
Pilot-operated pressure relief valves may be provided with a pilot that
controls the opening and closing of the main valve direct by means of
an internal mechanism. In an alternative type of pilot-operated pressure relief valve, the pilot controls the opening or closing of the main

Figure 5.7 Globe control valve with pneumatic actuator and smart positioner
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Control valve bodies may be categorized as below: [Fisher, Control
valve handbook, 4th ad.]
• Angle valves
- Cage-style valve bodies
- DiskStack style valve bodies
• Angle seat piston valves
• Globe valves
- Single-port valve bodies
- Balanced-plug cage-style valve bodies
- High capacity, cage-guided valve bodies
- Port-guided single-port valve bodies
- Double-ported valve bodies
- Three-way valve bodies
• Rotary valves
- Butterfly valve bodies
- V-notch ball control valve bodies
- Eccentric-disk control valve bodies
- Eccentric-plug control valve bodies

5-5-3 Definition
• Flow Coefficient (Cv)
It is often convenient to express the capacities and flow characteristics of control valves in terms of the flow coefficient Cv. The flow
coefficient is based on the imperial units system and is defined as: the
flow capacity of a valve in gal (U.S.)/rnin of water at a temperature
of 60°F that will flow through a valve with a pressure loss of one
pound per square inch at a specific opening position, as defined by the
equation:

(ISA standard)

Where:
Q = gal (U.S.)/min
G = specific gravity
ΔP = operating differential pressure in lb/in2

5-6 Heat Exchangers
The heat exchanger is one of the most important units in the oil
industry. For safety reasons or to achieve a specific required operative
condition (temperature) the fluid needs to be heated or cooled. It is
also of great importance in achieving an optimal separation process. The fluid temperature must be fixed due to the thermodynamic
calculation results to reduce fluid viscosity. The fluid itself needs to
be cooled after the compressing process.

5-6-1 Selection
The selection process usually includes a number of factors, all of
which are related to the heat transfer application. These factors include, but are not limited to, the items listed here:
• Thermal and hydraulic requirements
• Material compatibility
• Operational maintenance
• Environmental, health, and safety consideration and regulation
• Availability
• Expenses
Any heat exchanger selected must be able to provide a specified heat
transfer, often between a fixed inlet and outlet temperature, while
maintaining a pressure drop across the exchanger that is within the
allowable limits dictated by process requirements or economy. The
exchanger should be able to withstand stresses due to fluid pressure
and temperature differences. The material or materials selected for
the exchanger must be able to provide protection against excessive
corrosion. The propensity for fouling (clogging) in the exchanger
must be evaluated to assess the requirements for periodic cleaning.
The exchanger must meet all the safety codes. Potential toxicity
levels of all fluids must be assessed and appropriate types of heat exchangers selected to eliminate or at least minimize human injury and
environmental costs in the event of an accidental leak or failure of the
exchanger. Finally, to meet construction deadlines and project budgets, the design engineer may have to select a heat exchanger based on
a standard design used by the producer to attain these parameters.

5-6-2 Types
A typical heat exchanger, usually for high-pressure applications, is
the shell-and-tube heat exchanger, consisting of a series of finned
tubes, through which one of the fluids runs. The second fluid runs
over the finned tubes to be heated or cooled.
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Another type of heat exchanger is the plate heat exchanger. One section is composed of multiple, thin, slightly separated plates that have
a very large surface area and the other of fluid flow passages which
allows heat transfer. This stacked-plate arrangement can be more effective, in a given space, than the shell-and-tube heat exchanger.
Advances in gasket and brazing technology have made the plate type
heat exchanger increasingly practical. In HVAC (Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning) applications, large heat exchangers of
this type are called plate-and-frame; when used in open loops, these
heat exchangers are normally of the gasketed type to allow periodic disassembly, cleaning, and inspection. There are many types
of permanently-bonded plate heat exchangers such as dip-brazed
and vacuum-brazed plate varieties, and they are often specified for
closed-loop applications such as refrigeration. Plate heat exchangers
also differ according to the types of plates used, and the configuration
of these plates.
A third type of heat exchanger is the regenerative heat exchanger. In
this type of exchanger, the heat from a process is used to warm the
fluids to be used in the process, and the same type of fluid is used on
both sides of the heat exchanger.

5-7 Control Systems and Safety
A control system is an interconnection of components forming a
system configuration that will provide a desired system response. We
need to control many parameters to get the required results. For this
purpose we need to control pressure, temperature, flow and the level
of the liquid inside the separators.
The process at the platform deals with high pressures, explosive gasses, flammable liquids or oil that requires specific safety considerations. Due to these factors a good safety system needs to be installed
to reduce hazards. The computerized emergency shutdown system
(ESD) is the most important element in the safety system. Control, in
one form or another, is an essential part of any industrial operation.
In all processes it is necessary to keep flows, pressures, temperatures,
compositions, etc. within certain limits for safety reasons or as a
required specification. This is most often done by measuring the process/controlled variable, comparing it to the desired value (set point)
for the controlled variable and adjusting another variable (manipulated variable) which has a direct effect on the con-trolled variable. This
process is repeated until the desired value/set point has been obtained.

A fourth type of heat exchanger uses an intermediate fluid or solid
store to hold heat which again is moved to the other side of the heat
exchanger to be released. 2 examples of this are adiabatic wheels that
consist of a large wheel with fine threads rotating through the hot and
cold fluids, and heat exchangers with a gas passing upwards through
a shower of fluid (often water) and the water then taken elsewhere
before being cooled. This is commonly used for cooling gases whilst
also removing certain impurities, solving 2 problems at the same
time.

In order to design a system so that it operates not only automatically
but also efficiently, it is necessary to obtain both steady and dynamic (unsteady) state relationships between the particular variables
integrated. Automatic operation is highly desirable, as manual control
would necessitate continuous monitoring of the controlled variable by
a human operator.

Another type of heat exchanger is called dynamic heat exchanger or
scraped surface heat exchanger. This is mainly used for heating or
cooling high viscosity products, in crystallization processes and in
evaporation and high fouling applications. Long running times are
achieved due to the continuous scraping of the surface, thus avoiding fouling and achieving a sustainable heat transfer rate during the
process.

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition, or SCADA control system
is a computerized control system. It can control and monitor all the
processes in a greater process such as an offshore platform. The
SCADA control system is divided into two subsystems:

5-7-1 Computer Control System

1. Process Control System, (PCS): This represents the main controlling computer that gets information from all the processes in
operation on the platform. At the same time it will take appropriate
action and intervene when necessary.
Units called Remote Terminal Units or (RTU’s) are responsible
for transferring the information (signals) between the PCS and
the controlling and measuring equipment on the plant. The RTU’s
software contains a database, control functions, logic functions and
alarm/event treatment.
2. Data Acquisition System, (DAS): It receives data coming from
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the process control system (PCS) and interprets it, so any developments (variations/discrepancies) in the system will be shown in the
control room.
In both systems there is a master PCS/DAS and a slave PCS/DAS for
back-up, so no data will be lost if the master fails.
There is also a report printer and an event printer in addition to a hard
copy printer which is linked to all computers through a switchboard
for printing visual displays, providing supervisors and operators with
an overview of operations.
5-7-2 Safety
Health and safety are key elements of both the industry and working
standards. Oil, gas and petroleum industries operate in dangerous
environments and deal with hazardous products. It is therefore essential to ensure that workers within this industry are highly trained in
dealing with health and safety issues, not only for their own protection, but also for protection of the general public and environment.
Health and safety legislation also impose very strict standards of
safety training.
For any operation in Denmark, offshore installations must be in
possession of approvals and permits issued by the Danish Energy
Agency. These include Operation Permit, Manning and Organisation
Plan Approval and approval for the Contingency Plan.
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To obtain an Operation Permit the safety and health conditions for the
installation and the operational conditions (Safety and Health Review
/ Safety Case) and other relevant information regarding safety and
health conditions (e.g. certifi cates) should be evaluated.
Offshore installations operating in Denmark must have a Safety Organisation in accordance with the relevant Danish regulations.
Usually regulations will require that safety representatives are
elected for each work area on the installation. Safety representatives
must - amongst others in safety groups and in the safety committee
- co-operate with management representatives in order to ensure and
improve safety and health conditions at the installation.
Participants in the Safety Organisation must be trained in accordance
with specifications of the DEA.
All offshore installations operating in Denmark must also have a
Work Place Assessment System (WPA). When developing and using
the WPA system, management and safety representatives, amongst
others in the Safety Committee, must cooperate. The WPA system
must ensure that all workplaces and all work functions are mapped
and evaluated with regard to potential improvements of the safety and
health conditions and that relevant improvements are prioritised and
implemented as planned.

Chapter 6
Pipelines
6-1 Introduction

6-2 What is Piping?

Within industry, piping is defined as a system of pipes used to convey
media from one location to another. The engineering discipline of
piping design studies the best and most efficient way of transporting
the medium to where it is needed. Piping design includes considerations of diameters, lengths, materials as well as in-line components
(i.e. fittings, valves, and other devices). Further considerations must
be given to instrumentation used for measurements and control of the
pressure, flow rate, temperature and composition of the media. Piping
systems are documented in Piping and Instrumentation Diagrams
(P&ID’s).

The primary function of piping is to transport media from one location to another. Also in relation to piping, it is necessary to mention
pressure vessels. Pressure vessels, in opposition to piping, are used
mainly to store and process media. Piping can also be used as a pressure vessel, but transport is the primary function. In piping permitted
stresses are categorized differently than those for pressure vessels.
In piping one talks about sustained and expansion stresses, whereas
in pressure vessels one talks about primary and secondary stresses.
While the word “piping” generally speaking refers to in-plant piping such as process piping, which is used inside a plant facility, the
word ”pipe-line” refers to a pipe running over a long distance and
transporting liquids or gases. Downstream pipelines often extend
into process facilities (e.g. process plants and refineries).

Industrial process piping and the accompanying in-line components
can be manufactured from various materials such as glass, steel,
aluminum, plastic and concrete. Some of the more exotic materials
of construction are titanium, chrome-molybdenum and various steel
alloys.

It is important to distinguish between piping and pipelines since they
usually are subjected to different codes. Eg. will a 3” ISO flange not
fit on a 3” API Pipeline.
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6-4 Flexibility and
Stiffness of Piping

6-3 Piping Criteria
When analyzing piping mechanics, the following parameters need to
be considered:
• The appropriate code that applies to the system.
• The design pressure and temperature.
• The type of material. This includes protecting the material from
critical temperatures, either high or low.
• The pipe size and wall thickness.
• The piping geometry.
• The movement of anchors and restraints.
• The stresses permitted for the design conditions set by the appropriate code.
• The upper and lower limit values of forces and moments on equipment nozzles set by the standardization organizations or by the
equipment manufacturers.

The concepts of flexibility and stiffness are two very important concepts in piping engineering. The two are mathematically opposites of
one another, but in an application both must be understood.
The piping code refers to the subject of analysis of loading in piping
systems as flexibility analysis. Flexibility is an easy concept for most,
but stiffness is just as important a concept.
In practical terms, flexibility refers to the piping configuration being
able to absorb a greater temperature range by using loops that allow
the pipe to expand, resulting in lower stresses, forces, and moments
in the system. Thus, making the piping system more flexible is a useful method of solving piping problems.
Stiffness is the amount of force or moment required to produce unit
displacement, either linearly or via rotation, vibration or oscillation.

Helical armour layers
External thermoplastic shield
Inner thermoplastic sheath

Steel carcass

Pressure armour layer
Intermediate thermoplastic sheaths

Figure 6.1 – Typical flexibles composition.
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6-5 Flexible Pipes

6-6 Pipe Design Requirements

Un-bonded flexible pipes are an alternative to rigid steel flow lines
and risers. In particular, the use of flexible pipes in connection with
a floating production system is an area that has been subject to rapid
growth since the beginning of the 1990s.

The primary function of a pipeline is to transport media safely
and reliably for the duration of its life. The service conditions for
pipelines are related to substances with elevated pressure, flowing at
temperatures that will vary along the route from a typically high inlet
temperature to temperatures that may be critically low. In gas pipelines low temperatures may cause the formation of hydrates, while in
oil pipelines waxing and viscosity problems may arise.

The construction of a flexible is in discrete layers, each with particular function: A pressure sheath to offer corrosion resistance and to
contain the fluid. A carcass which prevents collapse of the pressure
sheath due to pressure build up in the windings. A pressure vault
comprising an interlocking steel wire layer with a large helix angle
to resist hoop stress. A torque balanced armor layer with low helix
angle to offer impact resistance and resist tensile loads. And finally an
external sheath to protect from surroundings.
A major advantage of using the flexible pipes is their ability to function under extreme dynamic conditions and their relatively good
insulating and chemical compatibility properties when compared with
rigid carbon steel pipes. Furthermore, flexible pipes are used as tie-in
jumpers due to their ability to function as expansion spools, and the
jumpers can be installed without carrying out a detailed metrology
survey.
Flexible pipes are used for a multitude of applications, including production and export of hydrocarbon fluids, injection of water, gas and
chemicals into an oil/gas reservoir, and service lines for wellheads.
Flexible pipes can be manufactured in long continuous lengths.
Consequently, long flow lines can be installed without introducing
intermediate joints, thus minimizing the risk of leaking flange connections. Flow lines with a continuous length of up to 8.5 km have
been installed in the North Sea area.
All layers in the flexible pipes are terminated in an end fitting, which
forms the transition between the pipe and the connector, e.g. a flange,
clamp hub or weld joint. The end fitting is designed to secure each
layer of the pipe fully so that the load transfer between the pipe and
the connector is obtained.

The functional or operational requirements basically concern the
operation of the pipeline. The requirements cover definitions of
the system’s ability to transport a specified media quantity within a
specific temperature range. The requirements also relate to the service
and maintenance of the pipeline system. Other requirements may
arise from safety assessment or operator practice, and may imply the
introduction of subsea isolation valves, monitoring systems, diver less
access et al. Functional requirements also include the requirements
facilitating inspection access, normally pig launchers and receivers.
For pipelines ending on manned platforms or terminals, integration
with fire fighting and other safety systems falls under the heading of
functional requirements.

6-6-1 Authorities Requirements
When drafting project parameters, including the basis for design, it is
important to evaluate the time and effort required in dealing with the
authorities. Obtaining approval from the relevant authorities could unless thoroughly planned prove critical to the overall contract schedule.
Coupled with the sheer complexity of the approval procedures this can
lead to less than optimum constructions costs. The recommendation is
to allow sufficient time and resources for authority engineering from
the outset of the pre-engineering phase.
The authorities involved usually include energy agencies, naval authorities, environmental and natural resource agencies, health and safety
bodies, work authorization authorities, and various regional and national nature protection agencies, particularly where landfall construction
is included. For cross border projects, typically large gas transmission
lines, the authorities’ approval becomes increasingly complex.
Particular complications may arise during the approval process when
other users of the sea claim that they will incur either temporary or,
in some instances, permanent loss of income following the construction of pipeline. Authorities listen to the parties and usually secure due
process. The interests of fishing organisations will often prove to be
sensitive areas to take into account.
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There are regional differences, and therefore conditions at the location
of the pipeline must be examined. Denmark, for example, has a well
structured agency-based system representing alternative interests.

6-6-2 Environmental Impact
Marine pipeline projects increasingly seem to be governed by national authority regulations requiring Environmental Impact Assessment
(EIA). Though an EIA is not traditionally mandatory for offshore
interfield pipelines, it is very often the case for pipelines near shore.
In some northern European countries it takes approximately 2 years
to carry out a full EIA, for which reason time scheduling is important.
When evaluating whether an EIA is required, a frequent criterion
used by authorities will be whether the pipeline route lies within the
country’s national territorial waters – i.e. 12 nautical miles. Another
criterion will be, if the project includes landfalls, in which case an
EIA will normally be required. However, no general guidelines exist,
and the evaluation therefore varies from country to country.

6-6-3 Operational Parameters
As a basis for the design it is necessary to know the operational parameters for the pipeline system. Such parameters are: the volume to
be transported, its composition, its temperature, its pressure, etc. The
operational parameters will normally be selected as the design basis
for a given product.
The composition of the transported media will determine the selection of the pipe material. Hydrocarbons containing high quantities of
CO2 or H2S may require the use of high alloy steels (e.g. stainless
steel) or clad pipe, particularly in the presence of water or elevated
temperatures.
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6-7 Pipeline Size Determination
The pipeline diameter is determined on the basis of the main operational parameters for the pipeline system, such as:
•
•
•
•

Flowrate
Expected system availability e.g. tolerated uptime and downtime
Requirements for delivery pressure
Properties of the transported medium

The optimum pipeline dimension is based on the ‘lifetime’ evaluation
of the system, taking into account the capital cost for the establishment of compressor/pumps, the pipeline itself, receiving facilities, as
well as the operational and maintenance cost of the system.
An economic model for the pipeline system is often used to calculate
different economic key parameters such as: net present value, unit
transportation cost, etc.
An important part of the optimization process including the requirements for compression or pumping are flow calculations. In the initial
phase the flow calculations may be performed on an overall level
without detailed modeling of the thermodynamic conditions along
the pipeline. However, such modeling may eventually be required,
because parameters other than the pressure drop may be important
factors for the dimension of the pipeline.

Pipelines

6-8 Pressure Control System
The pressure control system would usually comprise a pressure regulating system and a pressure safety system, as well as alarm systems
and instrumentation to monitor the operation.
The pressure regulating system ensures that the pressure in the pipeline is kept at a specified level.
The pressure safety system denotes equipment that independently of
the pressure regulating system ensures that the accidental pressure in
the pipeline is kept below set values, for example it ensures that full
well shut-in pressure cannot enter the pipeline.

6-9 Pipeline Performance
Requirements and
Design Criteria
Pipeline performance requirements and design criteria are defined in
terms of the client’s requirements. These criteria will include water
temperature, composition, flow, reliability, lifetime, location and
budget restrictions. In most cases, all of these parameters are not fully
defined at the start of the design process; pipeline flow, operating
budgets, and even location commonly depend on onshore facilities
that are still in the planning, design and permit-obtaining phases.

6-9-1 Initial Site Survey
The above pressure definitions are not universally recognized, which
explains why pipeline design codes may identify the design pressure
with maximum operational pressure, and the notion of “incidental”
pressure e.g. worst-case pressures, which may be included in various
safety factors.

Important site characteristics include bathymetry, bottom roughness,
soil conditions, slope, current profiles, obstacle location, wave conditions, environmental restrictions and shoreline geometry; these and
other site conditions greatly influence the pipeline design and cost.
A review of all existing offshore data plus a site visit and a diving
expedition in the shallow water will frequently suffice for an initial
survey. If bathymetry and bottom data are not available, it may be
necessary to conduct a survey to get this information. In addition,
depending upon how much is known of the oceanographic characteristics of the area, it may be necessary to measure the current at a few
key locations.

Figure 6.2
3D presentation of survey data.
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6-9-2 Preliminary Design

6-9-4 Final Design

A preliminary design concentrates on the critical aspects of the
project that most direct affect the performance and cost of the pipeline. The final output of the design includes preliminary drawings,
pipeline routing, an initial estimate of probable construction costs and
a conceptual method for deployment of the pipeline.

In the final design phase the design plans (drawings), specifications,
and estimate of probable construction costs are prepared. Careful
attention is paid to every detail, so that the hardware designed can be
successfully deployed and operated over the desired lifespan of the
pipeline. Details include wave loading, corrosion, pipeline fatigue,
water flow dynamics on pump start-up and shutdown, maintenance,
electrical routing, and deployment loads.

An economically viable pipeline is one that is rapidly and easily
deployed, and therefore it cannot be overemphasized how important
deployment is to offshore pipeline cost and design. This is the most
expensive phase in the establishment of a pipeline and is associated with a high concentration of activity and increased risk. All
this occurs within a few days at sea. Weights, loads, buoyancies and
material strains are therefore carefully balanced during this phase,
so that the pipeline can survive deployment and function properly
once in place. Pipe joints are placed at critical points to ease pipeline
handling and excluded at points exposed to high loading.

As mentioned above, the risks and costs of the maritime portion of
the installation can be quite high because of the concentration of
critical tasks, the quantity and variety of equipment involved, and the
number of personnel working. An unplanned delay results in significant additional costs, and some mistakes can end up causing loss of
the pipeline. These problems are inherent in all marine construction,
so proper planning of the deployment phase is a critical step which
results in fewer risks and lower costs.

Figure 6.4 – Selection of intelligent pigs(scrapers).
6-9-5 Inspection

Figure 6.3 – Survey vessel gathering bathymetry data.
6-9-3 Detailed Route Survey
The preliminary design identifies critical oceanographic and site
information that is needed for the final design and installation. This
information includes the precise location of key obstacles on the
ocean floor, measurement of shoreline geometry, collection of current
data, and assessment of bottom slopes, soil conditions or roughness.
Surveying equipment may include SCUBA, manned submersibles or
remote operated vehicles, ROV deployed bottom samplers, acoustic
bathymetry, sub-bottom profilers, side scan systems, and precision
bottom roughness samplers.
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Pipeline inspection starts with pipe construction by checking each
component and ends with the overall performance check of the installed pipeline. As sections of the pipeline are completed, the pipe is
checked in relation to meeting specifications and whether it will perform satisfactorily for the client. Onshore, shoreline, and near shore
portions of the pipeline are visually inspected as they are assembled
and completed. The deep-sea portion of the pipeline can be inspected
with an undersea submersible or ROV (Remotely operated underwater vehicle), although this may not be necessary for all pipeline
designs. Welded pipeline is normally subjected to NDT on both field
and double joint welds. Most common NDT is Ultrasound or X-ray if
time and surroundings permit. Installation is followed by a pre commissioning that usually includes a pressure test to verify structural integrity. The final performance of the pipeline can be checked in detail
by pumping water through the system and observing water flow rates,
power consumption, water temperature, water quality, and pump start
and stop dynamics.

Pipelines

6-10 Risk and Safety

6-11 Installation

The overall safety concern for a marine pipeline is to ensure that
during both construction and operation of the system there is a low
probability of damage to the pipeline and of deleterious effects on
third parties, including the environment.

Marine pipeline installation comprises many activities including fabrication of the pipe joints, bends and components through to preparation of the pipeline for commissioning. The principal exercise is the
joining of the individual pipe joints into a continuous pipe string. This
may take place concurrently with the installation on the seabed by
lay barge, or it may be
carried out onshore in
preparation for installation by reeling, towing,
pulling or directional
drilling. To construct the
complete pipeline it may
be necessary to perform
offshore tie-ins to other
pipe strings or to risers.
These connections may
be carried out on the
seabed or above water.
Figure 6.5 – Stinger on pipelay vessel in
Alternatively the
operation.
pipeline can be pulled
through the riser where the riser and jacket duplicates as startup
anchor for the pipeline installation.

Consequently, risk and safety activities in relation to offshore pipeline
projects have the following main objectives:
• Security of supply
• Personnel safety
• Environmental safety
The specific focus on any of the above mentioned points depends on
the medium to be transported in the pipeline system. For example in
transporting natural gas the environmental impact may be less severe
compared to systems transporting oil, but the safety of the personnel
may be more critical due to the potential explosive nature of gas.

In the North Sea most pipelines are trenched and backfilled leaving
the pipeline approximately 1,5 m below the seabed. Large diameter
pipelines are usually left on the seabed if they are found to be able to
withstand common fishing gear interaction.
In areas with difficult seabed conditions the pipeline must be controlled by anchors on the seabed.
Pipelines close to installations and crossings are usually protected
by concrete mattresses, rocks or other protective structures in steel,
concrete or composites.
Once the pipeline is installed on the seabed it is connected to installations by spools. Spools are usually Z-shaped in order to absorb the
thermal expansion from the pipeline.
Before the pipeline is handed over to production it must be commissioned by cleaning and pressure testing according to the applied code
and requirements.
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Chapter 7
Oil and Gas Activities in the North Sea
7-1 Oil and Gas Activities
in the North Sea

be a sizable crude oil producer for many years to come, although output from its largest producers - the UK and Norway - has essentially
reached a plateau and is projected to begin a long-term decline.

Significant North Sea oil and natural gas reserves were discovered
in the 1960’s. However, the North Sea did not emerge as a key, nonOPEC oil producing area until the 1980’s and 1990’s, when major
projects began coming on-stream. Oil and natural gas extraction in
the North Sea’s inhospitable climate and depths require sophisticated
offshore technology. Consequently, the region is a relatively high-cost
producer, but its political stability and proximity to major European
consumer markets have allowed it to play a major role in world oil
and natural gas markets.
+60

+59

In the near future, improved oil recovery technologies, continued
high oil prices and new projects coming online is expected to delay
substantial declines in output. Discoveries of new sizable volumes of
oil will be welcome in the future, to delay or even revert a downward
trend in oil production.
With regards to natural gas, the North Sea is seen as a mature region.
Norway and Holland have however seen an increase in natural gas
production in recent years, while the UK is likely to become a net
gas importer in the near future. The importance of the North Sea as a
key supplier of natural gas will continue, as consumption in Europe is
predicted to increase significantly in the future. Oil and gas production from Denmark is detailed in later chapters.
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N

7-1-1 Oil Activities

+57

According to “CIA the World Fact”, the five countries in the North
Sea region had 11.266 billion bbl of proven oil reserves in 2008, of
which Norway disposes over the major part (59%), followed by the
UK (30%) and Denmark (7%). Cf. figure 7.2, the total oil production
for the North Sea region, both on- and offshore, was 4.559 bbl per
day. Norway (54%), UK (35%) and Denmark (6.3%) are the largest
producers, but only Denmark and Norway are net exporters.

DK
+56

UK
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NL

D
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Because Norway only consumes a relatively small amount of oil each
year, the country is able to export the majority of its production.

+53

Figure 7.1 – The North Sea.
Denmark together with Norway are unique in the North Sea as the
only oil exporting countries in all of Europe, Denmark actually exporting more oil than it is consuming. The North Sea will continue to

Country

Norway
United Kingdom
Denmark
Germany
Holland

Oil reserves(billion bbl)

6.68
3.41
0.8
0.276
0.1

Denmark is also a net exporter, exporting roughly the same amount
which it consumes. The UK, on the other hand, a net exporter of
crude oil since 1981, saw its status change to that of importer in 2008
as a result of a decrease in production from peak levels in 1999.

Oil production(million bbl/day)

2.466
1.584
0.287
0.15
0.072

country comparison to the world
(By production)
12
20
38
47
57

Table 7.1 Oil production and reserves in the North Sea
(CIAWORLD FACT) Jan.2009
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7-1-1-1 Denmark
The first oil discovery in the entire North Sea was made by Maersk
Oil (A.P.Møller – Maersk) as operator for DUC in 1966 in the field
later named the Kraka Field. In July 1972, oil production commenced from the Dan Field, 200 km west of the Danish coast. The
Dan Field was the first oil field in the entire North Sea with production from permanent facilities. Since then many more oil and gas
fields have been brought into production by Maersk Oil and the
newer operators Hess Denmark and DONG Energy.
In 2009, the total oil production in Denmark was 0.261 million bbl
per day, all of it located offshore. Three operators are responsible for
the production of oil and gas: DONG E&P A/S, Hess Denmark ApS
and Maersk Olie og Gas AS. A total of 10 companies have interests in
the producing fields, and the individual companies’ shares of production appear from figure 7.2.
Per cent

Denmark had proven oil reserves of 0.8 billion bbl at the end of 2008.
Crude oil production has more than doubled over the past decade,
while annual petroleum consumption has remained fairly constant
over the same period. Oil consumption in Denmark at present represents only about 1.3% of the annual consumption by the 25 European
Union countries, placing Denmark in 14th position. Denmark, on
the other hand, accounts for about 11% of the total production in the
European Union placing it in 2nd position in the EU (right behind the
United Kingdom) and in 38th position in the world. On a world basis
Denmark is in 15th position when considering per capita oil production.
7-1-1-2 Norway
The bulk of Norway’s oil production comes from the North Sea, with
smaller amounts coming from the Norwegian Sea. Norwegian oil
production rose dramatically from 1980 until the mid-1990’s, but has
since remained at a plateau.

40

Figure 7.2 oil production by company (Energistyrelsen)

30

20

Industry analysts consider the Norway Continental Shelf (NCS) a
mature oil producing region. Most of the country’s major oil fields
have peaked, with production remaining stable or declining slightly.
Companies are still discovering oil in the NCS, but none of the recent
discoveries have been significant.

10

0

Abroad Danish operators have in recent years been very active. Maersk Oil is presently undertaking a major redevelopment in the Qatar
Al-Shaheen field that will result in a production above 80,000 m3/d
in 2010, up from 48,000 m3 /d in 2007. Also the United Kingdom,
Algeria, Kazakhstan, and Brazil are key markets for Maersk Oil.
Many new fields have come on-stream in Denmark in the recent
years, including Halfdan, Siri, and Syd-Arne developments, which
have helped to bolster the country’s crude oil production. DONG
Energy has recently found commercial volumes of oil in the Cecilie
and Hejre fields and other fields under development include Adda and
Boje.
Maersk Oil has found considerable new fields in the latter years, and
the latest new-comer Noreco has found oil in the first appraisal well
following the 6th licensing round of Danish oil/gas concessions.
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The largest oil field in Norway is the Troll complex, operated by Hydro. Other important fields include Ekkofisk (ConocoPhillips), Snorre
(Hydro Statoil), Oseberg (Hydro Statoil), and Draugen (Shell).
Great emphasis is placed on increasing production from existing
projects, including smaller satellite fields.

OffshoreBook

7-1-1-3 United Kingdom
The UK Continental Shelf (UKCS), located in the North Sea off
the eastern coast of the UK, contains the bulk of the country’s oil
reserves. Most of the UK crude oil grades are light and sweet (30° to
40° API), which generally make them attractive to foreign buyers.
The UK government expects oil production in the country to continue
the decline, reaching 1.584 million bbl/d by 2009. Reasons for this
decline include:
1) The overall maturity of the country’s oil fields,
2) The application of new crude oil extraction technologies leading
to field exhaustion at a greater rate,
3) Increasing costs as production shifts to more remote and inhospitable regions.
7-1-1-4 The Netherlands
Overall, oil production in the Netherlands has been in decline since
1986, when it peaked at 20,000 m3/d. The production is today approximately half of the peak value.

Oil and Gas Activities
in the North Sea

Country

Gas reserves(billion m3) Gas production(billion m3)

Norway
Holland
United Kingdom
Germany
Denmark

2313
1346
342.9
175.6
60

99.2
84.69
69.9
16.36
8.6

country comparison to the world
(By production)
6
8
13
33
42

Table 7.1 Oil production and reserves in the North Sea
(CIAWORLD FACT) Jan.2009
7-1-2 Gas Activities
According to “CIA FACT SHEET” the 5 countries of the North Sea
region combined had proven natural gas reserves of 4237 billion m3
(January 2009). 2 countries, Norway and the Netherlands, account for
over 75% of these reserves. On the other hand, the United Kingdom
is the largest producer. The North Sea region is an important source
of natural gas for Europe, second only to Russia in total exports to the
European Union. Natural gas production in the region has increased
dramatically since the early 1980’s, with a production of 280.15 billion m3 of natural gas in 2008. However, natural gas production in the
region has begun to plateau, Norway being the only country to add
any significant new capacity.
7-1-2-1 Denmark
Natural gas production totalled 8.6 billion m³ of gas in 2009, with
sales gas accounting for 7.3 billion Nm³. By sales gas is meant the
portion of the gas suitable for sale.
Production dropped by 13.1% compared to 2008.Total production declined by 1% from 2007, whereas the amount of sales gas increased
by 11% compared to 2007.
The Tyra Field acts as a buffer which means that gas from other
fields can be injected into the Tyra Field during periods of low gas
consumption and thus low gas sales, for example during summer.
When the demand for gas increases, the gas injected in the Tyra Field
is produced again.
7-1-2-2 Norway
The majority of Norway’s natural gas reserves are situated in the North
Sea, but there are also significant quantities in the Norwegian Sea and
the Barents Sea. Norway is the eighth largest natural gas producer in
the world, producing 99.2 billion m3 in 2008. However, because of
the country’s low domestic consumption, Norway was the world’s 3rd
largest net exporter of natural gas in 2003 after Russia and Canada, and
is forecast to grow substantially in the years to come.

According to the CIA FACT SHEET, Norway had 2313 trillion m3 of
proven natural gas reserves as of January 2009. Norway is expanding
its exploration and development by increasing the number of wells
drilled and using enhanced recovery in mature wells. A record 56 wells
were drilled in 2008 led by StatoilHydro. Norway’s northern waters
continue to be highly gas-prone: the Barents Sea yielded 3 gas finds
and one of gas and oil, while the Norwegian Sea’s discoveries were all
natural gas. In 2009, the company plans to drill another 65 wells.
As is the case with the oil sector, StatoilHydro dominates natural gas
production in Norway. Several international majors, such as ExxonMobil, ConocoPhillips,Total, Shell, and Eni also have a sizable
presence in the natural gas and oil sectors, working in partnership
with Statoil Hydro.
State-owned Gassco is responsible for administering the natural gas
pipeline network. The company also manages Gassled, the network of
international pipelines and receiving terminals that exports Norway’s
natural gas production to the United Kingdom and continental Europe.
A small group of fields account for the bulk of Norway’s total natural
gas production. The largest single field is Troll, producing 26.3 billion
m3 in 2004 and representing about 1/3 of Norway’s total natural gas
production. Other important fields include Sleipner Ost (12.7 billion
m3), Asgard (10.2 billion m3), and Oseberg (7.1 billion m3). These 4
fields together produce over 70% of Norway’s total gas output.
Despite the maturation of its major natural gas fields in the North
Sea, Norway has been able to sustain annual increases in total natural
gas production by incorporating new fields. In October 2004, the
Kvitebjorn field came on-stream with an expected production level
of 20.1 billion m3 per day. Statoil expected to bring the Halten Bank
West project on-stream in October 2005, withestimated reserves of 34
billion m3 spread over 5 fields (Kristin, Lavrans, Erlend, Morvin, and
Ragnfrid). In the long term, Norway is counting on non-North Sea
projects to provide significant natural gas production, such as Ormen
Lange (Norwegian Sea) and Snohvit (Barents Sea).
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7-1-2-3 United Kingdom
Most of UK natural gas reserves are situated in 3 distinct areas:
1) Associated fields in the UKCS
2) Non-associated fields in the Southern Gas Basin, located adjacent
to the Dutch sector of the North Sea
3) Non-associated fields in the Irish Sea
Since 1997, the UK has been a net exporter of natural gas. However,
as is the case with the country’s oil reserves, most of the natural gas
fields have already reached a high degree of maturity, and the UK
government estimates that the country will again become a net importer of natural gas by the end of the decade. As an indication of this
trend, the operators of the Interconnector natural gas pipeline linking
the UK and Belgium announced in August 2005 that they would
change the flow of the system, importing gas from the Continent,
rather than exporting gas from the UK. Furthermore, in 2005 the UK
received its first shipment of LNG in three decades.
The UK produced 70 billion m in 2008. The largest concentration of
natural gas production in the UK is from the Shearwater-Elgin area
of the Southern Gas Basin. The area contains five non-associated
gas fields, Elgin (Total), Franklin (Total), Halley (Talisman), Scoter
(Shell), and Shearwater (Shell). The UK also produces significant
3
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amounts of associated natural gas from its oil fields in the UKCS.
Like the oil industry, smaller independent operators have been able
to acquire some maturing assets from larger operators who find it difficult to operate these older, declining fields profitably.
7-1-2-4 The Netherlands
In 2008, natural gas production in the Netherlands was 84.7 billion m3.
Natural gas production in the country has declined, not due to natural
factors, but to government policy. The Netherlands has passed the
Natural Gas Law, which limits natural gas production to 75.9 billion
m3 per year between 2003-2007, with this limit dropping to 70 billion
m3 between 2008 and 2013. The government made this policy decision to cut back production in order to maintain reserves for future
use. According to the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs, Dutch
natural gas production will continue to remain steady or slightly
decline through 2014.
The onshore Groningen field, located in the north-east of the country,
accounts for about one-half of total Dutch natural gas production,
with remaining production spread across small fields both onshore
and in the North Sea. The largest offshore field is K15. Nederlandse
Aarodolie Maatschappij (NAM), a consortium of ExxonMobil and
Royal Dutch Shell, operates both K15 and the Groningen field.

Chapter 8
Oil and Gas Production in Denmark
8-1 Licenses and Exploration
8-1-1 History
The first exploration licence was granted in 1935. Ever since then
Denmark has had oil and gas exploration activities. In 1966 A.P.
Moeller discovered hydrocarbons with the first well in the Danish
part of the North Sea. The discovery was also the first find in the
entire North Sea. The exploration continued, and a series of oil and
gas fields were found. In 1972 the first oil was produced from the
Dan field.

8-1-3 Seismic Surveys, etc.
Seismic surveys and other preliminary investigations are carried out
to gather information that can be used to map the oil and gas accumulations in the subsoil and to investigate the potential for making new
discoveries.
Oil companies that have an exclusive right to an area in the form of a
licence pursuant to the Danish Subsoil Act have an associated right to
carry out such surveys and investigations.

Since 1983 areas in the North Sea have been offered to interested oil
companies in a system of rounds. In total 6 licencing rounds so far
have been held, and with the latest one in 2005/2006.

Companies that do not have a licence can apply for permission to
carry out preliminary investigations in accordance with section 3 of
the Danish Subsoil Act. This option is used particularly by specialized geophysical companies that acquire seismic data for the purpose
of resale to oil companies.

Furthermore, in 1996 an Open Door procedure for areas west of 6°15’
eastern longitudes was introduced.

8-1-4 Open Door Procedure

8-1-2 Licensing
Companies are required to have a licence to explore for hydrocarbons. At the granting of a licence one or more companies are given
the right to explore and produce within a defined area.
Licences are granted through licencing rounds and via the Open Door
procedure. In Denmark so far 6 licencing rounds have been held, and
with the latest one in 2005/2006. The latest licencing rounds comprised all non-licenced areas west of 6°15’ eastern longitude.
In 1996 an Open Door procedure was introduced, with an annual
open period from January 2 to September 30. The Open Door procedure covers all non-licenced areas east of 6°15’ eastern longitude.
Sustained interest in oil and gas exploration in the Danish subsoil in
2008 is reflected in the fact that 1 new licence was granted, 2 new
applications for licences in the Open Door area were submitted and
the number of appraisal wells increased compared to last year. In
addition, experiments have been made with a new geophysical survey
method in the North Sea.
Considerable oil and gas resources still exist in the Danish subsoil,
and discoveries have been made at several locations – discoveries
that may turn out to be substantial. However, further exploration
that may contribute to a better understanding of the areas is, still
vital. Continued research in new technology and the testing of new
exploration methods also play a major role for Denmark’s future oil
and gas production.

In 1997 an Open
Door procedure was
introduced for all
non-licenced areas east
of 6° 15’ eastern longitude, i.e. all onshore
areas as well as the
offshore area except
the westernmost part
of the North Sea. The
oil companies can
apply for licences
at any time during
the yearly opening
period from the 2nd of
January until the 30th
of September (both
included).

Changes in the Open Door area

6°15'

Application received in 2009
New licences in 2009
Other licences

Figure 8.1
The procedure comprises an area with no
previous oil or gas discoveries. The Open Door licences are consequently granted on easier terms compared to the ‘Licencing Round
Area’ in the westernmost part of the North Sea. Thus the oil companies do not have to commit to exploratory drilling, when the licence
is granted. The work programmes that determine the exploration
work to be carried out by the oil companies during the 6 year exploration period are divided into phases, such that the companies must
gradually commit to more exploratory work or relinquish the licence.
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The fact that 1 new licence was granted and 2 new applications
for licences were received for the Open Door area in 2008 signals
sustained interest from the oil companies in exploring the Danish
subsoil, also outside the areas traditionally explored in the North Sea;
see figure 8.1

On 18 September 2008, Danica Jutland ApS, a newly established
Danish company, applied for a licence to explore for and produce oil
and gas under the Open Door procedure in an area located in MidJutland. The DEA is now considering the application and carrying on
negotiations with the applicant on an ongoing basis.

On 31 March 2008, the Minister for Climate and Energy granted
Danica Resources ApS (80%) and the Danish North Sea Fund (20%)
a licence to explore for and produce oil and gas, licence 1/08, that
covers an area in the western part of the Baltic Sea and onshore areas
on the islands of Lolland-Falster and Langeland.

On 30 September 2008, GMT Exploration Company LLC and Jordan
Dansk Corporation submitted an application for a licence in an area
that mostly overlaps the area that Danica Jutland ApS applied for
on 18 September 2008. As the first-come, first-served policy applies
in the Open Door area, the DEA is only considering the application
submitted first.

Danica Resources ApS, the operator of the licence, was incorporated
as a Danish company in 2007.

On 9 April 2009, GMT Exploration Company LLC and Jordan Dansk
Corporation withdrew their application.

Danish 6th Round Licence awards
First mentioned company in each licence is operator. Existing licences are shown in light grey
Licence 1/06
ConocoPhillips
Saga Petroleum
Petro-Canada
DONG E&P
North Sea Fund

24 %
20 %
20 %
16 %
20 %

Licence 9/06

Licende 13/06

Mærsk Olie og Gas AS
AP Møller - Mærsk
31.2 %
Shell
36.8 %
Chevron
12.0 %
North Sea Fund
20.0 %

DONG E&P
Paladin
Gaz de France
North Sea Fund

36 %
24 %
20 %
20 %

Licence 7/06
Denerco Oil
RWE Dea
North Sea Fund

Licence 3/03
GeysirPetroleum
North Sea Fund

40 %
40 %
20 %

80 %
20 %

Licence 14/06
DONG E&P
North Sea Fund

80 %
20 %

Licence 11/06
Scotsdale
Spyker Energy
North Sea Fund

64 %
16 %
20 %

Licence 2/06
Amerada Hess
DONG E&P
Denerco
Danoil
North Sea Fund

Licence 4/06
Wintershall
Saga
EWE
North Sea Fund

35 %
30 %
15 %
20 %

45.00000 %
26,85375 %
6.56250 %
1.58375 %
20.00000 %

Licence 10/06
Mærsk Olie og Gas AS
AP Møller - Mærsk
Shell
Chevron
North Sea Fund

Licence 5/06
Wintershall
Saga
EWE

35 %
30 %
15 %

North Sea Fund

20 %

Licence 8/06
Mærsk Olie og Gas AS
AP Møller - Mærsk 36.7 %
Sheel
43.3 %
North Sea Fund
20.0 %

Licence 6/06

Licence 12/06
Scotsdale
Spyker Energy
North Sea Fund
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31.2 %
36.8 %
12.0 %
20.0 %

64 %
16%
20%

Wintershall
Saga
EWE
North Sea Fund

35 %
30 %
15 %
20 %

Figure 8.1 – Result of the 6th Licensing Round.
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8-2 6th Licensing Round
The awarding of 14 new licences in the 6th Licencing Round in 2006
created the basis for extensive exploration in the years to come.
In 2005, 2 3D/4D and several 2D seismic surveys were carried out in
the Danish territory, and the area surveyed seismically was thus the
most extensive in 5 years.
The increased seismic surveying signals a continued interest in exploring the Danish sector, both with a view to discovering new hydrocarbon accumulations and to assessing the extension of hydrocarbon
accumulations in areas surrounding existing fields.
Exploration activity is expected to intensify significantly in the next
few years, as new licence holders from the 6th Licencing Round
carry out their work programs in the licenced areas.
The last licencing round for areas in the Central Graben and adjoining areas was held in 1998, and the majority of the exploration
commitments undertaken by the oil companies in 1998 had been
fulfilled by 2005. Based on this, the 6th Licencing Round was opened
for applications in May 2005. Oil companies were invited to apply
for new licences before the closing date of 1 November 2005. By the
end of the application period, the DEA (Danish Energy Authority)
had received 17 applications from a total of 20 oil companies. By
comparison, a total of 12 and 19 applications were submitted in the
4th and 5th Licencing Rounds, respectively.
Following assessment of the applications and discussions with the
applicants, the DEA awarded 14 licences for oil and gas exploration
and production.
In general, applications in the 6th Round reflected the fact that comprehensive preliminary studies had been carried out. Work programs
offered were satisfactory, and the applications covered a number of
different exploration prospects, fairly evenly distributed over the area
offered for licencing. This made it possible to adjust the areas applied
for, whereby most of the applications could be met, with minor or no
adjustments of the area applied for.
The combined work programs under the licences granted in the 6th
Round comprise seven firm wells and 12 contingent wells. The licencee is committed to drilling firm wells, while contingent wells are only
to be drilled under specifically defined circumstances. In addition, the
work programs include the obligation to perform seismic surveys and
other investigations of varying scope and density over the area applied
for. The investments required to meet the unconditional obligations of
the 6th Round work programs are estimated to total €175 million.

In the 6th Licencing Round, licences were granted to oil companies
not previously holding licences in Denmark. Another outcome of the
6th Licencing Round was that the companies Wintershall, Denerco
(now Noreco), GeysirPetroleum and Scotsdale, none of which companies had not previously acted as operators in the Danish territory,
were approved as operators for the new licences.
The Danish North Sea Fund was awarded the state’s 20% share of the
new licences. The expenditures of the Danish North Sea Fund for the
unconditional work programs are estimated to total approx. €35 million.
8-2-1 Relinquishment in the Contiguous Area
The Sole Concession area includes the Contiguous Area (TCA) in
the southern part of the Central Graben. The Sole Concession area
was granted to A.P. Møller (Maersk Oil) in 1962. In 1981, the Danish
state and A.P. Møller drew up an agreement according to which the
Concessionaires were to relinquish 25% of each of 9 of the 16 blocks
making up the Contiguous Area, some areas being relinquished as of
1 January 2000 and the rest as of 1 January 2005.
However, areas that comprise producing fields and areas for which
development plans were submitted to the DEA’s approval were exempt from relinquishment.
In 2000, A.P. Moeller relinquished 25% of 4 out of the 9 blocks. The
remaining blocks were contained entirely within the field borders
drawn up in connection with the relinquishment procedure. However,
the borders around a number of fields were based on a maximum
delineation, and the Concessionaires committed themselves to carrying out extensive surveys from 2000 to 2004, in order to make a final
delineation in the first half of 2004 at the latest.
On 23 September 2005, following negotiations with the Concessionaires under the Sole Concession area agreement of 8 July 1962, the
DEA approved the area relinquishment in the Contiguous Area as of
1 January 2005.
The area relinquishment as of 1 January 2005 comprised 25% of 2
blocks. In one individual area (area I), a final delineation could not be
made with sufficient certainty.
The Concessionaires have committed themselves to carrying out
surveys in this area that will allow them to make a final delineation
by 1 July 2008.
The Concessionaires may retain the remaining area comprised by the
Sole Concession area until its expiry in 2042. However, if production in a
field is discontinued, the relevant field must be relinquished to the state.
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FIELD DATA
Prospect:
Location:
Licence:
Operator:
Discovered:
Year on stream:

Abby
Block 5505/17
Sole Concession
Mærsk Olie og Gas AS
1971
1972

Producing wells:
61
Water-injection wells: 50
Water depth:
Field delineation:
Reservoir depth:
Reservoir rock:
Geological age:

40 m
104 km2
1,850 m
Chalk
Danian and Upper
Cretaceous

PRODUCTION

RESERVES

Cum. production at 1 January 2010
Oil:
98.79 m. m³
Gas:
22.36 bn. Nm³
Water:
108.18 m. m³

Oil:
Gas:

25
20

15.3 m. m³
1.5 bn. Nm³

Oil, m. m³
Water, m. m³

15

Produced
98.8 m. m3

10

Reserves
15.3 m. m3

5
0

1972 to 2010
75

80

85

90

95

00

05 09

Figure 8-2 The Dan Field Data

8-3 Producing Fields

gas produced at the Halfdan Field. The Dan installations supply the
Halfdan Field with injection water.

8-3-1 The Dan Field
The Dan Field has been in production and operated by Maersk Oil &
Gas AS since 1972. A new platform, Dan FG, with facilities for separation, gas compression and water injection, was installed in 2005.
The Field is an anticlinal structure, induced through salt tectonics. A
major fault divides the field into 2 reservoir blocks, which, in turn,
are intersected by a number of minor faults. The chalk reservoir has
high porosity, although low permeability. This oil field has a gas cap.
Recovery takes place from the central part of the Dan Field and from
large sections of the flanks of the field. Particularly the western flank
of the Dan Field, close to the Halfdan Field, has demonstrated good
production properties. The presence of oil in the western flank of the
Dan Field was not confirmed until 1998 with the drilling of the MFF19C well, which also established the existence of the Halfdan Field.

After final processing, oil is transported to shore via the Gorm E platform. The gas is pre-processed and transported to Tyra East for final
processing. Treated production water from Dan and its satellite fields
is discharged into the sea.

8-3-2 The Gorm Field
At the beginning of 2005, the DEA approved a plan for further development of the Gorm Field. The field has been in production since
1981, but the operator Maersk Olie og Gas AS used technical studies
to identify areas in the field that were not drained optimally. The
ap-proved plan provides for the drilling of 4 new wells, and outlines
the possibility of drilling up to 5 additional wells, depending on the
results from the first wells. The plan also provides for an expansion of
the produced water treatment plant.

Recovery from the field is based on the simultaneous production of
oil and injection of water to maintain reservoir pressure. Water injection was initiated in 1989, and has gradually been extended to the
whole field. The recovery of oil is optimized by flooding the reservoir
with water to the extent possible.

In the course of 2005, the first well was drilled (N-58A), and the
second spudded. 4 older wells that had not been in operation for a
long period were suspended, and the well slots were reused in the
new wells.

The Dan Field comprises 6 wellhead platforms, a combined wellhead
and processing platform, a processing platform with a flare tower,
processing and accommodation platforms, and 2 gas flare stacks.

8-3-3 The Halfdan Field
The Halfdan Field comprises the Halfdan, Sif and Igor areas and
contains a continuous hydrocarbon accumulation at different strata
levels. The southwestern part of the field primarily contains oil in
Maastrichtian layers, while the area towards the north and east primarily contains gas in Danian layers.

At the Dan Field facilities are available to receive production from
the adjacent Kraka and Regnar satellite fields, as well as to receive
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FIELD DATA
Prospect:
Location:
Licence:
Operator:
Discovered:
Year on stream:

Vern
Blocks 5504/15 and 16
Sole Concession
Mærsk Olie og Gas AS
1971
1981

Producing wells:
36
Gas-injection wells: 2
Water-injection wells: 14
Water depth:
Field delineation:
Reservoir depth:
Reservoir rock:
Geological age:

39 m
63 km2
2,100 m
Chalk
Danian and Upper
Cretaceous

PRODUCTION

RESERVES

Cum. production at 1 January 2010
Oil:
58.02 m. m³
Gas:
15.46 bn. Nm³
Water:
63.24 m. m³

Oil:
Gas:

15

5.2 m. m³
0.5 bn. Nm³

Oil, m. m³
Water, m. m³

10

Produced
58 m. m3

5

0

Reserves
5.2 m. m3

1981 to 2010
1985

1990

1995

2000

2005

Figure 8-3 The Gorm Field Data

The accumulation is contained in a limited part of the chalk formation, which constituted a structural trap in earlier geological times.
The structure gradually disintegrated, and the oil began migrating
away from the area due to later movements in the reservoir layers.
However, the oil and gas deposits have migrated a short distance only
due to the low permeability of the reservoir. This porous, unfractured
chalk is similar to that found in the western flank of the Dan Field.
The development of the Halfdan Field has occurred in phases and is
still ongoing. The Halfdan Field comprises the Halfdan, Sif and Igor
areas and contains a large continuous hydrocarbon accumulation at
different strata levels. The southwestern part of the field, Halfdan,
primarily contains oil in Maastrichtian layers, while the areas towards
the north and east, Sif and Igor, and primarily contain gas in Danian
layers.

FIELD DATA
Prospect:
Location:
Licence:
Operator:
Discovered:
Year on stream:

Nana, Sif and Igor
Blocks 5505/13 and
5504/16
Sole Concession
Mærsk Olie og Gas AS
1968, 1999
1999, 2004 and 2007

Reservoir depth:
Reservoir rock:
Geological age:

2,030-2,100 m
Chalk
Danian and Upper
Cretaceous

The production of gas from Danian layers is based on primary recovery from multiateral horizontal wells, using the reservoir pressure.
The Sif wells extend from the Halfdan BA platform in a fan-like
pattern, while the Igor wells form a helical pattern from the Halfdan
CA platform.
The Halfdan Field comprises 2 platform complexes, Halfdan D and

PRODUCTION

RESERVES

Cum. production at 1 January 2010
Oil:
46.18 m. m³
Gas:
18.80 bn. Nm³
Water:
23.81 m. m³

Oil:
Gas:

12
10

Oil-producing wells: 35 (Halfdan)
Water-injection wells: 26 (Halfdan)
Gas-producing wells: 16 (Sif and Igor)

Recovery is based on the Fracture Aligned Sweep Technology
(FAST), where long horizontal wells are arranged in a pattern of
alternate production and water-injection wells with parallel well
trajectories. Varying the injection pressure in the well causes the rock
to fracture. This generates a continuous water front along the whole
length of the well that drives the oil in the direction of the production
wells.

8

53.0 m. m³
17.3 bn. Nm³

Oil, m. m³
Gas, bn. Nm³
Water, m. m³

6
4

Produced
46.2 m. m3

2
0

2000

2005

2009

Reserves
53 m. m3

1999 to 2010

Further details appear from the boxes on
pages 118 and 119.

Figure 8-4 The Halfdan Field data
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FIELD DATA
Prospect:
Location:
Licence:
Operator:
Discovered:
Year on stream:

Lulu/West Lulu
Blocks 5604/21 and 22
Sole Concession
Mærsk Olie og Gas AS
1980 (Lulu)
1983 (West Lulu)
1997

PRODUCTION

RESERVES

Cum. production at 1 January 2010
Oil:
7.81 m. m³
Gas:
20.70 bn. Nm³
Water:
0.37 m. m³

Oil and condensate:
Gas:

4

Gas-producing wells: 2 (Harald East)
2 (Harald West)
Water depth:
Field delineation:
Reservoir depth:
Reservoir rock:
Geological age:

64 m
56 km²
2,700 m (Harald East)
3,650 m (Harald West)
Chalk (Harald East)
Sandstone (Harald West)
Danian/Upper Cretaceous
(Harald East) and Middle
Jurassic (Harald West)

0.5 m. m³
3.2 bn. Nm³

Oil, m. m³
Gas, bn. Nm³
Water, m. m³

3

2
Produced
20.7 bn. Nm3
1

Reserves
3.2 bn. Nm3

1997 to 2010

0

Figure 8-5 The Harald Field Data

Halfdan B, as well as an unmanned satellite platform, Halfdan CA.
Halfdan B is located about 2 km from Halfdan D that provides it with
power, injection water and lift gas. Halfdan CA, with capacity for 10
wells, is located about 7 km northeast of the Halfdan B complex.

Halfdan HDB has accommodation facilities for 32 persons, while
there are accommodation facilities for 80 persons at Halfdan HBC.

8-3-4 The Harald Field
The Dan installations supply Halfdan D and B with injection water.
Treated production water from Halfdan and Sif/Igor is discharged
into the sea.
To increase the processing and transportation capacity for production
from the Halfdan Field, a new 20” pipeline has been established to
transport oil and produced water from the Halfdan B complex to the
Dan FG platform in the Dan Field.

FIELD DATA
Location:
Licence:
Operator:
Discovered:
Year on stream:

Blocks 5605/10 and 14
4/95
DONG E&P A/S
2000
2003

Cum. production at 1 January 2010
Oil:
3.71 m. m³
Gas:
0.27 bn. Nm³
Water:
3.42 m. m³

Oil:
Gas:

Water depth:
Field delineation:
Reservoir depth:
Reservoir rock:
Geological age:

1
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3.4 m. m³
0.0 bn. Nm³

Oil, m. m³
Water, m. m³

Produced
3.7 m. m3

0
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The Harald West structure is a tilted Jurassic fault block. The sandstone reservoir is of Middle Jurassic age, and is 100 m thick.

RESERVES

2

Figure 8-6 The Nini Field Data

The Harald East structure is an anticline induced through salt tectonics. The gas zone is up to 75 m thick.

PRODUCTION

Producing wells:
8
Water-injection wells: 5
60 m
45 km²
1,700 m
Sandstone
Eocene/Palaeocene

The Harald Field consists of 2 accumulations, Harald East (Lulu) and
Harald West (West Lulu), that mainly contain gas.

2003 to 2010

2001

2005

2009

Reserves
3.4 m. m3

FIELD DATA
Prospect:
Location:
Licence:
Operator:
Discovered:
Year on stream:

Cora
Blocks 5504/11 and 12
Sole Concession
Mærsk Olie og Gas AS
1968
1984

PRODUCTION

RESERVES

Cum. production at 1 January 2010
Oil:
25.18 m. m³
Gas:
86.60 bn. Nm³
Water:
43.32 m. m³

Oil:
Gas:

5

Gas-producing wells: 22
Oil-/Gas-prod. wells: 28
Producing/Inj. wells: 18

4

Water depth:
Field delineation:
Reservoir depth:
Reservoir rock:
Geological age:

2

37-40 m
177 km2
2,000 m
Chalk
Danian and Upper
Cretaceous

9.6 m. m³
25.1 bn. Nm³

Oil, m. m³
Gas, bn. Nm³
Water, m. m³
Produced
57.5 bn. Nm3

3

Reserves
25.1 bn. Nm3

1
0

1984 to 2010
1985

1990

1995

2000

2005

Figure 8-7 The Tyra Field Data

Recovery from both the Harald East and the Harald West reservoir
takes place by gas expansion, with a moderate, natural influx of water
into the reservoir.

On 29 January 2008, the DEA approved the establishment of a new
unmanned wellhead platform in the eastern part of the Nini Field.

Production from the Harald Field is based on the aim of optimizing
the production of liquid hydrocarbons in the Tyra Field. By maximizing the drainage from the other gas fields, gas drainage from Tyra is
minimized.

This platform, currently under establishment, is called Nini East. The
platform is similar to the Nini platform and will be provided with a
helideck. The unprocessed production from Nini East will be sent to
Siri via Nini. Siri will supply Nini East with injection water and lift
gas via the Nini platform.

8-3-5 The Nini Field

8-3-6 The Tyra Field

The Nini Field was discovered in 2000, and production from the field
started from an unmanned satellite platform to the Siri Field in 2003.
DONG Energy is the operator.

A development plan approved in 1999 provided for the drilling of
a number of gas wells targeting the Danian reservoir. Operated by
Maersk Oil & Gas AS, the wells were to be drilled successively, as
and when required, the number and location to be currently optimized
based on experience from the fi eld.

The Nini accumulation is defined by a combined structural and stratigraphic trap, the anticlinal structure being induced through salt tectonics. The reservoir consists of sands deposited in the Siri Fairway.
The field comprises more or less well-defined accumulations.
The production strategy is to maintain reservoir pressure by means of
water injection. The gas produced is injected into the Siri Field.
The Nini Field is a satellite development to the Siri Field with one
unmanned wellhead platform with a helideck. The unprocessed production is transported through a 14” multiphase pipeline to the Siri
platform where it is processed and exported to shore via tanker. Injection water and lift gas are transported from the Siri platform to the
Nini platform through a 10” pipeline and a 4” pipeline, respectively.

The Tyra Field is an anticlinal structure created by tectonic uplift. The
accumulation consists of free gas containing condensate, overlying a
thin oil zone. The reservoir is only slightly fractured.
The Tyra Field acts as a gas production buffer so as not to deteriorate
condensate and oil production conditions by reducing the reservoir
pressure at too early a stage. Thus, increased gas production from
DUC’s other fields, in particular the Harald and Roar gas fields, optimizes the recovery of liquid hydrocarbons from the Tyra Field.
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FIELD DATA
Prospect:
Location:
Licence:
Operator:
Discovered:
Year on stream:

Bo/North Jens
Blocks 5504/7 and 11
Sole Concession
Mærsk Olie og Gas AS
1977 (Bo)
1985 (North Jens)
1993 (North Jens)
2007 (Bo)

Oil-producing wells: 17
Gas-producing wells: 2
Water depth:
Field delineation:
Reservoir depth:

Reservoir rock:
Geological age:

38 m
110 km2
2,000 m
(Upper Cretaceous)
2,600 m
(Lower Cretaceous)
Chalk
Danian, Upper and
Lower Cretaceous

PRODUCTION

RESERVES

Cum. production at 1 January 2010
Oil:
7.01 m. m³
Gas:
2.91 bn. Nm³
Water:
5.67 m. m³

Oil:
Gas:

2.0

11.1 m. m³
5.9 bn. Nm³

Oil, m. m³
Water, m. m³

1.5

Produced
7 m. m3

Reserves
11.1 m. m3
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Figure 8-8 The Valdemar Field Data

8-3-7 The Valdemar Field

8-3-8 The South Arne field

The Valdemar Field consists of a northern reservoir called North Jens
and a southern reservoir called Bo, which are both anticlinal chalk
structures associated with tectonic uplift.

South Arne is an anticlinal structure, induced through tectonic uplift,
causing fractures in the chalk. The structure contains oil with a relatively high content of gas.

The Valdemar Field comprises several separate accumulations. Oil
and gas have been discovered in Danian/Upper Cretaceous chalk, and
large volumes of oil have been identified in Lower Cretaceous chalk.
The extremely low-permeable layers in the Lower Cretaceous chalk
possess challenging production properties in some parts of the Valdemar Field, whereas the properties of the Upper Cretaceous reservoirs
are comparable to other Danish fields like Gorm and Tyra.

The production of hydrocarbons is based on pressure support from
water injection.

In the Bo area, it has turned out that other parts of the Lower Cretaceous have better production properties. This has led to the development of the Bo reservoir.
The production of oil is based on natural depletion. The development
of a production method based on long horizontal wells with numerous sand-filled, artificial fractures has made it possible to exploit the
Lower Cretaceous reservoir commercially. In addition, recovery takes
place from Danian/Upper Cretaceous layers.
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FIELD DATA

2009

FIELD DATA

Location:
Licence:
Operator:
Discovered:
Year on stream:

Blocks 5604/29 and 30
7/89
Hess Denmark ApS
1969
1999

Location:
Licence:
Operator:
Discovered:
Year on stream:

PRODUCTION
Blocks 5604/29 and 30
7/89
Hess Denmark ApS
1969
1999

Producing wells:
12
Water-injection wells: 7

Producing wells:
12
Water-injection wells: 7

Water depth:
Field delineation:
Reservoir depth:
Reservoir rock:
Geological age:

Water depth:
Field delineation:
Reservoir depth:
Reservoir rock:
Geological age:

60 m
93 km2
2,800 m
Chalk
Danian Cretaceous
Cretaceous

Cum. production at 1 January 2010
Oil:
20.09 m. m³
Gas:
4.92 bn. Nm³
Water:
12.53 m. m³

6

Oil, m. m³
Water, m. m³

5
4

60 m
93 km2
2,800 m
Chalk
Danian and Upper
Cretaceous

3
2
1
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Figure 8-9 The South Arne Field Data

Figure 8-10 A map over the Danish oil and gas
fields in the north sea
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Chapter 9
Upstream and Downstream Logistics
9-1 Why Logistics matter
The incorporation of logistics management is hugely beneficial to any
company. Smoother flow of operations can be achieved through this
incorporation.
To maximize profit in any company, it becomes a must to know and
understand all the processes that it is involved in from the very start
of the supply chain right down to its end. This is precisely why there
is a need to implement effective logistics management in the company. This actually pertains to the organized movement of resources,
materials, and people in the enterprise so that a coherent and smooth
flow may be implemented from start to finish.
Logistics was once associated with military operations; however,
it eventually evolved in terms of etymology and is now used in the
business world, covering activities and procedures that involve any
enterprise.

9-2

Upstream and
Downstream Logistics

The offshore industry distinguishes between upstream and downstream logistics. The offshore industry is mainly concerned with the
upstream side of operations, but considerations must often be taken to
the downstream side, hence both sides are treated in this chapter.
Cf. figure 9.1, upstream operations consist of exploration, geological
evaluation, and the testing and drilling of potential oilfield sites; that
is, all of the procedures necessary to get oil out of the ground and
also the subsequent installation, operation and maintenance of the oil
producing platform.
Downstream operations include pipelining crude oil to refining sites,
refining crude into various products, and pipelining or otherwise
transporting products to wholesalers, distributors, or retailers.
Both upstream and downstream operations provide large logistical
challenges that will be described in details in this chapter.

Figure 9.1 – Upstream and downstream logistics.
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9-2-1 Logistics upstream
Upstream offshore installations, whether they be oil and gas installations or offshore wind farms, provide a complex environment for
logistics. Providing resources to offshore personnel, such as water
flooding additives, food and drinking water, spare parts, new offshore
installations, the list is endless of the various material, equipment and
personnel, being transported daily to and from the Danish economic
zone.
Esbjerg Harbour in Denmark is the 3rd largest offshore harbour in
Europe after Aberdeen and Stavanger. A host of subcontractors, service companies and sub-suppliers are based at the harbour. Drilling
rigs and production platforms are in constant need of supply. There
are also facilities for transport of wind turbines which require broad
quay areas and specialized ships. Specialized ships are in service for
transporting equipment and supplies to the offshore installations.
At the airport, helicopters transport personnel and supplies, while
airplanes connect Aberdeen and other destinations to the offshore
supply chain.
The complexity of offshore logistics can be seen in the figure below
where the supply chain is dependent on all agents working together:
A break in the chain can lead to a complete halt in the supply system.

Offshore
Wind Farm

Oil/Gas Platform

Platforms

Personnel

Supplies

Supply Ships

Harbour

Stevedoring

Operators

Pilot/Tug

Machinery

Equipment

Wind Turbines

Helicopters

Aircraft/Vessel
Owners

Control

Airport

Ground Crew

Figure – 9.2 Offshore logistics.

9-2-2 Logistics downstream
In a variety of ways everybody are users of petroleum products.
Between the refinery or the petrochemical plant, where heating oil,
diesel, petrol, gas and later petrochemical products are produced, and
the end user, there is a distribution network responsible for getting
these products to their final destination. The objective of petroleum
logistics is to make the right product available, at the right time, in
the right place, at the lowest cost and in optimum conditions of safety
and security and with respect for the environment.
In all countries, the logistics operation comprises the same stages:
supply, storage, transport and delivery of products. This ensures that
all products are constantly available to meet the needs of all users, be
they private, public or industrial.

Figure – 9.3 Port of Esbjerg - Denmark
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9-3 Global Patterns of Oil Trade
9-3-1 Oil Trade: Highest Volume, Highest Value

to invest in expensive upgrading of the refinery. Such differences in
valuing quality can be more than sufficient to overcome the disadvantage of increased transportation costs, as the relatively recent establishment of a significant trade in African crudes with Asia shows.

On a worldwide basis there is more trade in oil than in anything else.
This is true whether trade is measured by the volume of the product
moved, by its value, or by the carrying capacity required to move it.

Government policies such as tariffs can also be responsible for oil
being moved to markets that are not governed by the proximity
principle.

Each parameter is important for different reasons. Volume provides
insights about whether markets are over or under supplied, and
whether the infrastructure is adequate to accommodate the required
flow. Value allows governments and economists to assess patterns of
international trade, balance of trade and balance of payments. Carrying capacity allows the shipping industry to assess how many tankers
are required and on which routes. Transportation and storage play a
crucial role here. They are not just the physical link between importers and exporters and, therefore, between producers and refiners,
refiners and marketers, and marketers and consumers; their associated
costs are a primary factor in determining the pattern of world trade.

9-3-4 Crude versus Products
Crude oil dominates the world oil trade. Risk related economics
clearly favour establishing refineries close to consumers rather than
near the wellhead. This policy takes maximum advantage of the
optimum economy provided by large ships, especially as local quality
specifications increasingly fragment the product market. It maximizes
the refiner’s ability to tailor the product output to the short-term
surges of the market, such as those caused by weather, equipment
failure, etc. In addition, this policy also guards against the very real
risk of governments imposing selective import restrictions to protect
their domestic refining sector.

9-3-2 Distance: The Nearest Market first
Generally, crude oil and petroleum products are sold to markets that
provide the highest profit to the supplier. All things being equal, oil
is moved to the nearest market in the first instance. In this situation
transportation costs are lowest and, therefore, provide the supplier
with the greatest net revenue, or in oil market terminology, the highest netback. If all the oil is not sold here, the remainder is moved on
to the next closest market. This process is repeated, transportation
costs increasing progressively with each new market, until all the oil
has been placed.

9-3-3 Quality, Industry Structure,
and Governments
In practice however, trade flows do not always follow the simple
“nearest first” pattern. Refinery configurations, variations in the
product demand of the different refined products, and product quality
specifications and politics can alter the rankings of markets. Specific
grades of oil are valued differently in different markets.
Thus, a low sulphur diesel is worth more in the United States, where
the maximum allowable sulphur is 500 ppm, than in Africa, where the
maximum can be 10-20 times higher. Similarly, African crudes, low
in sulphur, are worth relatively more in Asia, where they may allow a
refi ner to meet tighter sulphur limits in the region without having
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9-4 Transportation of
Oil and Gas

Bosporus
Cibratar
Suez Hormuz

The largest quantities of oil and gas discovered are to be found in
developing countries, far from the major consumers. These producer
countries easily meet their own needs and export the greater part of
their production.
On the other hand, developed countries are major energy consumers,
and far from being self-sufficient in oil and gas are actually hydrocarbon importers. Even in major developed hydrocarbon producing
countries, production zones are often remotely situated in relation to
the centers where crude oil and gas are processed.
As a result of this enormous quantities of oil and gas have been transported all over the world by sea and on land for several decades now.

9-4-1 Oil Transportation and Environment
Whether oil is transported from production sites to refineries by land
or by sea, the main issues are those of safety, security and respect for
the environment. At sea, everything must be done to avoid pollution,
not only accidental oil spills but also the deliberate discharging of
polluting products such as residue from tank and bilge cleaning. On
land the state of oil pipelines must be kept under constant surveillance and damaged equipment replaced. Enormous quantities of
transported oil are not used immediately. The same is true for some
of the refinery end products. Storage facilities ensuring total safety
and security must therefore be available to accommodate both these
situations.
9-4-1-1 Maritime Transport
The quantity of oil transported by petrol tankers is enormous: 1.5 to
1.9 billion t annually over the last 20 years, figure 9.5 illustrate the oil
tanker. Comparable figures were 500 million t in 1960, 100 million t
in 1935. Depending on the year and expressed in tons, oil represents
between 33-50% of the total maritime commerce worldwide. Tankers have a wide range of capacities and measured in tons of crude are
classified according to this. The capacity of the total petroleum fleet is
around 280 million t.
The main transport routes of crude oil leave the Middle East for Europe
and the United States via the Cape of Good Hope in South Africa, or
alternatively via the Suez canal, if the ship is not too large. Other routes
to the Far East (Japan, China, and South Korea) exist via the Straight
of Malacca (between Sumatra and Malaysia). In a not so distant future
a route via the Arctic will perhaps be possible due to melting of the ice
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Figure 9.4 – Main Routes for Transport of Crude Oil.

caps. The journey from the Middle East to Europe (i.e. from loading of
crude oil to delivery) takes a tanker 15-30 days.
Other routes exist for the transport of refined products, generally
shorter, within European waters or longer for trade between Europe and
the United States or Europe and Asia. Transport costs fluctuate considerably according to supply and demand and the time of the year.

Oil tanker (side view)

Fuel Tank

Bridge

Engine Room Pump Room

Empty

Oil Tanks

Double Hull

Figure 9.5 Oil tanker

9-4-1-2 Oil Transportation by Land
In the North Sea a large network of subsea pipelines transport the
crude directly to onshore tank farms in United Kingdom, Norway and
Denmark respectively, from where other pipelines transport the crude
to refineries situated inland and handle finished products coming out
of refineries and destined for major centers of consumption. The oil
pipelines are large diameter tubes that can transport large quantities
of oil.

Upstream and
Downstream Logistics

9-5 Oil Storage in Tank Farms

9-6 Gas Transport and Supply

The crude oil is stocked in tanks of varying size, with safety and
security being the main concerns of those managing these centers.

By and large, the problems of transport and storage of gas are the
same as for oil. Producer and consumer countries are far apart, and
gas has to be transferred from one to the other. In detail however,
things are quite different. Pipelines are preferred whether over land or
under water.

While fire safety is high on their priority list, the prevention of pollution to land areas and water tables through leakages is also very important. To fulfill these requirements there are regular inspections of
the condition of the tanks and control of their resistance to corrosion.

Unlike oil, gas is in a gaseous state at normal pressures and temperatures. This means that, for the same quantity of energy, it occupies a
volume 600 times greater than that of oil. Therefore, there is no question of chartering vessels to transport it in the gaseous state.
The most usual method of transport is therefore by pipelines through
which gas is conveyed under high pressure. There are underwater gas
pipelines, such as those that link the Danish gas fields to European
terminals and of course, overland gas pipelines like those that bring
Russian gas to the European Union. These pipelines are not visible:
for reasons of safety and security they are buried underground. Compression plants, positioned at regular intervals along the network,
convey the compressed gas along the pipelines.
But in certain cases the construction of gas pipelines is technically
impossible or too expensive, for example in transferring Nigerian
gas to Europe or gas from Qatar to Japan. To resolve this problem,
a method of maritime transport based on the liquefaction of the gas
(LNG, liquefied natural gas) has been introduced.

Lille Torup Gas Storage

Offshore pipeline (natural gas)
Distribution pipeline (natural gas)
Natural gas treatment plant
Natural gas storage
Oil pipeline
Oil pumping station
Oil refinery

Li. Torup

Gas from the North Sea

Filsø oil pumping
Station (5 bar)

Kalundborg oil Refinery
Fredericia oil Refinery
Fredericia

Nybro

Nybro gas processing plant
(20 bar)

Stenlille

Export to Sweden

Stenlille Gas Storage

Oil from the North Sea

Figure 9.6 – Onshore oil and gas
Export to Germany

transmission system in Denmark.
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9-7 Gas Storage Facilities
Gas consumption fluctuates over the year with the largest consumption during the winter. The maximum supply of natural gas from
the North Sea fields is limited to approximately 22 to 24 million
Nm3/day. The gas consumption on a cold winter day may amount
to approximately 30 to 33 million Nm3/day. In order to handle the
difference between production and consumption, it is necessary to be
able to store the surplus gas from the summer production to the larger
winter consumption. Therefore, in connection with establishing the
Danish natural gas grid, 2 gas storage facilities were established to
manage this load equalisation.

0m
1.000 m
2.000 m
3.000 m
4.000 m

Figure 9.7 – Storage in Gas Cavities.
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Lille Torup gas storage (Jutland):
• A total volume of 710 million Nm3 natural gas distributed on 7
natural salt caverns
• Working gas at 441 million Nm3
• Hydraulic trains with a total capacity of 10.8 million Nm3/24 hrs
• Injection trains with a total capacity of 3.6 million Nm3/24 hrs
Stenlille gas storage (Zealand):
• A total volume of 1,160 million Nm3 natural gas
• Working gas at 440 million Nm3
• Hydraulic trains with a total capacity of 10.8 million Nm3/24 hrs
• Injection trains with a total capacity of 2.9 million Nm3/24 hrs

Chapter 10
Downstream
10-1 Downstream

10-2 Oil Refinery operation

The downstream oil sector is a term normally used to refer to the
refining of crude oil and the selling and distribution of products
resulting from crude.

Because crude oil is made up of a mixture of hydrocarbons, the first
and basic refining process is aimed at separating crude oil into its
“fractions”, broad categories of its component hydrocarbons. Crude
oil is heated and passed through a distillation column where different
products boil off and are recovered at different temperatures.

The petroleum industry is often divided into 3major sections: upstream, midstream and downstream. However, midstream operations
are usually simply included in the downstream category.
The upstream industry finds and produces crude oil and natural gas
and is sometimes known as the Exploration and Production (E&P)
sector.
The midstream industry processes, stores, markets and transports
commodities such as crude oil, natural gas, Natural Gas Liquids and
sulphur.
The downstream industry includes oil refineries, petrochemical
plants, petroleum product distributors, retail outlets and natural gas
distribution companies. The downstream industry has an important
influence on consumers through thousands of products such as petrol,
diesel, jet fuel, heating oil, asphalt, lubricants, synthetic rubber,
plastics, fertilizers, antifreeze, pesticides, pharmaceuticals, natural
gas and propane.

The lighter products such as liquid petroleum gases (LPG), naphtha,
and so-called “straight run” petrol are recovered at the lowest temperatures. Medium weight distillates like jet fuel, kerosene and distillates such as home heating oil and diesel fuel are recovered at higher
temperatures. Finally, the heaviest products (residuum or residual
fuel oil) are recovered, sometimes at temperatures of over 538°C.
Raw or unprocessed crude oil is not very useful in its natural state.
Although “light, sweet” oil has been used directly as burner fuel for
steam vessel propulsion, the lighter elements form explosive vapors
in the fuel tanks. Therefore, the oil needs to be separated into its
components and refined before being used as fuel and lubricants and
before some of the by-products can be used in petrochemical processes to form materials such as plastics and foams. Petroleum fossil
fuels are used in ship, motor vehicle and aircraft en-gines. Different
types of hydrocarbons have different boiling points which mean they
can be separated by distillation. Since the lighter liquid elements are
in great demand for use in internal combustion engines, a modern
refinery will convert heavy hydrocarbons and lighter gaseous elements into these products of higher value using complex and energy
intensive processes. Oil can be used in many different ways because
it contains hydrocarbons of varying molecular masses, structures and
lengths such as paraffins, aromatics, naphthenes, alkenes, dienes, and
alkynes. Hydrocarbons are molecules of varying length and complexity composed of only hydrogen and carbon atoms. The variety in
structure is associated with different properties and thereby different
uses. The aim of the oil refinement process is to separate and purify
these. Once separated and purifi ed of all contaminants and impurities, the fuel or lubricant can be sold without further processing.
Smaller molecules such as isobutane and propylene or butylenes can be
recombined to meet specifi c octane requirements of fuels by processes
such as alkylation or less commonly, dimerization. The octane grade
of petrol can also be improved by catalytic reforming, a process which
removes hydrogen from the hydrocarbons to produce aromatics, which
have much higher octane ratings. Intermediate products such as gasoils
can even be reprocessed so that heavy, long-chained oils can be broken
into lighter short-chained ones, by various forms of cracking such as Fluid
Catalytic Cracking, Thermal Cracking, and Hydro Cracking. The final
step in petrol production is the blending of fuels with different octane ratings, vapor pressures, and other properties to meet product specifications.
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Figure 10.1 - Fractional distillation of crude oil.

Crude oil is separated into fractions by fractional distillation. The
fractionating column is cooler at the top than at the bottom, because
the fractions at the top have lower boiling points than the fractions
at the bottom. The heavier fractions that emerge from the bottom of
the fractionating column are often broken up (cracked) to make more
useful products. All of the fractions are subsequently routed to other
refining units for further processing.

placing chlorofluorocarbons as an aerosol propellant and a refrigerant
making these more environment friendly and thus reducing damage
to the ozone layer. Varieties of LPG bought and sold include mixes
that are primarily propane, mixes that are primarily butane, and mixes
including both propane and butane, depending on the season, in winter more propane, in summer more butane. Propylene and butylenes
are usually also present in small concentrations. A powerful odorant,
ethanethiol, is added so that leaks can be easily detected. LPG is
manufactured during the refining of crude oil, or extracted from oil or
gas streams as they emerge from the ground. At normal temperatures
and pressures, LPG evaporates. Because of this, LPG is supplied in
pressurized steel bottles. In order to allow for thermal expansion of
the contained liquid, these bottles are not filled completely, usually
between 80% and 85% of their total capacity. The ratio between the
volumes of the vaporized gas and the liquefied gas varies depending
on composition, pressure and temperature, but is typically around
250:1. The pressure, at which LPG becomes liquid, called its vapor
pressure, varies likewise depending on composition and temperature. Thus it is approximately 2.2 bars for pure butane at 20°C, and
approximately 22 bars for pure propane at 55°C. LPG is heavier than
air, and therefore flows along floors and tends to settle in low-lying areas, such as basements. This can cause ignition or suffocation
hazards if not dealt with.

Transportation

Treatment
Condensate
removal

CO removal

Dehydration

Mercury & H O
removal

10-2-1 Products of Oil Refineries
Most products of oil processing are usually grouped into 3 categories:
light distillates (LPG, gasoline, naptha), middle distillates (kerosene,
diesel), heavy distillates and residuum (fuel oil, lubricating oils, wax,
tar). This classification is based on the way crude oil is distilled and
separated into fractions (called distillates and residuum) as can be
seen in the above drawing:
10-2-1-1 Light distillates
LPG
Liquified petroleum gas (also called liquified petroleum gas, Liquid
Petroleum Gas, LPG, LP Gas, or autogas) is a mixture of hydrocarbon gases used as a fuel in heating appliances and in vehicles. It is re-
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Gasoline
Gasoline, also called petrol, is a petroleum-derived liquid mixture
consisting primarily of hydrocarbons and enhanced with benzene
or iso-octane to increase octane ratings. It is used as fuel in internal
combustion engines. In Denmark the term “benzin” is used. Most
Commonwealth countries, with the exception of Canada, use the
word “petrol” (abbreviated from petroleum spirit). The term “gasoline” is commonly used in North America where it is usually shortened in colloquial usage to “gas.” This should be distinguished from
genuinely gaseous fuels used in internal combustion engines such as
liquified petroleum gas. The term mogas, short for motor gasoline
distinguishes automobile fuel from aviation gasoline, or avgas.
Naphtha
Naphtha (aka petroleum ether) is a group of various liquid hydrocarbon intermediate refined products of varying boiling point ranges
from 20 to 75°C, which may be derived from oil or from coal tar,
and perhaps other primary sources. Naphtha is used primarily as
feedstock for producing a high octane gasoline component via the
catalytic reforming process. Naphtha is also used in the petrochemical industry for producing olefins in steam crackers and in the chemical industry for solvent (cleaning) applications. Naphthas are volatile,
flammable and have a specific gravity of about 0.7. The generic name
naphtha describes a range of different refinery intermediate products
used in different applications. To further complicate the matter, similar naphtha types are often referred to by different names.
The different naphthas are distinguished by:
• Density (g/ml or specifi c gravity)
• PONA, PIONA or PIANO analysis, which measures (usually in
volume % but can also be in weight %)
• Paraffin content (volume %)
• Isoparaffin content (only in a PIONA analysis)
• Olefins content (volume %)
• Naphthenes content (volume %)
• Aromatics content (volume %)
Generally speaking, less dense (“lighter”) naphthas will have
higher paraffin content. These are therefore also referred to as
paraffinicnaphtha. The main application for these naphthas is as a
feedstock in the petrochemical production of olefins. This is also the
reason they are sometimes referred to as “lightdistillate feedstock” or
LDF (these naphtha types can also be called “straight run gasoline”/
SRG or “light virgin naphtha”/LVN).
When used as feedstock in petrochemical steam crackers, the naphtha
is heated in the presence of water vapour and the absence of oxygen
or air, until the hydrocarbon molecules fall apart. The primary products of the cracking process are olefins (ethylene ethene, propylene/

propene and butadiene) and aromatics (benzene and toluene). These
are used as feedstocks for derivative units that produce plastics (polyethylene and polypropylene for example), synthetic fiber precursors
(acrylonitrile), industrial chemicals (glycols for instance).
The “heavier” or rather denser types are usually richer in naphthenes
and aromatics and therefore also referred to as N&A’s. These can
also be used in the petrochemical industry but more often are used
as a feedstock for refinery catalytic reformers where they convert the
lower octane naphtha to a higher octane product called reformate.
Alternative names for these types are Straight Run Benzene (SRB) or
Heavy Virgin Naphtha (HVN).Naphthas is also used in other applications such as:
• The production of petrol/motor gasoline (as an unprocessed
component)
• Industrial solvents and cleaning fluids
• An oil painting medium
• An ingredient in shoe polish
10-2-2-2 Middle distillates
The middle distillates consist of kerosene and diesel.
Kerosene
Kerosene is obtained from the fractional distillation of petroleum at
150°C and 275°C (carbon chains in the C12 to C15 range). Typically,
kerosene directly distilled from crude oil requires treatment, either
in a Merox unit or a hydrotreater, to reduce its sulphur content and
its corrosiveness. Kerosene can also be produced by a hydrocracker
being used to upgrade the parts of crude oil that would otherwise be
good only for fuel oil. Kerosene was first refined in 1846 from a naturally-occurring asphaltum by Abraham Gesner, who thereby founded
the modern petroleum industry. At one time the fuel was widely
used in kerosene lamps and lanterns. These were superseded by the
electric light bulb and flashlights powered by dry cell batteries. The
use of kerosene as a cooking fuel is mostly restricted to some portable stoves for backpackers and to less developed countries, where it
is usually less refined and contains impurities and even debris. The
widespread availability of cheaper kerosene was the principal factor
in the rapid decline of the whaling industry in the mid to late 19th
century, as its main product was oil for lamps.
Diesel
Diesel or diesel fuel is a specific fractional distillate of fuel oil that
is used as in the diesel engine invented by German engineer Rudolf
Diesel. The term typically refers to fuel that has been processed from
petroleum. However there is an increasing tendency to develop and
adapt alternatives such as biodiesel or Biomass To Liquid (BTL) or
Gas To Liquid (GTL) diesel that are not derived from petroleum.
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Diesel is a hydrocarbon mixture, obtained in the fractional distillation
of crude oil between 200°C and 350°C at atmospheric pressure. The
density of diesel is about 850 grams per liter whereas gasoline (British English: petrol) has a density of about 720 g/L, about 15% less.
When burnt, diesel typically releases about 40.9 megajoules (MJ) per
liter, whereas gasoline releases 34.8 MJ/L, about 15% less. Diesel is
generally simpler to refine than gasoline and often costs less. Also,
due to its high level of pollutants, diesel fuel must undergo additional
filtration. Diesel-powered cars generally have a better fuel economy
than equivalent gasoline engines and produce less green-house gas
pollution. Diesel fuel often contains higher quantities of sulfur which
must be removed as a separate process at the refinery.

cosity index, resistance to corrosion and oxidation, aging or contamination, etc.
Lubricants perform the following key functions:
• Keep moving parts apart
• Reduce friction
• Transfer heat
• Carry away contaminants and debris
• Transmit power
• Protect against wear
• Prevent corrosion

GROUP SATURATES SULPHUR VISCOSITY INDEX
(WT %)

Diesel is immiscible with water. Petroleum-derived diesel is composed of about 75% saturated hydrocarbons (primarily paraffins
including n, iso, and cycloparaffins), and 25% aromatic hydrocarbons
(including naphthalenes and alkylbenzenes).
10-2-2-3 Heavy distillates and residuum
The heavy distillates consist of fuel oil, lubricating oils, wax, tar,
asphalt, and pertoleum coke.
Fuel oil
Fuel oil is a fraction obtained from petroleum distillation, either
as a distillate or a residue. Broadly speaking, fuel oil is any liquid
petroleum product that is burned in a furnace or boiler to generate
heat or used in an engine to generate power, with the exception of oils
having a flash point of approximately 40°C and oils burned in cotton
or wool-wick burners. In this sense, diesel is a type of fuel oil.
Fuel oil is made of long hydrocarbon chains, particularly alkanes,
cycloalkanes and aromatics. Factually and in a stricter sense, the term
fuel oil is used to indicate the heaviest commercial fuel (heavier than
petrol or naphtha) that can be obtained from crude oil.
Lubricating oils
Lubricants are an essential part of modern machinery. Everything
from computer hard disk drives to the Airbus A380 requires lubrication of its moving parts.
A lubricant (colloquially, lube, although this may also refer to personal lubricants) is a substance (usually a liquid) introduced between
2 moving surfaces to reduce the friction and wear between them by
providing a protective film.
Typically lubricants contain 90% base oil (most often petroleum
fractions, called mineral oils) and less than 10% additives. Additives
deliver reduced friction and wear, increased viscosity, improved vis-
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(WT %)

(VI)

I
<90
80 < VI <120
>0.03
I+
<90
103 < VI <108
>0.03
II
<90
80 < VI < 120
<0.03
II+
<90
113 < VI < 119
<0.03
III
<90
VI > 120
<0.03
III+
<90
VI > 140
<0.03
IV - Poly alpha olefins
V - Naphthenics, polyalkylene glycols, esters
Table 10.1 – Groups of Mineral Oil

Industry operates with the following groups of mineral oil as base oil
Wax
Waxes include paraffin, which is a common name for a group of
alkane hydrocarbons with the general formula CnH2n+2, where n is
greater than 20. It is distinct from the fuel known in Britain as paraffin oil or just paraffin, which is called kerosene in American English.
The solid forms of paraffin are called paraffin wax. Paraffin is also
a technical name for an alkane in general, but in most cases it refers
specifically to a linear or normal alkane, while branched or isoalkanes
are also called isoparaffins. It mostly presents as a white, odorless,
tasteless, waxy solid, with a typical melting point between 47°C and
65°C. It is insoluble in water, but soluble in ether, benzene, and certain esters. Paraffin is unaffected by most common chemical reagents,
but burns readily.
Pure paraffin is an extremely good electrical insulator, with an electrical resistivity of 1017 ohm-meter. This is better than almost all other
materials except some plastics (notably teflon).
Asphalt
Asphalt is also a heavy distillates, and is a sticky, black and highly
viscous liquid or semi-solid that is present in most crude petroleums
and in some natural deposits. Asphalt is composed almost entirely of

Downstream

bitumen. There is some disagreement amongst chemists regarding the
structure of asphalt, but it is most commonly modeled as a colloid,
with asphaltenes as the dispersed phase and maltenes as the continuous phase.
There are 2 forms commonly used in construction: rolled asphalt and
mastic asphalt. Rolled asphalt is one of the forms of road surfacing
material known collectively as blacktop; another form is the (distinct)
macadam, including both tar and bituminous macadams. The terms
asphalt and tarmac tend to be interchanged by many, although they
are distinct products.
Tar
Tar is a viscous black liquid derived from the destructive distillation
of organic matter. The vast majority of tar is produced from coal as
a byproduct of coke production, but it can also be produced from
petroleum, peat or wood. The use of the word “tar” is frequently a
misnomer. In English and French, “tar” means primarily the coal
derivative, but in northern Europe, it refers primarily to the wood
distillate, which is used in the flavouring of confectionary.
Tar, of which petroleum tar is the most effective, is used in treatment
of psoriasis. Tar is also a disinfectant substance, and used as such.
Tar was a vital component of the first sealed, or “tarmac”, roads. It
was also used as a seal for roofing shingles and to seal the hulls of
ships and boats. For millennia wood tar was used to waterproof sails
and boats, but today sails made from waterproof synthetic textiles
have eliminated the need for sail sealing.
Petroleum coke
Petroleum coke is a carbonaceous solid derived from oil refinery
coker units or other cracking processes. It is a solid meaning that it
has a high carbon content, and that all the volatiles have been distilled
off in the refining process.

10-2-3 Safety and Environmental Concerns
Oil refineries are typically large sprawling industrial complexes with
extensive piping running throughout. The refining process releases a
large variety of chemicals into the atmosphere with subsequent air pollution and is accompanied by a characteristic odour. In addition to air
pollution there are also wastewater concerns, definite risks of fire and
explosion, and both occupational and environmental noise health hazards. The sulphur content in crude oil is removed as a separate process
as the sulphur otherwise is orming sulphurous acid in the atmosphere.
In many countries the public has demanded that the government place
restrictions on contaminants that refineries release. Therefore most

refineries have installed the equipment necessary to comply with the
requirements of the pertinent environmental protection regulatory
agencies. Environmental and safety concerns mean that oil refineries
are sometimes located at some distance from major urban areas.

10-2-4 Common Process Units found in a Refinery
• Desalter Unit - washes out salt from the crude oil before it goes into
the atmospheric distillation unit
• Atmospheric Distillation Unit - distills crude oil into fractions
• Vacuum Distillation Unit - further distills residual bottoms after
atmospheric distillation
• Naphtha Hydrotreater Unit - desulphurizes naphtha from atmospheric distillation. Naphtha must be hydrotreated before being sent to
a Catalytic Reformer Unit
• Catalytic Reformer Unit - contains a catalyst to convert the naphthaboiling range molecules into higher octane reformate. The reformate
has a higher content of aromatics, olefins, and cyclic hydrocarbons.
An important byproduct of a reformer is hydrogen released during
the catalyst reaction. This hydrogen is then used either in hydrotreaters and hydrocracker
• Distillate Hydrotreater Unit - desulphurizes distillate (e.g. diesel)
after atmospheric distillation
• Fluid Catalytic Cracking (FCC) Unit - upgrades heavier fractions
into lighter, more valuable products
• Hydrocracker Unit - upgrades heavier fractions into lighter, more
valuable products.
• Coking unit - processes asphalt into petrol and diesel fuel, leaving
coke as a residual product
• Alkylation unit - produces high octane component for petrol blending
• Dimerization unit - converts olefi ns into higher-octane gasoline blending components. For example, butenes can be dimerized into isooctene
which may subsequently be hydrogenated to form isooctane
• Isomerization Unit - converts linear molecules into higher octane
branched molecules for blending into petrol or feeding into alkylation units
• Steam reforming Unit - produces hydrogen for the hydrotreaters or
hydrocracker.
• Liquifi ed gas storage units for propane and similar gaseous fuels
at pressures sufficient to maintain them in the liquid form; these are
usually spherical or bullet-shaped
• Storage tanks for crude oil and finished products, usually cylindrical,
with some sort of vapor enclosure and surrounded by an earth berm
to contain spills
• Utility units such as cooling towers for circulating cooling water,
boiler plants for steam generation, and wastewater collection and
treating systems to make such water suitable for reuse or for disposal.
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10-3 Petrochemicals

The 2 main classes of raw materials are olefins (including ethylene
and propylene) and aromatics (including benzene and xylene isomers), both of which are produced in very large quantities, mainly by
steam cracking and catalytic reforming of refinery hydrocarbons.
A very wide range of raw materials used in industry (plastics, resins,

Petrochemicals are chemical products made from raw materials of
petroleum (hydrocarbon) origin.
10.3 - Schematic flow diagram of a typical oil refinery.
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fibre, solvents, detergents, etc.) is made from these basic building
blocks.
The annual world production of ethylene is 110 million t, of propylene 65 million t and of aromatic raw materials 70 million t. The
largest petrochemical industries are found in Western Europe and the
USA, though major growth in new production capacity is to be found
in the Middle East and Asia. There is a substantial inter-regional trade
in petrochemicals of all kinds.
From chewing gum to training shoes, from lipstick to throw-away
bags, oil is everywhere in our daily life and results from the transformation achieved by the alchemists of modern times, the petroleum
chemists.
The Petrochemical Industry and plastic products in particular are sometimes criticized, but without their colours, which liven up our favourite
objects like our CDs and DVDs, our snowboarding anorak, we would
live almost in black and white! Indeed, the products derived from oil
produced by the petroleum chemistry are numerous and varied. They
contribute to our comfort, our pleasure and our safety.
For people born after 1960, these products represent so much in our
everyday lives that we cannot imagine living without them.
Nevertheless, their appearance in our daily life is really very recent.
Old people will be able to tell you that as young children and

adolescents they grew up without knowing polyester sportswear,
Nike, Adidas and Reebok training shoes, plastic bags which are so
practical, and even the outer casings of mobile phones, scooters,
televisions and computers. Hard to believe? However, facts speak for
themselves. In 1950, consumer products resulting from the petroleum
industry reached only 3 million t worldwide, half of which were
plastic products. In 2000, 192 million t were produced of which 140
million t were plastics.
One could ask why these products arrived so late in the market, when
the era of massive use of oil started at the beginning of the 20th
century. In the 1930’s, the petrol, diesel and kerosene produced in
enormous quantities by refi neries had guaranteed outlets: all types of
vehicles. But the refiners found themselves with unimaginable quantities of a by-product, naphtha, which was unsellable and unstockable because it was infl ammable and polluting. Research led to the
discovery of the versatile polymerisation reaction, which has placed
naphtha at the origin of the majority of products derived from oil.
Petrochemical Plants
In a petrochemical Plant the feedstock (generally natural gas or petroleum liquids) is converted into fertilizers, and/or other intermediate
and final products such as olefins, adhesives, detergents, solvents,
rubber and elastomers, films and fibre, polymers and resins, etc.
Petrochemical plants show an infinite variety of configurations depending on the products being produced. The main categories are:

Figure 10.4 - Petrochemical plant.
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• Ethylene Plants: Ethylene is produced via steam cracking of natural
gas or light liquid hydrocarbons. It is one of the main components
of the resulting cracked gas mixture and is separated by repeated
compression and distillation
• Fertilizer Plants: A reforming process converts the feedstock into
a raw syngas which is then purified, compressed, and fed to high
pressure reactors where ammonia is formed. In most cases, the
ammonia synthesis plant is combined with a urea synthesis plant
where the ammonia reacts at high pressure with CO2 to form urea
• Methanol Plants and other Alcohols: High temperature steam-methane reforming produces a syngas, which then reacts at medium
pressure with a suitable catalyst to produce methanol
• Plastic Production Plants: several grades of plastic materials are
produced from ethylene, propylene and other monomers by means
of a great variety of proprietary processes that cause polymerization to occur in the presence of suitable catalysts
• Other Petrochemical Plants: include Acetylene, Butadiene, Sulphuric Acid, Nitric Acid, Pure Terephthalic acid, Chlorine, and
Ethylene Oxide/Ethylene Glycol

10-4 Transportation
Oil and Gas Pipelines
Pipeline transport is the most economical way to transport large quantities of oil or natural gas over land or under the sea.
Oil pipelines are made from steel or plastic tubes. Multi-product pipelines are used to transport 2 or more different products in sequence
in the same pipeline. Usually in multi-product pipelines there is no
physical separation between the different products. Some mixing
of adjacent products occurs, producing interface. This interface is
removed from the pipeline at receiving facilities and segregated to
prevent contamination.
Crude oil contains varying amounts of wax, or paraffin, and in colder
climates wax buildup may occur within a pipeline. To clear wax
deposition, mechanical pigs may be sent along the line periodically.
For natural gas, smaller feeder lines are used to distribute the fuel to
homes and businesses.
Buried fuel pipelines must be protected from corrosion. The most
economical method of corrosion control is often pipeline coating in
conjunction with cathodic protection.
Oil and gas is also transported via ships. This is described in
chapter 9.
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Chapter 11
Decommissioning

11-1 Overview
There are many different types of offshore installations, from fixed
steel platforms and large concrete gravity structures, to a variety of
floating production systems and subsea completions. This infrastructure is supported by many thousands of km of pipelines at the seabed
that form a complex transmission network, transferring products
between offshore facilities and shore-based reception facilities. The
offshore production of oil and gas deals with inherently hazardous
conditions resulting in potential risks to the safety of personnel working offshore and to the environment.
Many of the offshore oil and gas facilities are now reaching the end
of their productive phase, and the questions relating to shutting down
production, decommissioning the production facilities and removing the redundant structures are becoming an important issues for
consideration. There are number of inter-related factors that need to
be addressed in developing a strategy for shutting down any specific
offshore facility.

Public concern is evident, and in some cases has become a significant
factor in the search for the most appropriate decommissioning solutions.
One of the main difficulties with decommissioning is finding the right
balance between:
•
•
•
•
•

Technical Feasibility
Environmental Protection
Health and Safety
Cost
Public Opinion

The process of decommissioning is very strictly regulated by international, regional and national legislation.
The options available for decommissioning will depend on the location of the offshore facility and subsequent legislations. One of the
most important steps in the decommissioning process is planning
ahead.

Installations include subsea equipment fixed to the marine floor and
various installation rigs. There is a very strict legal framework that
governs decommissioning.
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11-2 Regulatory Framework
The distinction between the removal and disposal of disused offshore
oil and gas installations is important as they come under very different types of legislative frameworks. Whilst interlinked, the legal
requirements for removal are primarily concerned with safety of navigation and other users of the sea. The disposal of structures comes
under the pollution prevention regulatory framework.

11-3 International Frameworks
and Conventions
11-3-1 Geneva Convention
The current regulations have evolved from earlier conventions such
as the 1958 Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf that called
for the total removal of all marine based structures. This international
convention came into force long before deep-sea structures were ever
emplaced.

11-3-2 UNCLOS
The Geneva Convention was superseded by the UN Convention
on the Law of the Seas 1982 (UNCLOS), of which permits partial
removal of offshore structures provided IMO criteria are met. The
Convention entered into force in 1994.

11-3-3 IMO
Headquartered in London, the International Maritime Organization
(IMO) sets the standards and guidelines for the removal of offshore
installations worldwide. The 1989 IMO Guidelines require the complete removal of all structures in waters less 100 m (since January
1998 - previously it was 75 m) and substructures weighing less than
4,000 t. Those in deeper waters can be partially removed leaving 55
m of clear water column for safety of navigation. All new structures
installed after 1 January 1998 must be designed so as to be feasible
for complete removal.
11-3-4 The London (Dumping) Convention
The London Convention (LC) is based at IMO headquarters in
London. The 1972 London Convention and the subsequent 1996
Protocol made provision for generic guidance for any wastes that can
be dumped at sea. New guidelines - “Guidelines for the assessment
of waste and other matters that may be considered for dumping” - to
provide specific guidance for different classes of waste, including
platforms and other man-made waste, were adopted in 2000.

11-3-5 Regional Conventions
In addition to the international legislative framework, there are a
number of regional conventions which govern marine disposal in
specific areas. The area that reaches from the east coast of Greenland
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to the west coast of continental Europe and stretches from the Arctic
down to the southern most tip of Europe at Gibraltar is governed by
the Oslo and Paris (OSPAR) Convention for the Protection of the
Marine Environment of the North East Atlantic. Similar conventions
govern other seas such as BARCOM for the Mediterranean and HELCOM for the Baltic Sea.

11-3-6 OSPAR
OSPAR is an international convention drawn up in 1992 and which
came into force in March 1998. It replaced the 1972 Oslo Convention (on dumping from ships) and the 1974 Paris Convention (on
discharges from land) to protect the marine environment of the
Northeast Atlantic from pollution.

proved to be a pivotal point for international cooperation to combat
marine pollution in the North-East Atlantic. It ultimately stimulated
the signature, in 1969, of the Agreement for Cooperation in Dealing
with Pollution of the North Sea by Oil (the “Bonn Agreement”).
The next important development in the growing general awareness of
the dangers of pollution of the seas and oceans came with the “Oslo
Convention”. A concrete example to remind the countries concerned
that the unlimited deliberate dumping of (industrial) waste into the
sea could lead to an unacceptable situation made it necessary to draw
up a similar document, not dealing with the prevention of marine pollution by dumping, but instead with the prevention of marine pollution by discharges of dangerous substances from land-based sources,
watercourses or pipelines. Negotiations on this topic resulted in the
“Paris Convention”.
In 1992 a new Convention for the Protection of the Marine Environment of the North-East Atlantic (the “OSPAR Convention”) was
founded, together with a Final Declaration and an Action Plan to
guide the future work of the Commissions.
The new Convention consists of a series of provisions and, among
other issues:
1) requires the application of:
a) the precautionary principle
b) the polluter pays principle
c) best available techniques (BAT) and best environmental practice (BEP), including clean technology
2) provides for the Commission established by the OSPAR Convention to adopt binding decisions
3) provides for the participation of observers, including non-governmental organizations, in the work of the Commission
4) establishes rights of access to information about the maritime area
of the Convention

Figure 11.1 - The OSPAR area

The OSPAR Convention framework works hand in glove with international legislation governing the removal of structures. Therefore,
prior to February 1999, the OSPAR guidelines were only called
upon for structures over the required size for total removal (ie IMO
Guidelines which require all structures in waters deeper than 100
m and weighing more than 4,000 t). This accounted for most of the
structures in the North Sea - some 80%.
The Torrey Canyon was the first of the big supertankers, capable of
carrying a cargo of 120,000 t of crude oil, and was wrecked off the
western coast of Cornwall in 1967 causing an environmental disaster.
This grounding of the Torrey Canyon in 1967, and subsequent release
of 117,000 t of oil with disastrous consequences for the environment,

OSPAR requires the following:
• The topsides of all installations must be removed to shore
• All sub-structures or jackets weighing less than 10,000 t must be
completely removed and brought to shore for reuse, recycling or
disposal on land
• However, it is recognized that there may be difficulty in removing
footings of large steel sub-structures weighing over 10,000 t and in
removing concrete gravity based installations. An assessment will
be made on a case by case basis as to whether exceptions from the
general rule can be made for such installation.
• Exceptions can be considered for other structures when exceptional and unforeseen circumstances resulting from structural damage
or deterioration or other reasons which would prevent the removal
of a structure
OffshoreBook
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11-4 Decommissioning Options

11-4-2 Criteria for Decommissioning Solution

The most important steps in the decommissioning process are the
planning ahead and the selection of the best decommissioning option.
The decommissioning process can take several years from initial
planning to removal and disposal onshore.

When considering the environmental impacts of a given option, it is
necessary to assess the wider effects on the land, sea and air of bringing all or parts of the structure to shore. A number of factors may be
evaluated:

When faced with the prospect of a platform nearing the end of its useful life, all operating companies begin to think about all the possible
options for decommissioning the facilities. Scientific studies are then
carried out to assess each possible option using the following criteria:

• The amount of energy used to remove a structure and take it back
to shore
• The emissions to the atmosphere during all the phases of the decommissioning
• Waste streams from all phases of the decommissioning of a structure, which must be traced and accounted for
• The environmental effects on other users of the sea and the local
populations onshore
• The environmental effects on the marine fauna and flora

•
•
•
•
•

Environment (land, sea and air)
Technical feasibility
Cost
Health and Safety
Public opinion

The best decommissioning option is usually a balance of all 3 factors.

All the different available technologies are researched for each phase
of the decommissioning operation and the best technology used to
ensure efficient and safe procedures. New offshore technologies are
continually being evaluated, tested and developed.

11-4-1 Possible Decommissioning Options
The topsides of all installations must be removed to shore, without
exception.
For structures considered ‘small’ (i.e. those with substructures weighing less than 10,000 t) complete removal is the only permitted option.
The best option is then down to evaluating the various methods for
carrying out the removal, balancing the same set of criteria.
For structures that are brought back to shore (either as a whole or in
pieces), different disposal options must then be evaluated.
The waste hierarchy dictates that there is a preference for reuse (either within or outside the oil and gas industry), followed by recycling
and finally disposal, if neither of the other two options are possible.
For the large structures (i.e. all steel or concrete installations with
substructures weighing more than 10,000 t) a number of options are
possible and must be evaluated balancing all the above listed criteria:
• Complete removal
• Partial removal leaving 55 m clear water column for navigational
safety
• For steel structures the cutoff point would be at the top of the ‘footings’
• For concrete gravity structures the cutoff point is usually determined by the construction of the installation
• Leave in place (for concrete gravity based installations only).
• Disposal at deep sea site following removal from original site (for
concrete gravity based installations only).
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To date most decommissioning has relied on heavy lift vessels which
take the structure apart offshore piece by piece. However, new technologies, which could lift whole topsides off in one go and possibly
the whole of the substructures, are being jointly developed by marine
contractors and the oil and gas industry.
As with all businesses, the onus is on the operator to find the most
cost-effective option which does not compromise the safety of workers or the environment. At present the costs for decommissioning
structures are relatively high since experience is still limited to a
small number of shallow water structures.
The health and safety of the workers is of paramount importance,
and every effort is made to ensure that all phases are carried out to
the highest industry safety standards. The work offshore is inherently
more dangerous as it is the least predictable due to the weather, the
sea movement and the equipment being used.

Decommissioning

11-5 Reuse

11-6 Explosive Activities

Although newer techniques have furnished alternative ways to reduce
decommissioning expenditures, the costs for decommissioning
services and equipment are currently increasing. In addition, the cost
for fabricating new structures is also increasing, one current trend
for offsetting costs is to reuse a portion or all of the offshore facility,
many operators are considering this option in other locations, such as
West Africa and Southeast Asia.

Complete or partial removal of steel or concrete fixed platforms that
weigh thousands of tons is practically impossible without using explosive materials. Bulk explosive charges have been used in 90% of
the cases. This causes very powerful, although short-term, impact on
the marine environment and biota, which should not be neglected.
It is extremely difficult to get any reliable estimates of possible mortality of marine organisms, especially fish, during an explosive activity
even if the initial data, such as the type of explosive, depth of the water,
bottom relief, and others, are known. This large uncertainty is connected, in particular, with the high heterogeneity of fish distribution that
strongly depends on specific features of fish schooling behavior.
Calculations show that with a 2.5 t (TNT equivalent) charge, the mass
of killed fish will be about 20 t during each explosion.
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11-7 Decommissioning of
Offshore Installations
in Europe
More than 7,000 offshore oil and gas installations are in place wordlwide, many of which will be decommissioned in the coming years
and decades. Furthermore, several thousand kilometers of pipelines
will probably need to be removed, trenched or covered.
This will present Europe with both a major challenge from an environmental and technological perspective and a potential opportunity
from an industrial and economical perspective. Over the next 10-20
years in European seas, averages of 15-25 installations are expected
to be abandoned annually. This represents among other materials
150,000-200,000 t of steel per year. The continental shelf bordering
the states of the European Community and Norway has more than
600 offshore oil and gas platforms, more than 430 subsea structures
and more than 600 subsea wellheads.
In 1998 in Sintra, Portugal, the members of the OSPAR Commission
for the Protection of the Marine Environment of the North East Atlantic and the European Commission agreed on OSPAR decision 98/3 on
the Disposal of Disused Offshore Installations, which went into force
on 9 February 1999.
Reuse, recycling or final disposal on land is the preferred option for
the decommissioning of offshore installations in the maritime area.
Therefore the ministers agreed that dumping and abandonment of
disused offshore installations within the maritime area is prohibited.
However, alternative disposal, involving leaving all or part of the
installation in place, may be acceptable and the competent authority of the relevant OSPAR member country may issue a permit for
alternative disposal under certain conditions.
To obtain a permit for alternative disposal, an Environmental Impact
Assessment must be performed that satisfies the competent authority
of the relevant OSPAR member country and that shows that there are
significant reasons why an alternative disposal is preferable to reuse,
recycling, or final disposal on land. Consultation with other OSPAR
members is also a requirement.
The information collated in the assessment must be sufficiently
comprehensive to enable a reasoned judgment on the practicability of each of the disposal options, and to allow for an authoritative
comparative evaluation. The assessment of the disposal options shall
take into account:
• Technical and engineering aspects of the option, including reuse
and recycling and the impacts associated with cleaning, or removing chemicals from the installation while it is offshore.
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• Safety considerations associated with removal and disposal, taking
into account methods for assessing health and safety at work.
• Impacts on the marine environment, including exposure of biota to
contaminants associated with the installation, other biological impacts arising from physical effects, conflicts with the conservation
of species, protection of their habitats, mariculture, and interference with other legitimate uses of the sea.
• Impacts on other environmental compartments, including emissions to the atmosphere, leaching to groundwater, discharges to
surface fresh water and effects on the soil.
• Impacts on amenities, the activities of communities and on future
uses of the environment.
• Economic aspects.

11-7-1 Information Exchange
Decommissioning of offshore installations will provide a major
challenge for public authorities and oil and gas operators from an environmental and technological perspective. In the case of alternative
disposal being an option it will be a major challenge for authorities
and oil and gas operators to defend their decision to the general public and environmental protections. At the same time it also provides
a challenging opportunity for industries such as engineers, contractors, recycling companies, oil and gas companies, and environmental
managers, to seek sustainable and economically feasible solutions
and to apply new technologies for safeguarding the vulnerable marine
environment. Decommissioning therefore provides new business opportunities for suppliers to the oil and gas industry.
To support these challenges from all perspectives and for all interested parties from the oil and gas industry, public authorities, regulatory
bodies, contractors, and the general public, there is a great need for
exchange of data and information covering the full matrix of relevant
subjects. These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Details of offshore installations
Suppliers of specialist services and products
Marine environmental measurements and analyses
Technologies for decommissioning
Environmental regulations and regulatory frameworks
Planned and executed decommissioning projects

11-7-2 Challenges of Offshore Installations
in Europe
11-7-2-1 Technical Challenges
The technical challenges faced in decommissioning an offshore oil
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and gas facility are equal to, and in some respects, more complex
than those overcome in the initial construction and installation phase.
Whereas the industry has considerable worldwide experience in removing steel structures, particular challenges are presented by some
of the larger deep water structures of the North Sea.
11-7-2-2 Health and Safety Challenges
Decommissioning and removal of a complex offshore oil and gas
facility is a complex and potentially risky operation. Any proposed
decommissioning operation must seek to minimize the associated
hazards and risks to personnel to a level that is as low as reasonably
practicable. Such operations will be subject to detailed safety analysis
and summarized in the abandonment safety case approved by the appropriate regulatory authorities.
11-7-2-3 Environmental Challenges
When undertaking and planning decommissioning, account has to be
taken of the environmental impact of each phase of the operation.
Results of the various options available will be compared to identify
the option of least detriment to the environment.
11-7-2-4 Economic Challenges
There are many economic decisions involved in planning a decommissioning operation. From defining the optimum time to shut down
a producing facility and ensuring adequate financial security is in
place to meet decommissioning liabilities, through to selecting the
decommissioning option of least cost, which is compatible with
technical feasibility, least risk to personnel and least impact on the
environment.

11-8 Decommissioning of
Offshore Installations
in the North Sea
Many of the oil and gas installations in the northern North Sea are
reaching the end of their economic production life, and proposals
for decommissioning are being prepared by the operators. In 1995,
proposals by Shell to dispose of the Brent Spar oil storage facility
provoked an extensive campaign of protest. The result was a change
of plan, with the facility being towed inshore to be dismantled. The
material has been recycled for harbor construction at Mekjarvik, near
Stavanger, Norway.
On 22 October 1999, Phillips Petroleum Norway announced their
plans to decommission 15 installations in the Ekofisk field, an operation on a much bigger scale than the Brent Spar. If these proposals are accepted by the Norwegian government (full parliamentary
approval was given October 2002), and The Oslo and Paris Commissions (OSPAR), 14 steel structures will be returned onshore for recycling and a large concrete storage tank will be left in situ. Perhaps
most controversially, Phillips plan to leave the drill cuttings piles in
situ. Drill cuttings consist of the fragments of rock that are removed
as each oil or gas well is drilled, mixed with so called “drilling
muds”, which are used to lubricate the drill bit, carry rock fragments
back to the surface and maintain pressure in the well as it is drilled.
The drill cuttings are usually discharged into the sea adjacent to the
platforms and although some of the drilling muds are recovered and
reused, some adhere to the cuttings and are also discharged.

11-7-2-5 Construction Challenges
The process of decommissioning offshore oil and gas facilities raises
many complex issues and choices. Because of these complexities and
their inter-relation, it is essential that there is fully transparent and
well informed debate between owners, government and all interested
parties in society to define consensus solutions. Decommissioning
strategies are not developed in an ad hoc fashion. The oil and gas
industry is highly regulated through each phase of its development
from exploration, building and installing processing facilities, operations and decommissioning. The freedom of National States to define
their own abandonment regulatory regimes is constrained by a global
framework of conventions, guidelines, and regional protocols, which
together define international law.
National governments will have specific laws governing decommissioning operations which undoubtedly will seek protection from
litigation by enforcing consistency between national and international
laws.
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11-9 Decommissioning of
Offshore Installations in
Denmark goes commercial
in the Harbor of Esbjerg over time
The Danish offshore industry aims to be a market leader within environmentally sustainable decommissioning and recycling of obsolete
offshore platforms from the North Sea.
For over 10 years a group of companies, consultants, educational
institutions and politicians in Denmark has made sincere efforts to
enable Port of Esbjerg to take part in the interesting decommissioning
marked.
Focus areas in the decommissioning consortium project has been:
• Economy – cheapest and the best technical solution
• Health
• Safety
• Environment
• Quality
Interesting lessens have been learned through the decommissioning
consortium project:
• Inverse installation techniques using crane and barge is best removal technique
• Decommissioning of offshore constructions are high-technology
projects and includes an large amount engineering hours on:
– Planning and designing on the technique
– Planning and designing on the environmental and health matters
– Control and inspection on technique and environmental and
health matters
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• The now finished work on Environmental Impact Assessment
(EIA/in Danish VVM) are an important and invaluable step on
decommissioning in Port of Esbjerg
• Man hours on manual work in decommissioning are less than
expected
• Abandoning an offshore construction is a costly as when it was
established. The costs in abandoning offshore constructions can be
split in the following phases:
– Engineering, planning, control are estimated to 30% of expenses
– Cleaning, release, crane lift and transport are estimated to 60%
of expenses
– Shredding and cuttings are estimated to 10% of expenses
– Reuse of high quality steel and large components generates
income
– BEOND this comes a very costly sealing of the wells
• There are about 5 to 10 m3 of oil and chemicals on the scraps
brought in land, because most of this is recaptured during the work
offshore. It is mainly diesel, lubricates and hydraulic oils together
with different chemicals used in the processing of oil and gas
• The weight of a typical jacket is between 1.000 and 5.000 tons and
topsides weight is typically up to 15.000 tons divided in modules
of 500 to 1000 tons for transporting
• Subcontracting on large foreign decommissioning project is an
interesting option
• Removal of steel and large constructions in the operation phase of
offshore production is an interesting option
Esbjerg advantages
• Suitable locations and infrastructure
• Capable and skilled companies and people
• Knowledge and experience

Chapter 12
Health, Safety, Environment,
and Quality (HSEQ)
12-1 Overview

12-2 Hazards and Goals

HSEQ (Health, Safety, Environment and Quality) is an important concept within the offshore industry. Virtually all companies involved in
the offshore business have an HSEQ policy. There are several reasons
for the big focus on HSEQ:

In Denmark, there are nearly 50 offshore installations, all placed
offshore in the North Sea. The Danish offshore industry employs approximately 10,000 people in a range of activities, of which 5,600 are
employed at Esbjerg. The oil platforms employ 2,500 people.

The main aims are to protect the health, safety and welfare of people at
work, and to safeguard others, e.g. surroundings and supply, who may
be exposed to risks from the way work is carried out.

Although there have been improvements in health and safety offshore
since the Piper Alpha disaster in 1988 the risks are ever present:

Focus on HSEQ is to decide what is reasonably practicable within
safety and environment. Management must take account of the degree
of risk on the one hand, and on the other the sacrifice, whether in
money, time or trouble, involved in the measures necessary to avert the
risk. Unless it can be shown that there is gross disproportion between
these factors and that the risk is insignificant in relation to the cost, the
Management must take measures and incur costs to reduce the risk.
The economy in the overall picture will be reduced.
Less accidents = less expenditure.
Some companies refer to the concept by other names such as QHSE,
Due Care or Safety Awareness. Sometimes HSEQ is treated as 2 main
areas and some companies thus operate with HSE as one concept
and Quality as another.
The attention to HSEQ can be attributed to some tragic accidents in the
offshore industry such as the 1988 Piper Alpha disaster in the Scottish
part of the North Sea where a gas explosion resulted in the death of 167
people as well as the total destruction of the platform.
An inquiry later revealed that the accident was caused by a series of human errors due to lack of safety procedures. Today, HSEQ procedures
ensure that a similar event will not take place.

•
•
•
•
•

Fire
Explosion
Release of gas
Structural failure
Environment disasters

All have the potential to cause major loss of life. Specific legislation
exists to deal with the hazards arising from the operation of fixed/mobile installations, wells and pipelines. This is supported by relevant
legislation linked to generic industrial hazards.
This is a dynamic rapidly changing industry but with an ageing
infrastructure and increasing cost pressures as the available oil and
gas declines. These issues, together with the geographically isolated
workforce, and the inherent hazards in working offshore require high
standards of management of health and safety.
Within HSEQ the goals for the upstream oil and gas industry are:
• To prevent major accidents with catastrophic consequences
• To prevent fatalities and accidents
• To secure a step change improvement in injury rates and work
related health and consequent days lost from work
• To support industry’s goal to be the world’s safest offshore sector
by 2010
• To secure more effective workplace involvement
• To maintain an effective regulatory framework

Figure 12.1 – The Piper Alpha Platform.
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12-3 Procedures

Following a management system allows for a dynamic system that is
adaptable to actual conditions.

The backbone of HSEQ procedures are standards (also referred to as
norms). The main standardisation organisations within the offshore
industry are:

Another way of illustrating the process, by which HSEQ is handled,
is by the so-called Demming Wheel:

• ISO - International Standardization Organization
• CEN – Committée Européen de Normalisation
• API - American Petroleum Institute

Plan

For the North Sea it is also worth to mention Dansk Standard (Danish
Standard) and NORSOK Petroleum.
These organisations all develop and adopt standards that are used
throughout the offshore industry.
TImportant standards within HSEQ include:
• DS/OHSAS 18000 series (Health & Safety)
• DS/EN ISO 14000 series (Environment)
• DS/EN ISO 9000 series (Quality)

Besides from using international standards, companies often develop
their own standards. For example, operators often have standards that
their contractors must obey to when working for the contractor.
In addition, HSEQ procedures are often supplemented by a management system. This can be illustrated as shown below:

Strategical Level
(Politics on the area)

Tactical Level
(Manuals and descriptions)

Auditing
Operative Level
(Execution)

Figure 12.2 – HSEQ management system.
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Do
Check

For the 9000 series a special version for the oil and gas industry has
been developed – ISO 29001.

Review of the Management

Act

Figure 12.3 – Demming Wheel.

12-4 Mindsets

12-5 Risk analysis

Having standards and procedures is not enough to ensure a safe work
environment. Another important part of HSEQ is the mindset of the
people involved in the daily work. To benefit from the procedures it
is essential that employees display safe behavior. Offshore oil and gas
companies therefore put a lot of effort into changing the attitude of
their employees towards HSEQ so that their employees not only
know what is prescribed in the procedures but also act on it.
The effort is done in different ways. Some companies use specialists
within coaching and teaching in safety and awareness, other companies use web based courses.

The operators are responsible for continuously improving the
health and safety of their personnel as well as the safety of installations and the environment. For this purpose, the operators
carry out risk analyses in observance of the ALARP principle;
see figure 12-4.

Unacceptable risk
Highest acceptable risk level =
Acceptance criterion
The ALARP region
Example of tolerable risk level
according to the ALARP process

Common for both ways of teaching is that the courses try to improve/
alter the mindset of the workers regarding safe behavior.

Tolerable risk

Another way of changing the mindset of workers is by using posters,
stop cards, safe job analyses and toolbox talks etc.

Generally accepted
risk

All in all - in other words - if the mindset, in the whole organization,
regarding safety is changed, money and lives can be saved.

Generally accepted risk level

Figure 12-4 Risk levels of the ALARP principle (Energistyrelsen)

Previously, risk analysis was a tool used to establish that statutory requirements and limit values were observed. Now the
operating company must continuously perform risk assessments
and attempt to reduce risks whenever reasonably practicable.
The aim is to ensure the implementation of improvements on a
more contemporary basis.
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12.4 Danish Maritime authority 		
(DEA)

In 2008, the DEA registered a total of 20 reports concerning workrelated accidents, 18 on fixed offshore installations, including mobile
accommodation units, and 2 on other mobile offshore units. The accidents are broken down by category in table 12.1 and figure 12.5.
In 2009, the DEA registered a total of 24 reports concerning workrelated accidents, 20 on fixed offshore installations, including mobile
accommodation units, and 4 on other mobile offshore units. The accidents are broken down by category in table 12.1 and figure 12.5.

The Danish Maritime authority registers and processes all reported
work-related accidents on Danish offshore installations and evaluates
the follow-up procedures taken by the companies.
At the DEA’s first inspection after an accident, the work-related accident is addressed at a meeting with the safety organization on the
installation. In case of serious accidents, the DEA carries out immediate inspections in cooperation with the police.

Cause of accident

The aim of the DEA’s follow-up on work-related accidents is to ensure that the companies and their safety organizations take concerted
action to reinforce preventive measures on offshore installations.

2006

2007

2008

Fixed

Mobile

Falling/tripping

6

1

Use of work
equitment

5

2

Handling goods

6

1

Other

3

0

Total

20

4

2009
Figure 12.5 Number of
work-related accidents on
offshore installations from
2006 to 2009 broken down
by category

Falling/tripping
Use of work aquipment
Handling goods
Crane/lifting operations
Falling object
Other
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14

16

18

Table 12.1 Reported
accidents broken
down by cause of
accident for 2009

Chapter 13
Offshore Wind Energy
13-1 Background

13-2 What is Wind Energy?

For thousands of years humans have exploited the energy of the
wind. First as a mean of power for sailing ships, later for pumping
water and grinding grain and more recently for the generation of
electricity. But it was not until the oil crisis in the 1970’s that wind
technology gained a real foothold. The recent years’ focus on peaking
oil reserves has fuelled the desire of countries in the Western World
to become more independent of oil-based electricity, and sparked a
great interest in wind energy. Today wind power is the fastest growing energy source in the world. Originally, wind turbines were placed
all over the countryside in windy locations such as hilltops and near
the coast, but in the early 1990’s a new type of location was taken
into use - the ocean.

Due to the curvature of the earth, solar radiation entering the earth’s
atmosphere warms certain areas of the globe more so than others,
most at the equator, least at the poles. Wind is created by air flowing
from warmer to cooler regions, and it is these air flows that are
harnessed by windmills and wind turbines to produce power. An estimated 1% -3% of the sun’s energy that reaches the earth is converted
into wind energy. This is about 50 to 100 times more energy than is
converted into biomass through photosynthesis by all the plants of the
earth. Most of this wind energy is generated at high altitudes, where
continuous wind speeds of over 160 km/h occur.
Eventually, wind energy is converted through friction into diffuse
heat throughout the earth’s surface and atmosphere.
Today, wind power largely generates electricity by converting the
rotation of turbine blades into electrical current by means of an electrical generator. In windmills (a much older technology) wind energy
is used to power mechanical machinery to do physical work, like
crushing grain or pumping water.
Wind power is used in large-scale wind farms to supply national
electrical grids as well as in small individual turbines for providing
electricity to rural residences or grid-isolated locations.
Wind energy is ample, renewable, widely distributed and clean, and
mitigates the greenhouse effect if used to replace fossil-fuel-derived
electricity.
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13-3 The Wind Turbine
A modern wind turbine is a complex construction consisting of more
than 10,000 different parts. The main part is the nacelle, where all the
electronic and mechanical equipment is situated.

Each turbine model has a specific power curve. The power curve is a
graph, which reveals key data about the power and wind speed for the
given turbine. See example in the following figure:

POWER [KW]
1 Spinner
2 Spinner Bracket
3 Blade
4 Pitch bearing
5 Rotor hut
6 Main bearing
7 Main Sharft
8 Gearbox
9 Brake Disc
10 Coupling
11 Service crane
12 Generator
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7
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Figure 13.3 – Power curve for 2.3 MW turbine from Siemens Wind Power.

Figure 13.1 – The Nacelle.

The blades are located at the front of the nacelle. Most modern wind
turbines have 3 blades. The nacelle and blades are located at the top
of the tower that is supported by a foundation.

Total height

Sweep area

From the power curve above the following conclusions can be drawn:
• The wind turbine starts producing electricity when wind speed
reaches 3 m/s
• Production increases as wind speed increases
• The maximum power produced is 2.3 MW – this occurs when wind
speed reaches 15 m/s
• When wind speed exceeds 25 m/s, production stops. As a security
measure the turbine shuts down at this speed.

Hub height
Nacelle

13-3-1 Offshore Foundations

Rotor diameter

Tower

Foundation

Figure 13.2 – The Wind Turbine.
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When building wind turbines on land, the tower is usually grouted in
place. This is a fairly straight-forward and cheap process. Offshore,
however, the story is very different. Here the foundation normally
accounts for around 25% of the total cost of the wind farm. Special
vessels and equipment are also needed for installation, which calls for
very different requirements when compared to onshore wind farms.
Until present (1991-2010) almost all offshore wind turbines have
been located in shallow water (max. 25 m). 2 types of foundations are
suitable at these depths – the monopole and the gravity foundation:

Offshore Wind Energy

weight, which is typically a couple of thousand tons. Nysted (aka
Rødsand) and Middelgrunden are examples of wind farms that have
gravity foundations. In future many offshore wind farms will be
located in deeper water. Alternative foundations will therefore have to
be developed for this situation. One example of foundation could be
the tripod structure. This is already used in oil and gas installations,
so the technique has already proven itself.
Another option could be floating foundations – a technology currently
being developed by Danish and Norwegian companies. This would be
suitable for very deep water (over 100 m).

Figure 13.4 – Monopile
foundation.

Figure 13.5 – Gravity foundation.

A monopile is in essence a long steel rod that is hammered into the
seabed. Offshore wind farms such as Horns Rev and Samsø have
monopile foundations.
A gravity foundation can be made of either concrete or steel, concrete
being the most common. The idea is to have a base structure heavy
enough to support the tower and nacelle solely by its own weight.
The technique is similar to that used in bridge construction and is
therefore very well known. Gravity foundations are transported to
the site on barges and lowered onto the seabed. The foundation often
contains compartments, filled with ballast rocks to increase the total

Figure 13.7 – Floating foundation.

Figure 13.6 – Tripod foundation.
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13-4 The Offshore Wind Market
Advantages in placing wind turbines offshore as opposed to onshore
are several. These include more wind, more space and fewer concerned parties (e.g. no neighbours). Advantages such as these inspired
the Danes to establish the first offshore wind farm of the world
at Vindeby (11 turbines, 5 MW). It was built in 1991 in southern
Denmark (off the coast of Lolland). Vindeby proved to be a success analysis showing that production of electricity was 20% higher than it
would have been for a similar wind farm at a typical onshore location
(Vindeby produces on average 11.2 GWh/year).
Furthermore environmental analyses have shown that the wind farm
have had no considerable negative impact on marine life. Since the
construction of Vindeby other offshore wind farms have been established in Denmark as well as abroad. So far 2 GW has been installed
offshore.
Currently (2010) offshore wind farms are concentrated in North
Western Europe, primarily Denmark, the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, Sweden and Germany
Danish energy policy is planning a major expansion of offshore wind
farms. The aim is that by 2030, 75% of the Danish wind energy (a
ratio equivalent to 4000 MW) will be delivered from offshore wind
farms. If this goal is met, it will result in wind energy being able to
cover half of Denmark’s total energy requirements.

Future prospects within offshore wind farms are extensive. Installations with a capacity of several thousands of MW have been planned
– most of them located in North Western Europe. Some of the largest
expansions planned are located in the United Kingdom and in Germany. Prospects for the near future seem to indicate that the market is
picking up pace in North Western Europe.
Besides the offshore wind farms scheduled in North Western Europe,
a number of other countries are planning to include offshore wind energy in their grids. These include USA, Canada, China, India, Korea
and Japan.
All in all, offshore wind energy is a market with a great potential,
with much of the technology concen-trated around Northern Europe
and around Denmark in particular. Until now, 90% of all installed
offshore capacity in the world has been delivered from the Danish
wind power industry.
To keep track of future development, Offshore Center Danmark has
created a website providing information on all existing and planned
offshore wind farms. The website can be found at
http://www.offshorecenter.dk/offshorewindfarms.
In addition to basic sites, the location of the wind farms has been
plotted into Google Earth. By downloading the OWF place mark
collection (also found at http://www.offshorecenter.dk/offshorewindfarms), the location of all existing and planned offshore wind farms
can be viewed using the Google Earth application.
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Chapter 14
Wave and Tidal Energy
14-1 Overview

14-2 Wave Energy

Many studies suggest that the marine environment stores enough
energy in the form of heat, currents, waves and tides to meet the total
worldwide demand for power many times.

Wave energy conversion takes advantage of the ocean waves, which
are caused primarily by the interaction of the wind with the surface
of the sea. Wave energy is an irregular, oscillating low-frequency
energy source that must be converted to a 60-Hertz frequency before
it can be added to the electric utility grid. It must be noted that the
magnitude of wave power at deep ocean sites is 3 to 8 times the
wave power experienced adjacent to coastal sites. However, the cost
of electricity transmission from deep ocean sites is prohibitively
high. Although many devices have been invented to exploit this
energy, only a small number has been tested and evaluated, and of
these only a few have been tested at sea rather than in artificial wave
tanks. Some systems extract energy from surface waves, others from
pressure fluctuations below the surface or from the full wave. Some
systems are fixed in position and let waves pass through them, while
some follow the waves and move with them, and yet other systems
concentrate and focus waves, which increases their height and their
potential for conversion into electricity.

Potential energy is energy waiting to be used. The gravitational
forces of the sun, earth and moon together create a tremendous store
of this energy in the waters of the ocean. Tides moving backwards
and forwards along our coastlines and the constant movement of
waves could provide enormous amounts of electrical power, and the
construction of stations with turbine generators could transform much
of this potential energy into electricity. There is plenty of energy in
ocean waves, but of rather low quality.
Therefore it is a challenge to find ways to concentrate and convert the
potential energy into more useful forms of energy, such as electricity.
One of the challenges in producing electricity from waves is that - in
spite of strong forces in action where waves are hitting - the movements in the wave crests are rather slow. Bigger wave heights also
give longer wavelengths and periods of time between the energy
bursts. Approximately with a factor of 20, but it is not quite linear.
It means that the power in watt is rather low and not much to go for,
unless you build a plant covering a big area and try to accelerate the
movements by some sort of gearing or temporary storing. Also, it
is necessary to find ways to smoothen out the irregularity of natural
waves, and collect as much as possible to run a turbine and a generator.

Wave energy converters can be placed in the sea at various locations.
Some are floating structures while others are placed on the seabed in
relatively shallow water. Those situated on the bottom of the sea can
be completely submerged or project above the surface. Finally a converter system can also be placed on an offshore platform. Apart from
wave-powered navigation buoys, however, most of the prototypes
have been placed on or near the shore. The visual impact of a wave
energy conversion facility depends on the type of device as well as its
distance from the shore. In general floating buoy systems or offshore
platforms placed many kilometers from land are not likely to have
much visual impact (nor will a submerged system). On the other hand
onshore facilities and offshore platforms in shallow waters can give
an industrial look to a site of natural recreation area or beauty.
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14-3 Wave Power

14-4 Tidal Energy

Waves are generated by wind passing over the sea: organized waves
form from disorganized turbulence because wind pressure pushes
down wave troughs and lifts up wave crests. In general, large waves
are more powerful. Specifically, wave power is determined by wave
height, wave speed, wavelength, and water density.

Tidal energy is used to produce electricity by harnessing the energy
contained in the mass of moving water associated with tides. There
are 2 types of energy associated with this: kinetic energy from currents created by the ebb and flow of tides and potential energy from
the difference in height (or head) between high and low tides. Generating energy from tidal currents is considered much more feasible
today than building ocean-based dams or barrages, and many coastal
sites worldwide are being examined for their suitability to produce
tidal (current) energy.

Wave size is determined by wind speed and fetch (the distance over
which the wind excites the waves) and by the depth and topography
of the seafloor (which can focus or disperse the energy of the waves).
Wave motion is highest at the surface and diminishes exponentially
with depth; however, wave energy is also present as pressure waves
in deeper water.
The potential energy of a set of waves is proportional to wave height
squared times wave period (the time between wave crests). Longer
period waves have relatively longer wavelengths and move faster.
The potential energy is equal to the kinetic energy (that can be
expended). Wave power is expressed in kilowatts per m (at a location
such as a shoreline).
The formula below shows, how wave power can be calculated. Excluding waves created by major storms, the largest waves are about
15 m high and have a period of about 15 s. According to the formula,
such waves carry about 1700 kW of potential power across each meter of wavefront. A good wave power location will have an average
flux much less than this: perhaps about 50 kW/m.
Formula: Power (in kW/m) = k H2 T ~ 0.5 H2 T,
where k = constant, H = wave height (crest to trough) in meters, and
T = wave period (crest to crest) in seconds.
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One method of exploiting tidal energy involves building a dam and
creating a tidal lagoon. The barrage traps water inside a basin. Heat is
created when the water level outside of the basin or lagoon changes
relative to the water level inside and this is used to drive the turbines.
In any design this leads to a decrease in tidal range inside the basin
or lagoon, implying a reduced transfer of water between the basin
and the sea. This reduced transfer of water accounts for the energy
produced by the scheme.
Tidal power is classified as a renewable energy source, because it
is caused by the orbital forces of the solar system and is considered
inexhaustible within a human timeframe. The root source of the
energy comes from the slow deceleration of the earth’s rotation. The
moon gains energy from this interaction and slowly recedes from the
earth. Tidal power has great potential for the generation of electricity
in the future because of the total amount of energy contained in this
rotation. Tidal power is reliable and predictable (unlike wind energy
and solar power).

Wave and Tidal Energy

14-5 Implications

14-6 Danish Position in
Wave Energy

Though intermittent, electrical output from wave energy is more reliable than from wind energy, as sea states (waves) are inherently more
predictable than wind. This is because, once created, they continue
to transmit energy for a foreseeable period. Typically waves can be
accurately predicted over a period of approximately 8 hours.

Harvesting energy from offshore is a Danish speciality. Since the first
Danish production of oil, and also the first Northern Sea, was initiated
in 1971 (the Dan field), and the first offshore wind farm in the world
was constructed (Vindeby) in 1991, Denmark has proved itself a key
player in the global offshore market. Currently, a new segment to the
offshore energy sector is on the rise with Denmark taking the lead
– wave energy.

Because of limited experience with renewable ocean energy, it is
difficult to be certain how effective and economic it would be if fully
developed. Tidal barrages have been tested (albeit limited), but their
failure to take off speaks for itself. A rough indication of the relative
capacities is the load factor, which is defined as the number of hours a
year during which the facility operates at nominal capacity divided by
the total operating hours in a year – 8760 hr/yr.

The potential for wave energy is vast. Studies have shown that the
global energy demand can be covered from extraction of 0.1% of the
total energy available in the Earths oceans. As seen, North Western
Europe has quite a high energy content.
Over the years several ideas for devices to extraction of wave energy
have been designed. Countries like Japan, the United Kingdom and
Norway have been conducting research in wave energy since the
70’s. In Denmark a state supported research programme was carried
out from 1997-2002. This spawned about 50 ideas for new devices,
making Denmark the most active region within development of wave
energy.

Figure 14.1 - World map showing the
energy content at different locations.
Numbers indicate kW / m of crest length.
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14-7 Pilot Plants in Europe
So far only a few instances of commercial devices have been installed
around the world. These include the Pelamis device off the coast of
Portugal and Oscillating Water Column devices in Scotland, India
and at the Azores. However, several promising new devices are aiming for commercialisation within near future. These include Danish
devices Wave Star, Poseidons Organ and Wave Dragon.

Method

Pilot plant

Country

Pneumatic wave energy
conversion systems

Limpet
Azores
Oe Buoy
AWS
Pelamis
Lab-Buoy
Wave Dragon
Wave Plane
Seapowerkraft
Wave Star
Seaflow
Messina
Stingray

Scotland
Portugal
Ireland
Portugal
Scotland
Greece
Denmark
Denmark
Sweden/UK
Denmark
Sweden
Italy
UK

Mechanical wave energy
conversion systems
Overtopping/surging wave
energy conversion systems

Tidal current devices

Table 14.1 - Pilot plants in Europe and their corresponding methods.

Float based devices (pneumatic wave energy conversion systems
and mechanical wave energy conversion systems) work by the
absorber principle, where floats help extracting the energy. Overtopping devices work by the overtopping principle, where water is lead
to a plateau above the natural sea level from where it will be lead
through turbines. Oscillating water column devices contain a chamber
where the water level changes goes in and out. When the water level
changes so does the pressure. This causes air to flow through the
turbine generating electricity.
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14-8 Scope for Danish Wave
Energy in the North Sea
The energy from waves passing the Danish sea territory is estimated
at approximately 30 TWh per year. The calculation goes as follows:
If an area in the North Sea from the south sea border of the Danish
territory close to the oil field Dan to the Norwegian border in the
north (covering 150 km) is to be covered with wave energy devices
all with an efficiency of 25%, then the yearly net energy production
will amount to 5 TWh which is approximately 15% of the total electricity consumption in Denmark.
Research has shown that Danish waves on average have a wave
period 4-5 sec. occurring 2668 hours per year (30%). Wave heights
average between 0.5 and 1.5 m occurring 4105 hours per year (46%).
Thus, there are plenty of possibilities for utilisation of the power
in waves off the Danish coast, specifically in the Danish North Sea
sector.

Wave and Tidal Energy

14-9 Danish Concepts
A number of Danish inventors have created devices to convert the
power in the waves to energy. 2 of them are mentioned below.

14-9-1 Wave Star

14-9-2 Wave Dragon
This kind of wave energy device consists of a angled platform gathering the waves in a kind of reservoir. From this reservoir the water
flows into hydro turbines running an electro generator. The Wave
Dragon will be constructed in steel and concrete and have been tested
as a pilot plant at Nissum Bredning.

The device (converter) consists of 2 rows of each twenty floats. Forty
floats in all. The floats are attached to a structure, which sits on piles.
All moving parts are above water. The converter is normally installed
so it is oriented towards the dominant wave direction. When the wave
passes, the floats pump hydraulic energy into a common transmission
system. Because the converter is oriented towards the dominant wave
direction, the floats pump energy into the transmission system distributed over time, which produces an even output to a hydraulic motor
which drives a generator direct. A frequency converter locks the
generator onto the grid. Wave Star Energy in scale 1:10 has now been
in operation and grid connected since April 2006 at Nissum Bredning
in the North Western corner of Denmark. Since then the test machine
has logged almost 4,000 operational hours in the first 6 months of
daily operation, been through 7 significant storms and is a major step
on the way towards commercial wave power.

Figure 14.3 - The Wave Dragon pilot plant at Nissum Bredning.

Figure 14.2 - The Wave Star pilot
plant at Nissum Bredning.
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Chapter 15
Education and Training in Denmark
In order to ensure the industry’s demands for quality and effectiveness, employees within the offshore sector need the proper form of
education and training.
Offshore education is divided into 3 main areas:
• Safety training
• Vocational training for skilled workers
• Master and bachelor degrees for engineers etc.
• Basic courses for blue collar workers
With more than 40 years of experience from offshore projects, Danish
educational institutions and offshore companies have a long tradition
for educating people working on offshore projects. Educational institutions active in the field are found nationwide, the majority being
based in Esbjerg. Representatives are:
• Several institutions offering safety training for offshore oil/gas
workers, offshore wind workers as well as employees in other areas
of the maritime sector
• 2 universities offering master and bachelor modules in a range of
offshore relevant courses as well as carrying out research to ensure
development of new knowledge
• 3 major schools offering vocational training for skilled workers in
offshore relevant areas
• A wide range of private companies providing courses at many
levels for their current and/or future employees
• Several private companies offering different offshore relevant
education modules aimed primarily at personnel employed by other
companies
• Several technical schools offering different offshore relevant
courses for blue collar workers

The table below (figure 15.1) gives an overview of different levels of
education and training.
NB: The table is not complete; it only gives a general overview.
Several other education and training centers offer a wide range of
degrees and courses.
Also explore www.offshoreuddannelse.dk

Esbjerg Institute of Technology
Technical University of Denmark – DTU
Universy of Southern Denmark
Aarhus University
Copenhagen University
AMU -Vest
Business Academy Southwest – EASV
EUC Vest
FORCE Technology
Fredericia Maskinmesterskole
GEUS
ARBEJDSMILJØEksperten A/S
Esbjerg Safety Consult A/S
Falck Nutec Esbjerg A/S
Maersk Training Esbjerg
ResQ
Offshore Center Danmark

Masters and bachelors
Masters and bachelors
Masters and bachelors
Masters and bachelors
Masters and bachelors
Vocational training
Vocational training
Vocational training
Vocational training
Vocational training
Vocational training
Safety training
Safety training
Safety training
Safety training
Safety training
Introduction courses

Table 15.1 – Offshore specific education and training in Denmark.

www.offshoreuddannelse.dk
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Offshore Center Danmark is the official national competence and innovation center for the Danish
offshore industry. On behalf of its +230 member companies and institutions Offshore Center
Danmark push development with the aim of growth within the Danish offshore industry.
Focus areas are oil & gas, offshore wind, the offshore maritime area and wave energy.
Core activities include: Facilitation of networking activities in between businesses and between
businesses and universities, Management of technical and industry-wide development projects,
Knowledge sharing activities including conferences, B2B events and promotion of the Danish
offshore sector in an international perspective.
The centre works through initiatives and activities which develop knowledge and promote the
cooperation among all the players in the Danish offshore sector: Industries, consultants,
educational institutions and the authorities.
Since initiation in 2003, more than 230 companies and knowledge institutions have joined the
centre, more than 50 conferences and workshops within offshore related subjects have been hosted
and more than 40 industry development projects have been coordinated.
Further information can be found at www.offshorecenter.dk

